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Development of a Novel Planar Mie Scattering Method for Measurement of
Spray Characteristics

Stephen D. LePera

(ABSTRACT)

The work herein details an optical droplet measurement system based on planar multi-
angle Mie scattering. Sizing information consists of a mean droplet diameter and droplet
distribution estimates for every individual point within a planar (2D) area of interest. The
planar method makes possible the fast acquisition of data within a large field of interest, and
uses relatively inexpensive instrumentation.

As presented, the method demonstrated the ability to measure water droplets from a typical
simplex spray nozzle, across the range of 5-50µm within +/-10% of known values, and in
addition return an estimate of the shape and width of the size distribution at each location
within the planar region of interest. Measurements demonstrating the agreement between
results from this current method and known PDA data were successfully completed for a
1-gallon-per-hour spray nozzle, and repeatability was demonstrated in 2.5-gallon-per-hour
and 4.5-gallon-per-hour nozzles.

Additionally the limits of the technique are explored with simulated data. Conclusions
from these exercises show that the multi-angle planar Mie scattering method is capable of
measuring droplet distribution characteristics and means within a nominal range of 0.3µm
up to 150µm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There are many interesting engineering flows where in order to improve performance, it is
important to be able to measure the size and size distribution of droplets or particles; for
instance characterization of a fuel spray or a fuel jet atomizing into the flow of air through
an engine. Even though numerous excellent methods exist within the literature and many
commercial systems are available which can give this information, it is likely impossible to
have one system which is perfect for use in all occasions.

The work herein details a system based on planar multi-angle Mie scattering. Sizing informa-
tion gained from this technique consists of a mean droplet diameter and droplet distribution
estimates for every individual point within a planar area of interest. Only characteristics
of the entire distribution at each location are measured, however the advantage is that
when compared to some well known techniques, such as Malvern or Phase Doppler Particle
Anemometry (PDPA), spatially accurate results for an entire flow-field may be obtained
quickly and relatively economically.

1.2 Scope/Objectives

The current work explores the use of Mie scattering from an entire 2D plane to obtain
information about the size and size distribution of particles in a typical spray. The planar
method makes acquisition of data within a large field of interest possible, while the use
of relatively inexpensive instrumentation makes the method available to a large number of
research situations and facilities.
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The result of this current work is:
� presentation of a relatively inexpensive method which can produce spatially accurate
information about the size of droplets in a spray, and

� an exploration of the abilities and limitations of the developed method.

The following section briefly reviews sprays of the type concerned in this work, reviews past
and current optical sizing methods, overviews the general Mie theory of scattering from
small particles, and specifically analyzes Mie theory as it will relate to the planar scattering
method developed within this work.

1.3 Particle Sizing Background

1.3.1 Atomizers, Sprays and Distributions

Lefebvre[18] succinctly defines the general spray as “a system of drops immersed in a gaseous
continuous phase.” There are many naturally occurring sprays such as clouds and rain in
addition to sprays from man-made devices such as foggers and sprinklers, however the sprays
considered in the current work shall be limited to sprays containing droplets in the size range
from about 0.1µm to 150µm, a range typically found in combustion systems.

Atomizers, also known as spray nozzles, may be found in an almost limitless number of
ingenious designs. These myriad of designs are basically constructed in one of two general
arrangements: a high energy liquid is injected or thrown into a lower energy gas, or visa versa
with a low energy liquid being subjected to a high energy gas stream. Still, all atomizers share
one common behavior - they produce a spray, and characterization of the sprays produced is
very important to the operation of whatever engineering system the atomizer will be utilized
within. Even a brief discussion of all these categories of atomizers is beyond the scope of
the current work (a comprehensive discussion may be found within Lefebvre[18]), however, a
concise description of the particular atomizer used for the work herein, the simplex (pressure-
swirl) atomizer, is merited.

A simplex (pressure-swirl) atomizer contains vanes, passages, or another method of imparting
swirl to the pressurized liquid as it leaves the spray nozzle. The swirl spreads the liquid out
as it leaves the nozzle and results in a wide “cone” shaped spray, typically between 30 and
90°of included angle. Depending on the specifics of the nozzle, the cone can be “solid”
in which case the droplets of the spray exist throughout the entire volume of the cone, or
“hollow” in which case the droplets are only around the outside surface of the cone. Solid
cone designs typically deliver higher flow rates, but have a more coarse spray compared to
hollow cone designs. Despite the name, the solid cone nozzles are not truly uniform within
the cone and will also typically become “more hollow” as flow rates increase.

In addition to the cone shape, simplex atomizers must be characterized by their flow rate and
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operational pressure, which are sometimes combined into a flow number commonly defined
as:

FN =
ṁF√
∆P

(1.1)

where ṁF is the mass flow rate (in kg/h) and ∆P is the differential pressure across the
atomizer (in MPa). The flow number is suggested by the known exponential relationship
between flow rate and pressure. Because of this relationship, simplex nozzles do not usually
have a wide range of useful flow rates. It has become common therefore to describe a nozzle
with only the design flow rate. For instance a Delavan WDB-1.0, the model used for part
of the current work, is a solid-cone one gallon-per-hour (GPH) atomizer, typically using
water. There is an optimal range of pressures where that particular nozzle will operate and
produce a reasonable spray. Delavan lists operation in this case between 75 and 500 psig,
with the nominal operation at 125 psig for one GPH operation. The Delavan models are
designated in USCS (English) units and therefore are so referenced within this work; note
for reference that the SI performance of this particular model nominally produces 4.1 kg/h
flow at a pressure of 0.862 MPa.

Regardless of the manufacturer or design, an atomizer rarely produces a spray of uniform
drop size. Instead, a typical spray consists of a range, or distribution, of sizes. When such
a spray is measured, the data are frequently presented in the form of a histogram, such as
shown by the bars in Figure 1.1. For each “bin,“ or range of particle sizes, the is a probability
(between 0 and 1.0), the fraction of the total number of droplets that happen to be in the
range of that particular bin. This distribution, with sufficient samples or when described by
a mathematical function, is typically called the probability distribution (PDF), or sometimes
the frequency distribution. The area under this probability distribution curve will be equal
to one.

A mathematical expression for the PDF is useful because by determining a few parameters
about a droplet distribution, other parameters may be assumed and calculated. This is
important to the current work because optical characteristics of individual droplets are going
to be integrated as part of the sizing method. It is therefore important to examine potential
expressions for the PDF that could represent the character of an atomizer’s spray. Although
historically many statistical and empirical functions have been suggested, the most common
functions used to characterize droplet distributions are the normal, log-normal, and modified
Rosin-Rammler.

Normal distributions, also commonly known as the “bell curve,” are useful because many
natural, mathematical, and statistical processes have been shown explicitly to behave “nor-
mally,” that is the behavior of a large number of independent, random data may be accurately
represented by the normal PDF. An even greater number of processes appear to approximate
the normal PDF or may be approximated by using the normal PDF. The normal PDF is
expressed in Equation 1.2 as the probability p of the occurrence of the given value x, and
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Figure 1.1: Histogram representation of data measured from a typical sim-
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showing the probability of each bin are represented by circles.
Data from Chishty[9][10].
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is defined with two parameters. The mean, µ, is at the peak value in the middle of the
distribution. The standard deviation, σ, defines the width of the distribution, with about
99.7% of all results found within +/-3 standard deviations.

p =
1√
2πσ

e

−(x− µ)2

(2σ2) (1.2)

The log-normal PDF is directly related to the normal PDF but may be used to model
processes that result in a skewed distribution. If, as above, the variable x has a normal
distribution, then ex has a log-normal distribution. The log-normal PDF given in Equation
1.3, has the probability p of the occurrence of the given value x. Clearly x must be positive
(obviously not an issue for droplet sizes). The mean of a log-normal distribution,m, is related

to µ by m = ln(µ2/
√
σ + µ2 and the standard deviation, v, to σ by v =

√
ln(σ/µ2 + 1).

p =
1

xv
√
2π

e

−(ln(x)−m)2

(2v2) (1.3)

The Rosin-Rammler empirical relationship[23] is another two-parameter function popularly
used to describe droplet distributions. The original relation, Equation 1.4, uses two constants
X and q to relate any particular droplet diameter D with the fraction of the total volume
contained in drops less than D. The value of X is a “representative“ diameter compared to
D. The exponent q provides a measure of the spread of drop sizes. The higher the value of
q, the more uniform the spray (if q is infinite the drops in the spray would be all the same
size). The variable X was determined from the value of D where 1−Q = e−1; then X is the
diameter where 63.2% of the total liquid volume is in drops of smaller diameter.

1−Q = e−(D/X)q (1.4)

Rizk[17] and Lefebvre analyzed a considerable body of data and suggested Equation 1.5 as
a change to the original Rosin and Rammler work which, particularly with larger particle
diameters, offers a better fit to pressure-swirl nozzle data. The PDF obtained from the
modified relation, given as Equation 1.6, yields the probability p of the occurrence of the
given value x. So the modified Rosin-Rammler PDF is defined by D (63.2% of the volume
is below the diameter D), and q which defines the spread of the droplet sizes.

1−Q = e−(lnD/lnX)q (1.5)

p = q e
−
[(

lnx

lnD

)q (
lnx

lnD

)q
1

(x lnx

]
(1.6)
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The decision of which PDF might be best for a given experiment is taken by comparing
potential curves against data from similar situations. In Figure 1.2, experimental droplet
size data from four locations within a simplex atomizer is plotted in comparison to the
above potential PDF’s. The atomizer data shown is from the work of Chishty[9][10] and
was collected using a Dantec 1-D Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA, or PDA). The
atomizer in the experiments shown was the Delavan WDB-1.00, a 1-GPH solid cone simplex
nozzle. This same atomizer was among those used during the current work, so results
obtained by Chishty provide an excellent source for comparison.

The three PDF’s in Figure 1.2 are all two-parameter models, and those parameters were
adjusted to give each PDF the best match of the given data. The parameters used in each
case are given on the plot, and in the case of the data the mean and the Sauter Mean
Diameter (SMD) are given. The first and most important conclusion to be taken from
the figures is that, given optimal selection of the “diameter” and “width” parameters, all
three of the prospective PDF’s capture the general characteristics of droplet behavior from
the atomizer. A closer look, particularly comparing Figure 1.2a) with Figure 1.2c) and d),
shows that the locations near the centerline show a slightly more asymmetric distribution
than the outer locations so both the log-normal and Rosin-Rammler do a little better than
the plain normal.

For the purposes of this work, there appears to be no significant advantage to one of the
above functions over the others, however the parameters defining the normal and log-normal
distributions are the easiest to understand (mean and standard deviation). Also, the current
work will be shown later (Section1.3.3) to be only weakly sensitive to the type and shape of
the distribution so there is no reason to believe using additional PDF’s would improve the
process. For these reasons the Rosin-Rammler and other empirical distributions were not
used for data processing here.

The plots in Figure 1.2 also offer an opportunity to briefly discuss representative diameters
in the spray. The general definition of a mean diameter is given in Equation 1.7 where the
two parameters a and b may be adjusted to compute means based on the linear mean, surface
area, volume, and other combinations; Ni is the number of droplets of size Di.

Dab =

[
ΣNiD

a
i

ΣNiD
b
i

]1/(a−b)

(1.7)

Lefebvre examined many representative diameters in depth and concluded, particularly for
combustion processes, that no representative diameter is better than the SMD, D32 (where
a = 3 and b = 2). The SMD represents the diameter of a particle that has the ratio of
volume to surface area the same as that of the entire spray. However, the linear mean, D10

(where a = 1 and b = 0) is the same as m from the normal and log-normal distributions,
and the volume mean, D30 (where a = 3 and b = 0) are widely used. The volume mean and
the mass mean (MMD, D0.5) are identical assuming the density of the droplet liquid is the
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Figure 1.2: Diameter distributions at fixed axial location 25mm down-

stream of atomizer compared with Normal, Log-Normal, and
Modified Rosin-Rammler PDF functions with: a) centerline,
b) 6mm radial, c) 12mm radial, d) 16mm radial.Data from
Chishty[9][10]
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same throughout the spray.

Despite possible advantages of more advanced representative diameters for expressing the
character of a spray, for simplicity and due to the use of the normal and log-normal PDF’s
within this work, unless specifically stated otherwise the diameter of a distribution within
this work refers to the linear mean, D10. If needed at a later juncture, it is trivial to calculate
SMD or MMD from any distribution.

Ultimately a normal or log-normal PDF and the data must be matched both with mean di-
ameter and standard deviation. From the centerline case above, in Figure 1.3a), six different
normal PDF’s standard deviations are compared with the data. The mean diameter is the
same for all six PDFs, and the best fitting normal distribution is shown in Figure 1.3b). Four
log-normal distributions are compared with the data in Figure 1.3c), and the best matching
distribution is shown alone in Figure 1.3d). The match of the log-normal distribution is
better than the best normal distribution. Comparatively, from the outermost radial case, in
Figure 1.4a), the same six normal PDF’s standard deviations are compared with the data
and the best fitting normal distribution is shown in Figure 1.4b). The same four log-normal
distributions are compared with the data in Figure 1.4c), and the best matching distribution
is shown alone in Figure 1.4d). In this case the match of the normal distribution is better
than the best log-normal distribution.

This same comparison was done across the spray and in all cases it was possible to find a good
match using either one of the six normal standard deviations or one of the four log-normal
standard deviations. This set of PDF’s will be used throughout this work when calculating
integrated values for the spray and the spray’s optical characteristics, and in fact it will be
shown that an even smaller subset of these PDF’s is enough to achieve satisfactory results.

1.3.2 Optical Sizing Methods

Particulate and droplet sizing has been an important diagnostic need for ages, so the litera-
ture in this area is tremendous. An exhaustive review of every method is beyond the scope
of the current work, however a concise discussion of the most common methods is justified.
Only optical methods will be discussed, with methods upon which the current work is de-
pendent and methods which will be used for comparison, in particular, deserving the most
attention.

Optical sizing diagnostics may be broadly broken into two categories:
� methods that measure each individual droplet, or
� methods that measure or average an entire ensemble of droplets at the same time.

Typically in the first case the droplets are counted or measured for a period of time during
which the droplet distribution may be determined. The second case is often faster, but at
the cost of spatial and temporal resolution as well as departing from explicit measurement
of the droplet distribution.
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Figure 1.3: Diameter distributions at fixed axial location 25mm down-

stream of atomizer, along the centerline, with a) comparison to
six possible normal distributions, b) best normal PDF match,
c) comparison to four log-normal distributions, d) best log-
normal PDF match. Data from Chishty[9][10]
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Figure 1.4: Diameter distributions at fixed axial location 25mm down-

stream of atomizer, and radially 16mm, with a) comparison to
six possible normal distributions, b) best normal PDF match,
c) comparison to four log-normal distributions, d) best log-
normal PDF match. Data from Chishty[9][10]
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Individual Droplet Sizing

Individual methods determine, drop-by-drop, the size of each droplet and then, with a large
enough sample size, establish a histogram of the distribution of particle sizes. If a time-
averaged or spatially-averaged result is desired, that integrated value is computed from the
individually determined droplet sizes. It is possible to count or track exactly every droplet
and it’s characteristics.

Perhaps the most popular droplet sizing technique in use today is Phase Doppler Particle
Analysis (PDPA). In setup two laser beams are crossed; a laser interference pattern is created
within the volume where the beams intersect. Measurements are made within this probe
volume. As an individual droplet or particle passes through the probe volume, a Doppler
burst of light is scattered into receiving optics, located at a particular known collection
angle. Inside the receiving optics are several slightly separated detectors (typically at least
three), and the phase shift between the Doppler burst signals arriving at each detector is
used to calculate the size of the droplet, based on the assumption that the droplets are
spherical. The exact same optical setup is used to measure the velocity of the droplet, so
both size and velocity of the particle are known. Because relative phase shift is used instead
of absolute scattered intensities, no calibration is required and the technique is inherently
tolerant of dirty windows, reflections, combustion, and numerous other otherwise difficult
optical environments. Data rates through the measurement volume obviously depend on
seeding density, but typically can reach kHz range even in difficult cases. The greatest
limitation is that PDPA is a point technique; in order to characterize an entire flow field the
probe volume must be translated throughout the entire field one point at a time. At each
point the probe volume must be held long enough to measure sufficient droplets to accurately
identify the distribution of sizes there. The combination of these two constraints is that, as
a whole-field measurement, the technique can be slow and also demands either phase-locked
data collection or a steady experiment. Experimental data used in comparison with the
current work was collected using a one-dimensional DANTEC Measurement Technology[14]
5500A-00 PDPA system comprised of a 57x40 FiberPDA receiving probe, 58n70 FiberPDA
detector unit and a 58n10 PDA signal processor.

As Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry (DPIV) becomes more and more popular for de-
termining planar velocity fields, interest in using that same planar data to simultaneously
determine droplet sizes has grown. In some cases, when it is desired to know the fluid vleoc-
ity field and a droplet field, it is important to not only know the droplet sizes from the spray,
but also to be able to separate particles which are due to seeding the fluid flow from spray
droplets[3]. Methods like this which use geometric measurement of shapes are called “direct
imaging” techniques, and appear at first glance to be simple; if there is an image of the
particle and the magnification is known, the particle size may be estimated. Methods such
as binary conversion of the image, thresholding and then pixel counting to estimate diameter
are common and relatively simple. But, although in some cases this works well, most often
that technique becomes susceptible to large errors, particularly from the arbitrary threshold
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and other image preprocessing that distorts location of particle edges. Also, depending on
the size and character of the particle and the light sources used, the apparent optical size of
the particle is not always the actual size. Advanced imaging techniques, sometimes referred
to as Digital Particle Image Sizing (DPIS), can correct some of these challenges, for instance
by using gray-scale and multi-point Gaussian fits of particle-filled pixels to estimate particle
diameters. Things are even more complicated when a wider range of particles is present
within an image; differences in calculation methods where the droplet is imaged onto only
a few pixels are much different than methods used when the droplets cover larger areas of
an image. In addition to the considerable computational effort required to analyze particles
within the images, another big limitation of direct imaging techniques is the challenge of
balancing desire for a large area of interrogation against the need for relatively high magnifi-
cation of individual droplets (at some limit of particle density the images will begin to overlap
and individual particles can no longer be identified or evaluated) in order to accurately deter-
mine their size, as even the best methods must have at least 2-10 pixel “diameters” for best
accuracy[5][1][7][6]. Of course, as the price of high-resolution and high-speed cameras and
laser equipment decreases and computational power increases, direct imaging is becoming
significantly more accessible and usable in practical applications. Direct imaging techniques
have the potential to determine the size and orientation of droplets and particles which are
not assumed to be spherical.

Although less popular than the above methods, two techniques more relevant to the current
work both involve using Mie elastic light scattering theory (discussed in more detail in Section
1.3.3) to estimate droplet diameters. As detailed in that section, the spatial distribution of
light intensities scattered from an arbitrary particle is a complicated function of the physical
experimental setup, optical properties, and droplet shape and size. Capturing a small part
of the scattered light and using that intensity (or multiple intensities) to estimate drop size
is an even more complex problem.

Allen[2] approached this problem by using a single intensified camera and suitable mag-
nification optics, arranged at a right angle (90°) with the incoming tunable diode laser
illumination, to obtain planar images of the flow field. The intensity of light scattered from
each individual particle in the illumination plane was captured as an instantaneous image.
The key to finding the droplet’s diameters was a clever averaging technique over both the
solid angle of the camera lenses and also across the moderate bandwidth of the illumination
source which allowed a monotonic function of scattered intensity vs. droplet diameter to
be generated, although a calibration is required against droplets of known diameter before
the function may be used quantitatively. In addition to the calibration, limitations of the
technique, similar to DPIS above, amount to requiring a combination of powerful, complex
light source and/or a sensitive (intensified) camera, and also temporal and spatial resolution
sufficient to capture and “freeze” individual droplets.

An increasingly popular technique is the de-focused imaging method[21][13]. Unlike the
focused direct imaging methods above, the apparent size of the droplets in a de-focused image
is proportional to where the droplets are within the illuminating light source(s) and so cannot
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be used to estimate the size. However, interference fringes formed within the droplet become
visible, appearing on the “surface” of each captured droplet image, and the spacing of these
fringes may be used to calculate droplet size. Two specific methods, generalized scattering
imaging (GSI, also called interferometric particle imaging (IPI)) and global phase doppler
(GPD), are very similar. Both permit determination of non-homogeneous droplet size and
also droplets where the refractive index is unknown[8]. The GPD technique requires more
complicated setup, requiring two laser beams in the region of interest, but can measure larger
droplets and has greater flexibility in placement of detectors. Still, a larger range of particle
measurement is possible by combining the two methods, where captured de-focused images
have both vertical (GSI) and horizontal (GPD) fringes[12]. Although these techniques are
limited by resolution issues (as with the traditional direct imaging methods), both de-focused
techniques share the advantage of being able to resolve much smaller particles compared
with traditional direct imaging techniques either by observing a larger field of view with
the same particle diameter limitations or achieving a resolution comparable with the direct
imaging techniques. Effectively, the de-focused image magnifies each particle on the detector,
but the trade-off is increased overlap between particle images as spray density increases.
Nevertheless, as seen by recent turbulent fuel spray work these de-focused techniques are
enormously promising[22]; as the price of data processing, high-resolution and high-speed
cameras, and laser equipment decreases these techniques are becoming a de facto standard,
particularly in PIV or other applications where planar imaging is already in use.

Ensemble Multi-Droplet Sizing

Ensemble techniques provide information on the entire population of droplets within a mea-
surement volume or area, but no information about individual droplets. By their nature this
type of measurement is either a spatial average, temporal average, or very often both.

Laser diffraction analysis, sometimes referred to as laser diffraction spectroscopy or low
angle laser light scattering (LALLS), is by far the most popular industrial system for mea-
suring droplet size and size distribution. These systems, popularized by Malvern Instruments
Ltd.[19], pass a relatively broad (10mm) collimated laser beam through the spray being ex-
amined, and the diffracted light is focused forward upon multiple detectors which measure
the angular distribution of the intensity of the scattered light. The Fraunhofer pattern of
the scattered light, an “Airy disk”-like series of concentric rings of alternating maximum
and minimum intensities, contains information on the mean size, shape and width of the
distribution, including any shoulders and tails[15]. Mie theory and diffraction analysis are
typically combined to determine the character of the spray. These instruments can analyze
across a wide size range, typically as low as 0.1µm and up to 2000µm and recognize even
complicated, bi-modal droplet distributions and high-density sprays. Data rates up to 10kHz
are possible. The major limitation of this system is lack of spatial resolution; the measure-
ment is line-of-site, so the resulting size characterization is a spatial integration of all the
droplets within the measurement region of the instrument (the intersection of the droplet
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field and the collimated laser beam).

The high-angle, or multi-angle Mie scattering technique is well known in the literature, and
as this is the basis of the current work, the principles of the method will be discussed further
in Section 1.3.3. In conjunction with laser absorption, practical use of the technique in the
measurement of soot particle diameter in flames demonstrates the practicality of this scat-
tering method for determining particle size information[11][24]. This has traditionally been
a point measurement, with the interrogation volume being determined by the combination of
the diameter of an incident laser bean and spatial filtering in the receiving optics. One lim-
itation of the method is that, due to increasing complexity of the scattered electromagnetic
field, it becomes increasingly difficult to calculate sizes as the diameter of the scattering
droplets increases compared to the wavelength of incident light. The soot studies, where
particles are very small, therefore involved relatively simple computational efforts. The re-
sult is an ensemble technique that integrates over the entire distribution of droplets found
within the measurement volume. A limitation is that calculations only yield an approximate
mean and size distribution, not an exact characterization of the droplets within the volume.
Due mostly to the increased availability of high quality size, size distribution, and velocity
data from PDPA over a wide droplet size range, finding only an approximate mean and size
distribution via multi-angle Mie scattering as a point measurement has become uncommon.

The current work is also an ensemble droplet sizing method which extends the multi-angle
Mie scattering above to spatially resolved regions of a planar image and a wider range of
droplet sizes. Within a plane of interrogation defined by a collimated laser sheet, regions of
arbitrary size, number and location are defined, and the resulting intensities collected are an
integrated result from interaction with a large number of independent droplets found with
that region of interrogation, and also a temporal average of droplets passing through the
measurement plane. Although results are limited to mean and size distribution approxima-
tions, the method is able to quickly return spatially accurate results from a wide field of
view using a relatively simple and economical diagnostic setup.

1.3.3 Mie Scattering

When electromagnetic radiation such as light interacts with a droplet or particle that has
optical properties differing from those of the surrounding medium, a scattered wave is gen-
erated. This light is not scattered evenly in all directions, and the pattern of the scattered
light is dependent upon the size, shape, and optical properties of the particle within the
medium as well as the character of the incident light itself. Mie theory is the common name
given to the mathematical solution of the scattering of light from a particle, using Maxwell’s
equations, with the most notable assumption being the particle is spherical. The unique pat-
tern of the scattered light makes possible inference of the size of the scattering particle by
collecting multiple angular measurements of the intensities scattered from the unknown par-
ticle. The following sections will cover the application of multi-angle Mie scattering theory
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for this purpose within the current work.

Mie Theory for a Spherical Particle

The scattering theory developed about 100 years ago certainly owes credit to many great
minds (Maxwell, Debye, Lorenz), but the solution by Mie became the most widely used and
publicized, and thus the technique has deservedly become well known in the literature as
“Mie Theory”. The detailed principles of the method are well documented in the work of
van de Hulst[27], Kerker[16], and Bohren and Huffman[4]. There is no need to duplicate
their exemplary efforts here, but the theory as it specifically relates to the current work is
outlined below.

Given light of known polarization and wavelength, a known index of refraction for the
medium and the particle, and the diameter of a spherical particle it is possible to calcu-
late the intensity of light scattered from the particle in every direction. Following Bohren
and Huffman’s notation and development, the geometry of this problem is given in Figure
1.5. The reference plane is denoted in black, the scattering plane in gray. The light source
in the current work is a vertically polarized Argon ion laser which enters the figure paral-
lel to the reference plane along the positive axis and propagating in the positive direction,
but a polarized source is nto necessarily required. The scattering plane is defined as the
plane containing the propagation axis and the observer vector r. The location of the ob-
server is defined in the spherical polar coordinate system (r, θ, φ), where r is the vector
distance between the scattering droplet and the observer, θ is the angle (on the scattering
plane) between the light-propagation-axis and the observation, and φ is the angle between
the reference plane and the scattering plane. The angle between the scattering plane and
the polarization direction is denoted as γ. Scattering near θ = 0o is often called “forward”
scattering while scattering near θ = 180o may be called “backward” scattering.

The general problem to be formulated is that light propagates into a droplet, interacts with
the droplet, and scatters into the surroundings. A powerful method for describing optical
elements (such as lenses, polarizers, reflectors, etc) is the Mueller matrix. Any individual
optical element may be described as a transform matrix that relates the incident light to the
“transmitted” light (with transmitted meaning the result of the interaction with the optical
element), and any number of Mueller matrices may then be multiplied together to describe
a combination of multiple optical elements. The physics of any optical element, including a
droplet, may therefore be captured in the elements of the Mueller matrix.

Stokes parameters (I, Q, U , and V ) are used to relate the incident and scattered light.
The parameters are defined in units of electromagnetic power per area, I is the irradiance,
Q and U are measures of linear polarization, while V a measure of circular polarization.
For unpolarized light, Q, U , and V are zero. Together these make up the Stokes vector in
Equation 1.8, where subscript i indicates the incident light, subscript s the scattered light,
and k the angular wavenumber (2π/λ) where λ is the incident light source wavelength in the
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Figure 1.5: Mie scattering geometry.
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As noted, the current work used a polarized incident light source, and the Stokes vector
describing linearly polarized light is shown in Equation 1.9. The following development
therefore assumes polarized incident light. If the incident source was unpolarized, the Stokes
vector would simply be {Ii 0 0 0}, and development of the scattered irradiance would follow
similarly as below. It is interesting to realize that even in the unpolarized case, scattered
light will become partially polarized.


1

cos 2γ
sin 2γ
0

 Ii (1.9)

The 4x4 Mueller matrix from Equation 1.8 above, called the general scattering matrix, may
be simplified as shown in Equation 1.10 with the assumption of homogeneous spherical
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droplets. Some elements of the scattering matrix are then zero, and other elements are
simplified because S11 = S22, S33 = S44, S12 = S21, and S43 = −S34.
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0 0 −S34 S33




1
cos 2γ
sin 2γ
0

 Ii (1.10)

The elements that remain within the scattering matrix are a function of two complex scat-
tering functions, S1 and S2 as shown below. These complex functions are part of the Mie
solution to the scattering problem, relating the incident electric field to the scattered field,
and thanks to the work of Mie and others are now well known.
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∗
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From these the scattered irradiance relative to the incident irradiance at any given observer
location may be determined as in Equation 1.12.
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(
i

2

)
(S2S

∗
1 − S∗

2S1) sin 2γ (1.12)

Note that because data measurements made are always normalized by a reference measure-
ment, the wave number (k) and the incident irradiance (Ii) are often dropped from these
equations.

For purely vertically polarized incident light (γ = 90o) and purely horizontally polarized
incident light (γ = 180o), the relationship becomes, respectively:
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The coefficients Cvv and Chh are sometimes used and referred to as “cross sections.” As noted
above, the wave number (k) would cancel out and is therefore often dropped in the actual
practice of calculating cross sections. For the same reason of normalization to a reference
measurement, Is/Ii etc. are referred to from this point on simply as irradiance Is for a
specific (r, θ, φ) observation location, knowing this location measurement will be normalized
to a reference for any practical use.

Application of Mie Theory to the Current Work

In practice, particularly if the incident source is polarized, it is common to use a polarizing
filter at the observer. Using the ideal linear polarization filter Mueller matrix in Equation
1.14, with the scattered Stokes vector from Equation 1.12 now as the incident vector, the
irradiance transmitted through the filter to the observer is given by Equation 1.15. The
angle ξ is the transmission axis of the filter with respect to the scattering plane.
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(
1

2

)(
Is sin 2ξ +Qs sin 2ξ cos 2ξ + Us sin

2 2ξ
)

(1.15)

However, if the polarizing filter’s transmission axis is fixed with respect to the reference
plane (typical and as in the current work, Figure 1.6), calculation of a corrected angle, ξc
between the reference plane and the scattering plane is necessary, where ξref is the angle of
the transmission axis of the filter with respect to the reference plane.

ξc = ξref + ω
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Figure 1.6: Geometry of the polarization filter’s orientation for cases
where the polarizer is attached or fixed to the reference plane.

with

sinω = cos θ sinφ (1.16)

Substitution of ξc into Equation 1.15 for ξ yields the expected irradiance at the observer.

For vertically polarized incident light(γ = 90) and when the angle φ of the scattering plane
is low, the dependence upon φ is weak, so Qs ≈ −Is and Ui ≈ 0 and the transmitted
irradiance It ≈ Is. This assumption is often made in cases where the detector is far from
the experiment or where only a single point measurement is required. This simplifies the
required calculations because Qs, Us, and the corrected polarization filter transmission axis
do not need to be computed.

Scattering from a Distribution of Droplets

The pattern of scattered light from individual droplets can be seen in Figure 1.7a). The
pattern is complicated and different for each size of droplet. As the droplet size increases,
the pattern becomes even more complex (it is not possible to show droplets much larger
than 10µm without the plot becoming a complete blur). As discussed in Section 1.3.2, some
averaging of the signal, either over detector area, a distribution of droplets, or a range of
incident light wavelengths make analysis more manageable. In Figure 1.7b) the effect of
integration across the solid cone angle of the receiving optics is shown for the same droplets
as in a) of the figure.
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Figure 1.7: Intensity for scattered light in the scattering plane parallel
with the reference plane (90°with respect to vertically polar-
ized incident light) from a) single droplets of four different
micrometer sizes, b) single droplets of the same four sizes,
intensity integrated over a 4.0°solid cone angle.
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The light scattered at certain angles is seen to be stronger than others, and these angles
are used preferentially for collection of data in the presented experiments. The current
work focuses on the region of backwards scattered light between 135-145°where sizable peaks
are evident across a wide range of droplet sizes. Reference measurements are made at
40°because the scattered intensities in that area are relatively free of size-dependent peaks
(compared to, for instance, 50°) and the intensity there is on the same order as in the 135-
145°range which therefore allows reasonable intensity ratios between the “data” region and
the reference. By normalizing collected data using the ratio between intensities scattered at
two angles, only the relative values of the scattered intensities are important. As noted in the
previous sections, the wave number (k), incident light intensity (Ii), and also the number
of individual scattering particles within the region of interest all cancel out. Integration
of the scattered signal across the detector and integration of the signal scattered from a
complete distribution of droplets are both utilized to “smooth” the pattern of scattered
light. The 180°pattern, plotted as intensity ratios (with the reference intensity at 40°), of
light scattered from a few selected size distributions of droplets is shown in Figure 1.8.
Scattering in the forward direction is exponentially higher (about 1 million times stronger)
than the scattering at 40°and the 135-150°range. Comparison with Figure 1.7 shows the
simplification resulting from the size distribution and spatial integrations, and with spatial
and distribution integration it is possible to see well-behaved plots for much larger droplet
means.

When a distribution of droplets is illuminated, the integrated effect of all the individual
droplets must be taken into account. The method used in the current work is:

1. Calculate S1 and S2 in advance and store in a database. Although time-consuming,
this computation is only required once (for a given droplet index of refraction).

2. For a given angle, distribution mean and standard deviation, an assumed probability
distribution function (PDF) is applied against the coefficients from the database and
numerically integrated to arrive at the scattered intensity.

Droplet distributions are discussed in detail within Section 1.3.1. In the current work, the
coefficients S1 and S2 are used to calculate the scattering irradiance for every size droplet in
the database, and then a discrete PDF, p, is applied against that resulting discrete scattering
irradiance from each droplet, Is, as in Equation 1.17 below.

Iscattered distribution = p Is (1.17)

The PDF is applied in the same manner to each element of the entire Stokes vector. The de-
tails of the MATLAB functions used to make the calculation are covered within Section 2.4.1.
An example of the resulting calculation is shown in Figures 1.9-1.10 for the specific scat-
tering angle θ = 40o and two different diameters and distributions. Note that the resulting
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Figure 1.8: Intensity for scattered light in the scattering plane parallel
with the reference plane (90°with respect to vertically po-
larized incident light), assuming a log-normal distribution,
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intensity, given in the title of the plots, is approximately 20x higher for a particle only 4.5x
larger in mean diameter, demonstrating the exponential relationship between droplet diam-
eter and scattering. An incremental size resolution of 0.01µm was used for all calculations,
although this is perhaps an unnecessarily fine resolution - investigation of size resolutions up
to 0.5µm resulted in less than 1.9% variation in the integrated intensity. Generation of the
fine resolution was computationally expensive but once available, using the fine resolution
did not cost a significant amount of processing time. In the case of generation of a new S1

and S2 data set (i.e. for droplets of a different index of refraction) a resolution of 0.1µm
would be sufficient.

As the 135-145°range is the “data” region in the current work, a close examination of the
effects of various assumptions and calculation methods upon this range is particularly de-
served. All plots shown are intensity ratios against data from 40°. Figure 1.11 shows scattered
intensity from a few particular sizes plotted across the angular data range. These values will
be referenced in the following plots. The size range is split between plot a) and b) to il-
lustrate that for mean sizes under approximately 5µm the peak intensities show a narrow
peak around 138.5°and of decreasing amplitude with increasing mean diameter. Then with
mean diameters greater than 5µm the intensity peak is broader, increases with increasing
mean diameter, and also the peak itself moves to the left (decreasing scattering angle). The
importance of this behavior is that it isn’t possible with a singular data measurement to dif-
ferentiate between very small droplet means and larger droplet means, yet due to the change
in the shape (with respect to scattering angle) of the intensity distribution, this becomes pos-
sible with multiple data measurements. Of course a minimum of two angular measurements
are required - one reference measurement and one data measurement. Additional angular
data measurements make possible a greater knowledge of the mean size and also the size
distribution.

Sensitivity of Mie Calculations

It is clear from the above discussion that angular variation of intensity in the scattered
plane (θ) is sensitive to the size of the droplets in the spray, and this variation will be used
to deduce the size characteristics of droplets and sprays. Before moving on it is useful to
investigate the sensitivity of the scattered light to the:

� angle between the incident polarized light and the scattering, plane (γ).
� type of probability distribution (PDF) used.
� width, σ, of the PDF used.
� number density of the spray.

In the current work, the incident light is polarized vertically with respect to the reference
plane, and the angle of the scattered plane with respect to the reference plane is called
φ. The geometry of the optical arrangement was previously discussed at the beginning of
Section 1.3.3 in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.9: The application of the probability function against the irra-
diance. a) Irradiance shown with a log-normal PDF, mean
diameter 20µm, standard deviation of 20, b) resulting scaling
of the irradiance by the PDF, c) detail of the data above, d)
detail of the data above.
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Figure 1.10: The application of the probability function against the ir-
radiance. a) Irradiance shown with a normal PDF, mean
diameter 90µm, standard deviation of 6, b) resulting scaling
of the irradiance by the PDF. c) detail of the data above, d)
detail of the data above.
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Figure 1.11: Intensity for scattered light in the scattering plane parallel
with the reference plane (90°with respect to vertically polar-
ized incident light), across the 135-145°range “data” region,
using the full no-assumptions 2-D calculation, 1.0°solid cone
included angle for the receiving detector. Plots a) and b) are
for log-normal droplet distributions with standard deviation
of 10, and c) and d) for normal distributions with standard
deviation of 4.8.
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The detector is kept in the scattering plane 90°from the vertically polarized incident light
(φ = 0o). Due to the distance from the region of interest within the spray and the size
of the region of interest, there is never a case where φ would be greater than +/-1.0°from
the reference plane. The variation in scattering intensity with φ, particularly at low angles,
approximately behaves as cos 2φ in the forward scattering lobes and cosφ in the backward
scattering lobes. In Figure 1.12a) and b) it is clear that when the angle of the scattering
plane (φ) is varied by 5°, the resulting difference in the pattern of scattering intensity is
under 2.0%; the difference at 1°is negligible at approximately 0.02% (not shown). In such
cases it is therefore possible to save considerable computational time by integration over the
detector solid angle in θ only, or “1-D” integration. In Figure 1.12c) and d) the scattering
plane angle φ is varied 10°; clearly the variation in φ is becoming more significant and at
some point might to be taken into account if the optical setup resulted in high angles or
large detector solid angles. A few representative scattering angles (θ) are plotted against
the scattering plane angle (φ) for a 60µm droplet and shown in Figure 1.13, where the
cosine-like dependence near φ = 0o is clearly illustrated. Note that even near φ = 0o, the
dependence is stronger for forward scattering than for backward scattering, so the strongest
effect on intensity ratios with the optical setup in the current work will be the sensitivity of
the reference measurement to φ.

As detailed in Section 1.3.1, both the normal and the log-normal PDF’s may be applicable
to droplet distributions found in the current work. How does the PDF type and the width
parameter (standard deviation σ) effect the scattering intensities?

With the log-normal PDF, at smaller diameters (below about 10µm) information about
the mean and the width of a distribution may be found in the shape of the first peak,
or “fringe”, around 139°. In Figure 1.14 scattering from smaller droplet mean diameters is
shown to be sensitive to the width parameter (σ), but as the droplet mean diameters increase
the sensitivity becomes lower using just the highest peak.

For larger droplets, higher fringes are required to determine anything about the width of the
distribution. The spacing of the peaks (in the angle of the scattering plane, θ) is dependent
almost solely upon the mean diameter, however the decay in amplitude between adjacent
peaks (and valleys) is greater for larger PDF width, as shown in Figure 1.15.

In a normal distribution, the smaller droplet means behave more like the larger droplet
means, as shown in Figure 1.16, but the scattering angle where the peak occurs and the
amplitude both still change. Also, as noted earlier in Figure 1.11, at mean diameters below
about 2.5µm the scattering (within this scattering angle data range) is almost identical, so
identification of these smaller mean diameters would be difficult.

With larger droplet means and normal distributions, the angle and amplitude of the first
peak behave in a similar manner with the log-normal distributions, but the higher-order
peaks spacing and amplitude are both effected by the width parameter of the distribution.
In Figure 1.17c) for instance, the first peak is identical across all the width parameters, but
the next peak clearly decreases in amplitude and shifts closer to the first peak as the width
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Figure 1.12: Intensity vs. θ, showing sensitivity to the angle of the scat-
tering plane (φ). For a) and b), the angle φ is varied by 5°.
For c) and d) The angle φ is varied by 10°. Intensity for scat-
tered light in the scattering plane parallel with the reference
plane (90°with respect to vertically polarized incident light),
1.0°solid cone included angle for the receiving detector, and
a log-normal droplet distribution with standard deviation of
10.
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Figure 1.13: Sensitivity to the angle of the scattering plane (φ). Inten-
sity for scattered light in the scattering plane parallel with
the reference plane (90°with respect to vertically polarized
incident light), 1.0°solid cone included angle for the receiving
detector, and a log-normal droplet distribution with mean
droplet diameter of 60µm and standard deviation of 10.
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Figure 1.14: Variation in the scattered intensities from log-normal droplet
distributions of mean sizes a) 0.1µm, b) 1µm, c) 5µm, and
d) 10µm. Incident light vertically polarized, and intensity
integrated over 1.0°solid cone angle.
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Figure 1.15: Variation in the scattered intensities from log-normal droplet
distributions of mean sizes a) 15µm, b) 30µm, c) 60µm, and
d) 100µm. Incident light vertically polarized, and intensity
integrated over 1.0°solid cone angle.
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Figure 1.16: Variation in the scattered intensities from normal droplet dis-
tributions of mean sizes a) 0.1µm, b) 1µm, c) 5µm, and d)
10µm. Incident light vertically polarized, and intensity inte-
grated over 1.0°solid cone angle.
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parameter is increased. The same trend is visible across the entire larger droplet size range.

The nature of the measurement is that there is an ensemble of numerous droplets, all scatter-
ing together, within the planar region of interrogation. As the number density of the spray
increases, the chances increase that light scattered from one droplet will become incident
upon another before reaching the detector. As discussed in Section 1.3.3 forward scattering
is significantly stronger than all other directions, so even when there is multiple scattering
the effect in the forward direction (towards the detector) is expected to be small. An optical
medium with scattering particles may be characterized as having an “optical depth”. This
non-dimensional fraction A is expressed in terms of an extinction cross section Cext (m

2),
particle number density N (m−3), and the path length of light through the droplets, l (m),
as in Equation 1.18.

A = N Cext l (1.18)

The cross-section Cext is the additive effect of light absorbed and light scattered, but for the
purposes of calculation of an optical depth may be conservatively approximated by twice the
geometric cross-sectional area of the droplet, particularly for droplets larger than the inci-
dent wavelength. Optical depth above 0.1 is usually the accepted point where “shadowing”
or “multiple scattering” cannot be ignored[4][2]. Depths less than this will be considered
safe from multiple scattering errors. For example, with an optical depth of 0.1, Equation
1.18 predicts for mono-disperse droplets of 35µm, a concentration greater than 1000cm−3

might lead to multiple scattering. The Delavan nozzles used here typically have much lower
concentrations except very near the exit of the spray, so multiple scattering does not create
measurement difficulty in the current work. In any event, within the current work, using
water droplets which do not absorb significantly (so Cext is the scattering cross-section) at
the incident wavelength and knowing their strong forward-scattering behavior, 0.1 is likely
over-conservative.
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Figure 1.17: Variation in the scattered intensities from normal droplet dis-
tributions of mean sizes a) 15µm, b) 30µm, c) 60µm, and d)
100µm. Incident light vertically polarized, and intensity in-
tegrated over 1.0°solid cone angle.
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Chapter 2

Experimental

2.1 Optical Method for Planar Measurement of Spray

Characteristics using Mie Scattering Theory

The theory and background required to build the foundation of a planar (2D) optical spray
characterization method was presented in Section 1.3. From that discussion it is clear that
information about the mean droplet size, and the width and shape of of a spray size dis-
tribution is encoded within the distribution of intensities scattered from droplets within a
particular plane of interest. With the Mie theory in hand, if the characteristics of a spray
are known then this distribution of scattered intensities may be calculated.

The current work addresses the “reverse problem” where scattered intensities at a discrete
number of locations are measured, and then this information is used to deduce the size and
size distribution of unknown droplets within the planar interrogation region.

The procedure used here is as follows:

1. The spray of droplets must be located within a specific optical setup and the geometry
of all optical and experimental components must be well known, controlled, and placed
in a specifically designed layout conducive to collection of the most information from
the least number of discrete measurements. The region of interest is illuminated by a
collimated, planar laser sheet.

2. Images from multiple angular locations are taken of the region of interest, either simul-
taneously or by moving a single detector during a continuous (stationary) experiment.
A minimum of two measurements are required - one reference angle and one data angle.
Additional data angles provide improvements in mean droplet diameter determination
and add information about the droplet size distribution.

3. After the experiment is complete, the images are “registered” spatially into a common
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coordinate system, corrected for perspective and detector non-linearity, and processed
to produce “intensity ratios” between data angles and a reference angle. This ratio is
therefore available at every point/area within the planar region of interest.

4. The measured intensity ratios are compared against known Mie theory scattering in-
tensity ratios to deduce the size and size distribution of the droplets at all points/areas
within the planar region of interest.

The following sections detail the “nuts and bolts” of the current technique. A complete
step-by-step example of the above procedure is presented in Appendix B.

2.2 Experimental Methodology

Experiments are divided into three categories: experiments conducted to validate optical
diagnostics, experiments conducted to validate the software data processing, and finally
droplet measurement experiments with a well-known simplex spray nozzle.

2.3 Optical Diagnostics

2.3.1 Setup

The current experimental apparatus consists of passing the beam from a laser, focused into
a collimated laser sheet, through a region of interest. A detector camera, located at two
or more angles with respect to the measurement region, is used to collect the scattered
intensities during an experiment. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure
2.1.

Laser and Optics

The laser used in the current work was a multi-band Argon ion laser. A notch filter at
514.5nm was used to select only the strong green line. During the experiments the total
multi-band laser power was held steady at ≈200mW, where typically the green line contains
approximately 43% of the total power. The Argon ion laser was utilized because it was
available, but just about any laser of similar power (about 75-100mW at the line used)
would be equally effective, including low-cost diode lasers.

The optical component setup used to produce the collimated laser sheet is shown in Figure
2.2a). The collimated incoming beam approaches the experiment along the y-axis and is
expanded twice by cylindrical lenses L1 and L2, and then re-collimated using an aspherical
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Figure 2.1: Top-view schematic of the experimental layout used in the
current work.

lens L3 in the z-axis, and a cylindrical lens L4 in the x-axis. Relatively inexpensive cylindrical
lenses are possible for L1 and L2 as the beam only passes through the inner 25% or so of
the lens, keeping spherical aberrations low. A stop S1 between L2 and L3 was used to select
only the powerful “middle” of the Gaussian beam and assure approximately even illumination
across the height of the sheet. This stop additionally limits spherical aberrations from L1
and L2. Either a very large cylindrical lens would be required at L3 (approximately 4x
larger than the desired sheet height) or an aspherical or parabolic lens near the size of the
desired sheet height may be used. In the case of the current work, the aspherical lens was
the best choice. The height of the laser sheet is limited by the diameter of the lens, L3, due
to the fact that large lenses of any type, but particularly aspherical or parabolic lenses are
increasingly costly as their size increases. The resulting sheet in the current work, shown
crossing the spray from a simplex nozzle in Figure 2.3, was 19mm high (z-axis), and the
sheet width 0.75mm thick (x-axis). The sheet visualized upon white card stock in the x-z
axis is shown in Figure 2.2b). It’s worth noting that a sheet up to 8x higher (≈160m), if
available, could have been used in the current work without decreasing spatial resolution or
accuracy, however lenses for such a sheet were outside the project budget.
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Figure 2.2: a) Side-view schematic of the lens layout used in the current
work. Lens 1: 6mm convex cylindrical, Lens 2: -6.25mm con-
cave cylindrical, Lens 3: 51.7mm aspherical, Lens 4: -30mm
concave cylindrical. b) laser sheet visualized upon a paper
card, sheet is 19mm high and 0.75mm wide (thick).

Figure 2.3: Laser sheet visualized by passing through the spray from a
simplex nozzle. The sheet, red registration dots, fixture, and
nozzle are enhanced and superimposed from multiple images,
all taken from the same camera position but using different
exposure times.
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Test Section and Detector (Camera)

The experiment is arranged as shown in Figure 2.1. The coordinate system axis and origin
(0,0,0) must be defined, and the location of all components of the experiment and diagnostic
system must be exactly known within that coordinate system. In the current work this was
accomplished by using a “reference frame” that would be visible within any data images,
as shown in Figure 2.4. These reference points allow the spatial registration of each image,
making it possible to identify the same point (area) within the region of interest in each of
the images collected at each of the data angles.

The reference frame consisted of four “red dots” located exactly in the y-z plane. The exact
relative position of the dots to one another is known, so the entire coordinate system may
be known by defining a target point anywhere within the red dot reference frame as the
origin, (0,0,0), and each red dot’s position relative to that target origin. Any points within
the x-y plane are known to be within the reference plane, and any measured scattering may
then be found using the coordinate system described during the development of the light
scattering method in Section 1.3.3, specifically Figure 1.5. The laser sheet goes through the
test section, illuminating the region of interest, and is exactly co-planar with the y-z plane
and parallel with the y-axis. For simplicity the y-z plane of the laser sheet and red dots is
defined as x=0. A correction is built into the registration part of data processing in case
the red dots must be offset away from the laser sheet by a small amount (for instance if
the sheet is taller than the vertical distance between red dot reference posts, there would be
interference).

The detector was mounted at one end of a long, rigid arm and the other end of the arm
fixed, allowing only rotation about the z-axis as shown in Figure 2.5. The exact height of the
center of the camera lens was set to the same height as a target within the reference frame,
and before every experiment the cross-hairs of the camera were aligned with the center of
the target. In this way, the center of the detector was set exactly in the reference plane,
and pointed directly at the origin of the coordinate system, (0,0,0). This setup allowed easy
movement of a single detector to multiple locations, but any method of precision movement
would work; it is only important to know the exact position of the detector at each location
(herein described with cylindrical coordinates, (r, θ, z)) and to know the orientation (aim)
of the detector relative to the frame-of-reference.

The center of the simplex spray nozzle was located in the y-z plane, co-planer with the laser
sheet, and with the spray axis parallel to the z-axis. The position of the nozzle exit within
the y-z plane relative to the origin was then determined from spatially registered images.

All distances greater than 16cm were measured within +/-0.4mm, while distances less than
15cm were measured within +/-0.08mm. The angular position of the detector was calculated
by measurement of three distances - the exact distance between the rotation point and a point
near the lens of the detector, and measured distances between the origin and an arbitrary
point along the y-axis, and the measured distance between that arbitrary point and the point
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Figure 2.4: The “red dot” reference frame used to define the coordinate
system within the experiment. In the image, the frame is
placed around the test section; the laser sheet centerline and
the four red dots are all exactly located in the y-z plane at
x=0 and the laser sheet is parallel with the y-axis.

Figure 2.5: Detector camera mounted at end of rigid arm. Movement fixed
within the x-y plane to rotation about the z-axis.
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near the lens of the detector. Due to the above measurement uncertainty and the typical
magnitude of the three distances (on the order of 90cm), the detector angular location was
known within +/-0.125°or better.

2.3.2 Spatial Registration

Spatial registration of every data image within the coordinate system is required so that
ratios of intensity between different angles may be calculated for every point in the y-z
planar region of interrogation. A detailed description of how this was accomplished is given
within Section 2.4, while only the resulting functionality is covered here.

A simple checkerboard pattern was generated consisting of 16.5mm squares, and the checker-
board pattern was analyzed both with the reference dots flush with the region of interrogation
and also with the ROI offset 5mm behind the red dots used for a frame of reference. Data
was collected at multiple angles and the data processing routine applied to the checkerboard
images. An example from 40°is shown in Figure 2.6. The same function that makes the
perspective correction also determines the scale of the image and assigns the intensities in
the image to their correct spatial location in the above-discussed x-y-z coordinate system.

The correction applied when there is an offset between the reference dots and the data
plane is shown specifically in Figure 2.6c), where the 5mm offset is compensated. The blue
points are the original y-z locations of the reference dots, while the black points are the y-z
locations corrected for the 5mm offset posts. After the perspective correction is applied,
the image is “flat”, and the y-z reference dot locations are shown by the red points. The
distorted offset posts are clearly visible at the corners of the corrected image in d) while
the checkerboard itself has been properly aligned with the coordinate system. Analysis of
the processed intensities of the checkerboard, illustrated in Figure 2.7, recover the correct
checkerboard square dimensions of 16.5mm and determine that both y-resolution and z-
resolution are equal and '0.3mm.

The sensitivity of the super-pixel averages to the spatial registration resolution is conserva-
tively related in Equation 2.1, where Res is the combination of both mechanical and spatial
accuracy, ≈ 0.5mm, and Error is the percent acceptable change in area of a super-pixel due
to the spatial accuracy uncertainty.

Widthsuperpixel =

√
100Res

Error
(2.1)

If no more than 10% change in the area represented is acceptable, and our uncertainty is the
0.5mm above, our super-pixels should be ≈=2.2mm wide. Note this doesn’t mean the value
of the super-pixel would change by 10%, only that the area captured within the super-pixel
would change by that amount.
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Figure 2.6: a) Image taken 40°from the data plane (of the checkerboard
pattern). b) The same checkerboard image, corrected for per-
spective and spatially registered, c) reference point correction
to offset and perspective, d) checkerboard corrected for post
offset and perspective.
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Figure 2.7: a) Intensities along the y-axis at one z-axis location (of the
spatially registered checkerboard pattern above), b) Intensities
along the z-axis at one y-axis location (of the spatially regis-
tered checkerboard pattern above). Analysis of the registered
images finds spatial location to be accurate within '0.3mm.

The purpose of using super-pixels is to average out random noise and inconsistencies un-
related to the desired signal. Less “noise” requires less samples to average out the noise,
while more noise requires a (typically exponentially) larger sample, but without knowledge
in advance about how noisy the signal will be, there is no specific number of pixels that is
“enough” for a solid super-pixel. The current work was successful using a 2mm, 31 pixel
wide super-pixel - 961 total pixels. With those considerations and the current detector cam-
era resolution, the maximum interrogation area in the current work would be approximately
130x95mm.

2.3.3 Detector (Camera) Calibration

The detector used to make planar measurements throughout this work was a Konica Minolta
Dimage Z10 digital camera, resolution 2048x1536 pixels. This camera has an 8-bit CCD and
uses the JPEG format to store images. No non-lossy format is available with this camera,
but the “quality” was set to the highest level in order to minimize this error. The camera
has a fully manual mode, and all calibrations and data are taken in this mode.

The most common distortions found in typical optical systems are barrel and pincushion
effects. These distortions grow exponentially from the center of an image, so data near the
center has negligible distortion while data at the edge may be greatly effected. When a lens
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system is zoomed all the in (high magnification), the pincushion effect is most obvious, while
when zoomed out the barrel effect is obvious. In the middle of the lens range there is typically
very low distortion; this is the most desirable focal length to use. In the current work, this
corresponds to a zoom of 4x. Even when higher optical zoom was used, the images collected
during the current work were found not to have significant optical distortions caused by the
lens system. Due to the distance the camera detector was located from the data plane and
also due to the size of the laser sheet and area of interrogation, the data area was always
within the center 1/3 of the image where distortion is minimal. However, if in a future
configuration distortions were found to be important, it would be straightforward to add
corrections within the image processing code.

Signals measured by the detector need to be linear in order to correctly calculate scattered
light intensities, however initial testing of this particular camera showed clear non-linearities
in the detector response. Either calibration against exposure time or with neutral density
filters on a uniformly illuminated area was used to linearize the output from the detector.
All camera settings and data processing decisions that could have an effect on the resulting
linear calibration are examined in the following sections.

Effect of Superpixel Size on Calibration

The effect of the superpixel size on the calibration was tested using four sizes; 50x50, 100x100,
250x250,and 500x500. In each size case the calibration was done four times, choosing a
different random “center” for the superpixel each time.

The variation of the results in superpixel size for the set of calibration images taken while
evaluating the color settings of the camera is shown in Table 2.1, however results of all
cases were studied during data reduction and found to be similar. The slow rising trend
in standard deviation indicates slight variation within the illumination of the calibration
images.

The superpixel average between four identical calibration runs where the only variation is
changing superpixed “center” is presented in Table 2.2. In this case the Average Pixel Value
shown represents the average between the four calibration run averages, and the standard
deviation is also between those four runs.

The variation in deviation seen in Table 2.1 shows that as the superpixel size is increased,
a wider range of values is found within the superpixel. However the average itself remains
consistent, which is also supported in Table 2.2 where the averages between four different
locations within the same image, at all four resolutions, are all seen to be consistent.

The 100x100 superpixel was chosen for all final calibrations. As seen in the presented data,
this size was big enough to generate a solid average while still minimizing any possible effect
due to the slight variation in illumination seen in larger superpixel sizes. The practice of
running four calibrations from different locations within the images was continued as a check
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Table 2.1: Effect of variation in superpixel size on the calibration.

Size (pixels) Average pixel value Deviation
50x50 237.56 1.03
100x100 237.69 1.07
250x250 237.48 1.12
500x500 237.33 1.33

Table 2.2: Effect of variation in superpixel “center” on the calibration.

Size (pixels) Average pixel value Deviation
50x50 237.08 0.53
100x100 237.49 0.47
250x250 237.27 0.60
500x500 236.91 0.28

against gross error in an image, with the data from all four runs being used to calculate the
calibration polynomial (discussed further in the next section).

Effect of Polynomial fit on Calibration

Intensity values from the camera were normalized such that a value of 1.0 is the bright-
est possible value from the detector, and zero the dimmest. These intensities were called
CCD percent, and plotted against the transmittance expected from each ND filter used in the
calibration as shown in Figure 2.8. However, because the calibration must be done against
relative drops in intensity caused by the ND filters, and it is impossible to calibrate the
detector at 100%, any future value of CCD percent above the maximum in the calibration
will go outside the calibration, and result in a corrected transmitance greater than 1.0. To
avoid this case, the value of the resulting function at a CCD percent of 1.0 is extrapolated,
and the entire polynomial scaled by this value, as shown in Figure 2.9.

The 2nd order, 3rd order, and the 5th order polynomial fit behave most rationally in this
example, which is important because of the required extrapolation. Between these, the 5th
order fit has been chosen because it fits the data most exactly.

Note that if the above is taken as-is, values do not extrapolate well back to zero. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.10. In evaluating the entire zero-one range, it is clear the the greatest
non-linearity is seen above 0.3-0.4. Ultimately, a two-part calibration is done where from
zero up to a per-calibration determined cutoff the correction is linear, and above the cutoff
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Figure 2.8: (Top Left) Linear calibration (Top Right) 2nd order polyno-
mial calibration (Bottom Left) 3rd order polynomial calibra-
tion ( Bottom Right) 5th order polynomial calibration.
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Figure 2.9: (Left) 3rd order polynomial, scaled calibration (Right) 5th
order polynomial, scaled calibration.

the calibration is a polynomial fit. One extra linearized data point, below the lowest value,
is added during the high-order regression in order to minimize the discontinuity between the
two calibrations.

To evaluate the calibration, the correction was applied against the original calibration images,
and also against two other sets of calibration images. As shown in Table 2.3, error in
transmittance introduced through the calibration is seen to be less than 0.2% against identical
condition calibration images, and about 1% or less for other calibration images with similar
(but not identical) camera settings. The detailed effects of different camera settings on the
calibration is covered in the next section.

Effect of camera settings

The camera has a fully manual mode, where f-stop, shutter speed, and focus are all inde-
pendently configurable, and all calibrations and data are taken in this manual mode. The
following imaging settings are available, and their effect on the calibration of the CCD detec-
tor investigated: Color, Contrast, F-stop, ISO, sharpness, and white balance. The settings
used during the investigation are shown in Table 2.4.

Color setting

The Color configuration menu has modes of “Black & White”, “Natural”, and “Vivid”. In
B&W mode, the Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) channels all contain identical information,
but in any color mode, either Natural or Vivid, the channels contain different values.
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Figure 2.10: (Left) 5th order polynomial (Right) Linear fit up to cutoff
at 0.3, then 5th order polynomial. Shown is the final scaled
calibration which would be used to correct images.

Table 2.3: Evaluation of camera calibration.

ND Filter Transmit Original Error
0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
0.100 0.794 0.794 0.073
0.300 0.501 0.503 0.141
0.500 0.316 0.316 0.023
1.000 0.100 0.101 0.060

Transmit Color nat Error Color viv Error Contrast Low Error
1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
0.794 0.805 1.017 0.784 1.003 0.781 1.373
0.501 0.509 0.771 0.501 0.069 0.502 0.041
0.316 0.319 0.257 0.315 0.123 0.316 0.073
0.100 0.102 0.190 0.107 0.690 0.113 1.290
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Table 2.4: Camera settings during calibration.

Calibration Color Contrast f-stop ISO Sharpness white balance
Color ... normal 3.2 400 normal sunny

Contrast natural ... 3.2 200 normal sunny
F-stop natural normal ... 200 normal sunny
ISO natural normal 3.2 ... normal sunny

Sharpness natural normal 3.2 200 ... sunny
White Balance natural normal 3.2 200 normal ...

Before comparing the modes, the effect of using each individual color channel (within a
specific mode) was tested. The plot in Figure 2.11 shows a comparison between 3rd and 5th
order calibrations done using each separate channel, and in addition a calibration done where
the color calibration images are first converted to Black&White using the MATLAB function
rgb2gray. The rgb2gray function is simply an industry standard weighted sum of the RGB
channels given by Eqn. 2.2. It is likely that the camera also uses this equation internally to
generate the Black&White data in the Black&White mode, but that is undocumented and
as will be shown, irrelevant to producing a reliable calibration.

0.2989 ∗R + 0.5870 ∗G+ 0.1140 ∗B (2.2)

In the case of the 3rd order calibrations, the Blue channel is clearly an outlier. Examination
shows that the maximum average pixel value in the Blue channel of the calibration images
is only 100, while the maximum value in the other channels is between 180 and 220. Due to
the extrapolation of the maximum value in the calibration curve up to a normalized value
of 1.0 (as explained in Section 2.3.3), the lower this maximum pixel value is, the worse any
extrapolation error introduce will become. It is noted that the other curves are very similar
in behavior, leading to the conclusion that other than magnitude effects, and color channel
could be used to determine a valid calibration.

The 5th order calibrations show greater channel-dependent differences, but this is also due
to the extrapolation error described above. The B&W channel and the Red channel have the
highest values, and are the best calibrations. They are therefore very similar in behavior,
while the Blue channel is again an outlier, and the Green channel is an outlier. Exami-
nation of the data used to generate the Blue and Green channel calibrations shows their
extrapolations out the the normalized value of 1.0 are less well-behaved.

It is clear that calibrations must be done using the channel with the highest values (in the
no-filter case), and that every effort should be made for the unfiltered case to have as high a
maximum pixel value without saturation as possible. To simplify things the Color:Natural
setting was used to collect all calibration and experimental data during the current work.
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Figure 2.11: (Left) 3rd-order calibrations comparing Red, Green, and Blue
channels as well as a Black&White channel. (Right)Same as
the left only with 5th-order calibrations.

This has the possible advantage of knowing absolutely that none of the three channels are
saturated.

Next, a comparison between the Black&White mode, the Natural mode, and the Vivid mode
are shown in Figure 2.12. The calibrations done in Black&White and in Vivid are nearly
identical, while the Natural calibration is slightly different. Although the behavior is similar,
this data shows that calibrations made with one color mode should not be trusted with data
collected in another color mode. Although undocumented in the camera manual, it is likely
that differences in images between these modes are all created by on-board post processing,
not changes to the image sensor settings itself.

Contrast setting

The Contrast menu has modes of “High”, “Normal”, and “Low”. Images were taken with
settings as given in Table 2.4. The Red channel was strongest, so the calibration was was
done using only that channel. The three calibrations, one from each setting, are compared
in Figure 2.13.

The data resulting from the Low calibration required use of a 3rd-order polynomial instead of
the typical 5th-order, the Normal and the High both used the 5th-order regression. Despite
this difference, comparison shows that increasing the contrast setting improves the linearity
of the detector response.
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Figure 2.12: Calibrations made with the three color modes, Black&White,
Natural, and Vivid are compared; all other camera settings
held constant.
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Figure 2.13: Calibrations made with the three contrast modes of “High”,
“Normal”, and “Low”. ; all other camera settings held con-
stant.
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Figure 2.14: Calibrations made with the three f-stop settings of 3.2, 4.8,
and 8.0; all other camera settings held constant.

F-stop setting

The f-stop is defined as the the lens focal length divided by the effective lens aperture
diameter, where the aperture is arranged in the lens system to cut undesirable light rays
from reaching the camera sensor. As the f-stop, or f-number, grows larger, the aperture gets
smaller. The sharpest images are typically in the middle of the f-stop range, where depth
of field is reasonable and diffraction effects are minimized. Settings of 3.2, 4.8, and 8.0 were
tested.

The brightest calibration images were made at f-stop of 3.2. The other settings of 4.8 and
8.0 darkened the image enough that the calibration near the top of the sensor range (where
data is most important) had no data. From the comparison seen in Figure 2.14 it is clear
that the best calibration was done at f-stop of 3.2. Errors are unacceptably high, however
if the brightness of an image was compensated (for instance with longer exposure) a better
calibration would result. For this reason it is difficult to isolate any direct effect of the f-stop
setting, but it is reasonable to believe no changes in the detector itself occur by changing
the f-stop.

The calibration at 3.2 was applied against images taken at f-stop of 8.0, as shown in Table
2.5. The highest error was seen with an expected transmission of 0.5 and was less than 3%.
It is important to note that this error is low because most of the correction of the dimmer
images is below CCD percent of 0.4 where both calibrations are fairly linear.
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Table 2.5: Errors in calibration seen when changing f-stop settings. Calibration was done
with f-stop set to 3.2, and then applied to data collected at f-stop of 8.0.

Expected Transmit Measured, f-stop 8.0 Error
1 1 0

0.794 0.800 0.587
0.501 0.530 2.831
0.316 0.339 2.247
0.100 0.116 1.570
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Figure 2.15: Calibrations made with ISO settings of 100 and 400; all other
camera settings held constant.

ISO setting

The ISO setting adjusts the sensitivity of the sensor. Calibration of the ISO suffers the same
shortcomings as calibration of the f-stop; images at the different settings become progres-
sively dimmer as ISO is decreased. A comparison of a calibration done with ISO 400 and a
calibration done with ISO 100 are shown in Figure 2.15. Both are well behaved, the sensor
behaves with greater linearity at the higher ISO.

The calibration made with ISO 400 was applied against images taken at ISO 100, as shown
in Table 2.6. The highest error was seen with an expected transmission of 0.8 and was less
than 2%. It is important to note that this error is low because most of the correction on the
dimmer ISO images is below CCD percent of 0.5 where both calibrations are fairly linear.
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Table 2.6: Errors in calibration seen when changing ISO settings. Calibration was done with
ISO of 400, and then applied to data collected at ISO of 100.

Expected Transmit Measured, f-stop 8.0 Error
1.000 1.000 0.000
0.794 0.810 1.557
0.501 0.508 0.651
0.316 0.320 0.337
0.100 0.118 1.770
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Figure 2.16: Calibrations made with sharpness settings of “hard”, “nor-
mal”, and “soft”; all other camera settings held constant.

Sharpness setting

The Sharpness setting may be “hard”, “normal”, or “soft”. All three calibration sets had
nearly identical maximum pixel values, yet the calibration for Normal shows greater nonlin-
earity compared with the other two settings, as shown in Figure 2.16.

White balance setting

The White Balance setting has several options, including custom and three presets of
“Cloudy,” “Sunny,” and “Light Bulb”. A comparison of the three calibrations is shown
in Figure 2.17. The cloudy setting is the most linear.
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Figure 2.17: Calibrations made with three white balance presets of
“Cloudy”, “Sunny”, and “Light Bulb”. All other camera
settings held constant.

Calibration Codes

Three codes are used to make camera calibrations: camera CCD calibration.m and
camera CCD regression.m, and make image correction.m. The codes are commented well
enough that detailed explanation within this section is unnecessary, other to explain in
general. Complete listing of the routines is found in Appendix A.3.

The first “calibration” code is used to select a set of images which have been created by
placing increasingly absorbing neutral density filters in front of the camera, or by decreasing
the exposure time over a range of images. The set of ND filters or exposure times used is
input into the processing code, and images are selected in correlation to this information. The
size and shape of the area to be processed is input, and any color channel and thresholding
desired is configured. A data file is created during the run which contains the calibration
information and intensity information from the calibration images.

The “regression” code is then applied to this generated data file, or files. The order of the
fit desired may be chosen, as well as where the cutoff between the polynomial and the linear
fit should be taken. Output is a data file containing the coefficients of the regressions and
the cutoff information. Note that if no correction is wanted, a “unity.mat” file should be
created with L=[1 0], P=[1 0]. The cutoff may arbitrarily be set to 0.5.

The “correction” code is the function which may be called at any time to correct a “brightness
matrix” based on an input regression data file which was created above. The brightness
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matrix is simply processed, normalized image data.

Calibration summary

The strongest factor in calibration of the camera sensor is at the high-intensity end of the
camera range. Here the sensor always displays non-linearity and is very sensitive to errors
in the calibration polynomial, particularly due to errors caused by extrapolation.

In all cases, when the effect of a setting is to increase the gain or intensity of the sensor, the
calibration trends toward linearity.

Calibration and data should be collected with color images, and the channel with the
strongest signal should be chosen for data processing. This assures that all channels will
be checked for saturation, and that the highest signal/noise ratio will be used.

Due to the obvious sensitivity of the calibration to all camera settings, the calibration of
the camera should be done following an experiment, using the exact settings required by the
experiment to implement the calibration.

2.4 Data Processing

2.4.1 Computation of Mie Theory Scattering Functions

The Mie solution to light scattering from a homogeneous, spherical droplet was discussed
in Section 1.3.3. Before the Mie solution may be used, the scattering functions S1 and S2

must be calculated, and these are complicated, complex functions of the spherical Bessel
functions and their derivatives. Although the first widely available computational solution
was published in 1968, the most frequently used methodologies typically follow the programs
found in the appendix of Bohren and Huffman[4]. The Mie scattering function subroutines
used in the current work share much in common with Bohren and Huffman’s algorithms,
but use improved MATLAB[26] routines written by Mätzler[20]. Specifically, the routine
mie S12.m was used to calculate S1 and S2.

The calculation of S1 and S2 is computationally expensive even with modern computing
resources, so it is practical for a given optical problem to calculate these values off-line, or
in advance, and then look them up from a database as required. For the current work, such
a “scattering coefficients database” is generated in advance for droplets of given index of
refraction using the code create Sx database.m supplied in Appendix A. This code simply
calls the Mätzler subroutines for all expected droplet sizes and scattering angles and stores
the results in a convenient structure. If possible it is a good idea to start this code in the
background and forget about it - building a useful database takes a very long time. Note
that all code written during the current work is included in the appendix.
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Once S1 and S2 are available for all desired droplet sizes and scattering angles, it is possible
to use numerical integration of irradiance over the area of the detector to calculate the
expected scattered intensity at any detector location. The routine Irr int.m finds intensity,
over a designated solid angle, for a single droplet, a log-normal, or a normal distribution of
homogeneous spherical droplets at any detector angular location. As discussed in Section
1.3.3, the wave number (k) and the incident irradiance (Ii) are dropped because results from
this function are expected to be normalized against a reference. Although obviously directly
related, this function separates the effect of distance between the scattering droplet and the
solid angle, as the solid angle is an input while the returned intensity has not been adjusted
for distance by the r2 value. This was a compromise in usage only, specific to the current
work where even as the distance r varies significantly from point-to-point, the change in
solid angle is insignificantly small, particularly in comparison to the angular resolution of
the scattering coefficient database above. If in practice the solid angle changes by more than
the database angular resolution, the solid angle during each call of the Irr int.m routine
should be adjusted.

In addition to the intensity, Irr int.m returns the Stokes vector, (I, Q, U, V) at each
discrete point within the solid angle of the detector and also the closest matching theta and
size parameter (in ’single’ particle cases). A short example of the routine is given below.

For calculation of the scattering intensity of a single 25.02µm droplet at a 139.03°scattering
angle, using a 514.5nm vertically polarized laser, and a detector in the reference plane with
a 0.2°half solid cone angle and vertically aligned transmission axis polarization filter, and
using the full Mie theory calculation:

First, the coefficient database must have already been created. Then load the database as
global.

>> global A B

>> load scattering_coefficients_database.mat

Define the input variables (note calculation of size factor, x):

>> diameter=25.02;

>> sigma=10;

>> wavelength=514.5;

>> x=2*pi*(diameter/2)*1e3/wavelength;

>> sigx=2*pi*(sigma)*1e3/wavelength;

>> PDF_type=’single’;

>> theta=139.03*pi()/180;

>> phi=0*pi()/180;

>> half_cone_ang=0.2*pi()/180;

>> gamma_ref=pi()/2;

>> xi=pi()/2;
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>> method=’full’;

Run the routine:

>> [intensity I Q U V matches]=Irr_int(x,sigx,PDF_type,...

theta, phi, half_cone_ang, gamma_ref, xi, method)

intensity =

0.3261

I =

1.0e+03 *

0 0 9.0955 0 0

0 9.8185 9.8185 9.8185 0

9.9671 9.9672 9.9673 9.9672 9.9671

0 9.5866 9.5866 9.5866 0

0 0 8.8292 0 0

Q =

1.0e+03 *

0 0 -9.0955 0 0

0 -9.8184 -9.8185 -9.8184 0

-9.9670 -9.9672 -9.9673 -9.9672 -9.9670

0 -9.5866 -9.5866 -9.5866 0

0 0 -8.8292 0 0

U =

0 0 0.0000 0 0

0 -25.8268 0.0000 25.8268 0

-52.5150 -26.2580 0.0000 26.2580 52.5150

0 -25.2935 0.0000 25.2935 0

0 0 0.0000 0 0
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V =

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

matches =

2.4260 152.6527

There are a number of important things to note about the output. First, because PDF type

= ’single’, the value for sigma has no meaning and is ignored. All the other parameters
play an important roll in the resulting output.

The first output parameter, intensity = 0.3261 is the numerically integrated value of all
the non-zero irradiance terms of I over the solid cone angle area of the detector.

The next four output parameters are the Stokes vector, (I, Q, U , V ), of the scattered light.
The elements of each of these matrices (I, Q, U , V ) contain the value at each specific angular
(θ,φ) location within the solid cone of the detector; for a given solid angle, the number of
elements of this matrix is a function of the resolution of the scattering coefficient database
in θ. In the case of the example, the database has 0.1°resolution, the half-angle requested is
0.2°, so there are 5 elements across. The matrix of values is necessarily square, but a circular
“mask” is applied to the matrix and only points within the circular area are used in the
calculation.

The variation of the Stokes output vector in the scattering plane theta, direction (each
column) is clearly greater than the variation in the phi direction (each row), as expected
near the reference plane. It is also clear, directly in the reference plane, that I = −Q and
that U = V = 0, the well-known expected result of that specific situation. Note that when
the method = ’fast’ option is utilized, only these phi = 0 results are calculated, and the
phi input variable is ignored.

The last important note from this example is that, due to the size resolution of the loaded
scattering coefficient database being 0.05µm, even though diameter = 25.01, the calcula-
tion is actually done for a droplet of the returned “match” where diameter is exactly 25µm.
The same “closest match” applies to the angle theta as well, where the database resolution
is 0.1°; the closest theta is exactly 139°. This behavior is returned in the matches variable.
The first (θ) value will always be returned; the second size parameter value will only be
returned in the case of PDF type = ’single’ as when evaluating the distribution an exact
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value of mean diameter is applied.

Using the above example as a starting point, it is possible to explore all the options available
from the Irr int.m routine. If PDF type is changed to ’logn’, the routine will integrate over
an entire log-normal distribution of droplets with a mean of diameter. The last PDF type

option available is ’norm’, for a normal distribution of droplets.

The detector used in the current work has a half-cone-angle of 0.5°degrees. With 0.1°grid
spacing, there is 0.59% error between the numerical and true integration area. Of course
the error in the actual intensity integration can be more depending upon the extent of
variation in irradiance over the integrated area. Greater accuracy could be attained with
a finer scattering coefficient database, or possibly a higher order integration technique. If
the half cone ang is set to zero, the irradiance at that particular point is returned without
integration.

If the incident light is unpolarized, then set the input variable gamma ref = ’unpolarized’.
Otherwise this parameter is the angle between the reference plane and the incident light linear
polarization. If the detector has a polarization filter attached, the angle of the transmission
axis with respect to the reference plane is given, as in the example, as xi = pi/2. If no
filter was in front of the detector, the string value xi = ’no filter’ should be used.

The method = ’full’ selects the full Mie theory calculation with 2D integration. This is
computationally exponentially expensive (with half cone ang) as all the points in the 2D
area must be calculated, and then the numerical integration performed. Two additional
calculation methods are available by setting the method input variable to “1D” or “fast”. In
the “1D” case, the full Mie theory calculation is done across the angles of the scattering plane
at the given phi value, but variation in the phi direction is ignored. The “fast” method
is also 1D but adds additional assumptions that the scattering plane is always 90°from a
vertically polarized incident light source. For integration with a half cone angle of 0.5°, the
“full” method is 24x slower than the “fast” method, and 7x slower than the “1D” method.
No measurement in the current work deviated from more than φ of 2°above or below the
reference plane, which was at 90°from the vertically polarized incident light, so the “fast”
method itself could be quite appropriate for many of these calculations. Nevertheless, in
practice the “fast” method was only used to rapidly investigate results and then switched
to the “1D” method for final analysis. Specifically for the low φ current work, differences
between selected “full” and “1D” calculations were compared and found to be insignificant.

Creation of Simulated Scattering Images

The generation of simulated images is an important part of the current work. Use of simu-
lated images allow exercise and verification of the data processing software against a known
geometry and known scattering conditions. The capability and limitations of the data pro-
cessing software are investigated by comparison of results between a known “exact” set of
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simulated images and an equivalent set of images where some variables may be adjusted, or
the quality of the images can be manipulated. An example would be creating a set of images
“collected” at certain angles, and then processing the images as if they were collected at
slightly different angles. Analysis of the results would then illustrate the sensitivity of the
data processing to location of the collection/detector optics.

The MATLAB routine make data images.m, presented in Section A.4, is used to make a
simulated set of images. Parameters at the beginning of the program are setup in advance;
when the program is run the images are created and saved in a user-selected location.

The geometry of each image is defined as shown in Figure 2.18a). First, the (y, z) locations
of the red registration dots are defined, with the first red dot in the lower left-hand corner
of the image and progressing counter-clockwise around the image. The diameter of the dots
is specified, and the width of the image (y-direction) is given. Combined with the number
of pixels in the y-direction and the z-direction, the pixel/spatial resolution of the image is
completely defined. The point in the image that will be considered the “center” of the image
by the data processing routine is also defined. This “center” is the point where a detector
would be aimed during a equivalent real experiment, as illustrated in b) of the figure, where
the black “center” cross represents the origin of the optical coordinate system, (0, 0, 0).

Optically, the program must be supplied with the scattering coefficient database desired
(which itself defines the droplet index of refraction), and the incident light characteristics
of polarization, wavelength, and polarization filter used at the detector. This program calls
the Irr int.m function, so a detailed explanation of these options is found in Section 2.4.1.

As configured for the current work, this program produces images of a vertical “stripe” of
droplets, defined top-to-bottom of image with a minimum diameter and a maximum diameter
and a selectable number of “super pixels” of resolution, where all pixels within a super-pixel
are the same value. There is a threshold diameter below which droplets are considered
zero which should correspond to the smallest diameter in the scattering coefficient database.
Also, if the ’norm’ distribution is selected the routine automatically switches to a log-normal
distribution for any droplet diameters smaller than 3σ.

The images may be produced “flat”, or with the perspective expected at a given angular
detector location with respect to the region of interest defined by the red reference dots.
A subroutine, create view.m, is used to actually generate the perspective view and image.
In practice there is typically a “registration image” taken with lighting that makes the red
registration dots obvious, and from exactly the same detector location a second “data image”
taken with lighting and exposure such that the droplet’s scattered light is optimally captured.
With the simulated data, the red reference dots are superimposed into the data image. In
addition, the “exposure” of each image may either be controlled explicitly in the camera
location matrix, or allowed to be set to “auto exposure” where the maximum brightness in
each image of the set is equalized by adjusting the exposure time appropriately.

The output from the program is a set of images, as shown in Figure 2.19. From left to
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Figure 2.18: Red dot geometry, a) during simulated image generation and
b) during image data processing.
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Figure 2.19: Example simulated images, From left to right, the exact di-
ameter of droplets within a “super pixel” area of the image,
followed by the images taken at a reference angle of 40°and
five data angles between 137-149°. The “auto exposure” op-
tion was used, so the maximum pixel values for each image
are the same.

right, there is a plot showing the exact diameter of droplets within a “super pixel” area
of the image, followed by the image taken at a reference angle of 40°and five data angles
between 137-149°. The perspective can be seen to change, and a hint of the known pattern
of scattering intensity verses angle is demonstrated across the images. The images show
scattering intensity from a range of droplets between 30-120µm mean diameters.

Associated with each image is a data file with the exact droplet diameter at each y-z point in
the image and the image spatial coordinates of each pixel. A second data file associated with
each image gives the same coordinates with the exact intensity for each location. An “info”
data file is created for the complete set of images which contains all of the configuration
parameters from the program that were used to generate the data set including the final
“auto exposure” values if that option was used.

Last, make data images.m produces a data processing initialization file. Because the data
processing routines do not differentiate between simulated or real images, the coordinates
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for the red dot reference points are translated into the optical coordinate system as shown
in Figure 2.18b). The data processing initialization file exists to instruct the data processing
routines about how to specifically treat each data image within the data set while image
processing; the format and use of this file will be discussed in detail in the following section.

2.4.2 Image Processing

The role of the image processing routines is to take the raw data images and registration
images collected during an experiment and reduce them to a simple matrix of intensity
ratios - one intensity ratio for each point (or area) within the planar region of interest.
The capabilities and responsibilities of the image processing routines are best understood
by introducing the concept of an initialization file. This file contains all the parameters and
instructions used to instruct the data processing routines about how to specifically treat
each data image within the data set, and what type or types of output will be generated.

Image Processing Initialization File

The data processing routines need to know the exact layout of the experiment. This includes
the position of the four red reference dots and exactly where the detector camera was po-
sitioned relative to the laser plane of interest for each image. The processing routines also
must know how to correct non-linearities in the detector camera, what parts of the image
actually contain the data of interest, how many points should be mapped within the area of
interest, what spatial averaging (super-pixel) size should be used and what shape it should
be, what threshold should be applied to noise in the image, and what type of output files
and, optionally plots, should be produced. All together there are ten parameters defining
the optical setup and reference frame, fifteen parameters controlling output, and seven pa-
rameters for each and every data image (including the reference). All of this information is
stored in an initialization, or configuration, file which is read by the data processing routines
at the start of processing.

The data processing initialization file is an ASCII text file, and may be created and edited
completely by hand if necessary. For convenience, in the code written during the current
work, a free and publicly available tool called inifile.m was used to read and write pa-
rameters from and to the initialization files. The details of this and other tools used in the
current work are discussed in Section A.

An abridged copy of the processing initialization file produced by make data images.m while
generating the images in Figure 2.19 is reproduced below to help lead the image processing
discussion. The file is separated into four types of sections - Test section, Reference,
AngleX , and Output. There are as many AngleX sections as there are angles where
data images were collected, but there must always be only one Test section, Reference,
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{Test section}
red dot 1 = [0 −0.05 −0.275]
red dot 2 = [0 0.05 −0.275]
red dot 3 = [0 0.05 0.275]
red dot 4 = [0 −0.05 0.275]
red dot size = 0.03
wavelength = 514.5
gamma ref = pi()/2
xi = pi()/2
half angle = 0.5*pi()/180
scatter calc meth = '1D'

and Output section and at least one AngleX section. To save space, the sections for the
last three data angles were omitted from the example.

The Test section part of the file explains the relation of the red dot reference points with
respect to the origin (0, 0, 0) of the optics. Each red dot’s center is defined in (x, y, z) of
the coordinate system, with the camera detector is assumed to be pointed at the origin. In
the example, the reference dots are in the plane of the centerline of the incident laser (x=0).
If the detector is placed on the positive x-axis side of the y-z plane where the incident
laser sheet is aligned (as in the current work) and the reference dots were for example 0.2
“behind” the laser sheet, as might be desired if the laser sheet was larger than the z-axis
span between the posts, then the x-coordinate defining the red dots would be -0.2. The size
of the reference dot is also included. Additionally, the setup of the optics is included here,
with the wavelength in nanometers and all angles in radians. These parameters control the
Mie Theory calculations later and are discussed in the operation of the Irr int.m function
in Section A.2.2.

The Reference section and the AngleX sections contain the same elements of data, but
the angle defined in the Reference section will be used to normalized the values in all
the data angles. The angle is defined here in the reference plane as shown previously in
Figure 2.1, between the y-axis and the “arm” of the detector, in degrees. The cam height

parameter is the height of the detector with respect to the origin (0,0,0); when the camera
detector is level with the origin (this value should typically be zero unless the detector is
raised and tilted). The parameter distance is the radial distance (r) from the origin out
to the lens of the detector camera. The data image exposure time is the exposure time of
the image. The exposure time should be optimized at each location to capture as bright as
image as possible without saturation of any pixels. No other settings on the detector may be
adjusted from location to location except exposure time. The data image exposure time is
a string (thus the single quote) which should contain the full path to the data image, where
the data image is the best exposure of the region of interest without saturation of pixels.
The registration image name is an image taken from the exact same location, but exposed
such that the red registration dots are clearly visible. The exposure time of the registration
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{Reference}
angle = 40
cam height = 0
distance = 10
data image exposure time = 0.9975
data image name = './data image file−1 40.jpg'
registration image name = './data image file−1 40.jpg'
caxis limits = 'Auto'

{Angle1}
angle = 137
cam height = 0
distance = 10
data image exposure time = 6.6708
data image name = './data image file−2 137.jpg'
registration image name = './data image file−2 137.jpg'
caxis limits = 'Auto'
{Angle2}
angle = 140
cam height = 0
distance = 10
data image exposure time = 1.9252
data image name = './data image file−3 140.jpg'
registration image name = './data image file−3 140.jpg'
caxis limits = 'Auto'

image is unimportant. In practice during the current work, the registration image was taken
with “lights on” in the room, and the data image with “lights out”; in the case of the
simulated data the same image may be used for both parameters, as in the example. The
caxis limits define the limits of the colorbar produced if graphic images are output as part
of the data processing. Although ’Auto’ is very reasonable for first-time analysis of results,
sometimes it is easier to compare data from individual angles if the colorbar is forced to be
the same on each plot. In such cases caxis limits should be set to a vector, [ low high

] defining the limits of the colorbar.

The elements of data within each AngleX section are the same as in the Reference section.
The important difference is the section heading must contain the “number” X to identify
the data being described.

The Output section controls the details of the actual data processing. In the current work
the incident light was from the green line (514.5nm) of an Argon ion laser. Collected images
were imported as RGB, treated in Matlab as three brightness matrices, one for each Red,
Blue, or Green channel. Due to the light source in the current work, the signal from scattering
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was strongest on the green channel (2) of these images. The correction file name is the
complete path to the detector camera calibration produced by camera CCD regression.m,
discussed earlier in Section 2.3.3. The limits in the y-axis and z-axis directions are defined
as a vector of the minimum and maximum. This area should be the area of the image
covered by the planar laser sheet; only data within the defined area will be processed. The
parameter super pixels yz is a vector of the number of super pixels to evenly distribute
across the y-axis direction and the z-axis direction, respectively. The super pixel shape

can be either ’circle’ or ’square’, and the size is defined in the units of the coordinate
system - the processing routine will work out internally how many pixels to use. If the
spacing of the super pixels specified would overlap due to the requested super-pixel size,
then the size of the super-pixel is reduced until there is no overlap. The exact values for the
final super-pixel size and it’s exact area are included in the output of the processing routine.
The threshold is applied to each image at the start of processing to remove noise. A good
value is approximately 5-10% of the maximum pixel values - a value of 10 was typically used
in the current work (8-bit RGB data).

The remaining Output section parameters do not effect the actual processing but do control
output. The max percent sat pixels option writes a flag to the log file when more than
the requested percentage of pixels in an image are saturated. Currently the images are still
processed the same either way. Files created by the processing routine are saved in the
save dir, and the processing info identifier is a tag appended to the output filenames
created by the processing routine, allowing easy identification of a group of processed output.
The figure origin is a vector with the [x y z] coordinates of an arbitrary origin within
the figure. This was used in the current work to identify the exit of the spray nozzle, so
that plots of data would be with respect to that origin. Note that the figure origin has
nothing to do with the processing or calculations, all of which take place within the optical
coordinate system. The figure origin is only used, if desired, to display results. The y-offset
and z-offset between the optical origin (0, 0, 0) and the figure origin are also saved as part
of the data processing output. A set of generic plots may be produced as part of the data
processing by setting output eps figures to ’Yes’; this may be useful when doing a large
batch process as the thumbnails of these plots can quickly show any data processing issues.
All data necessary to produce the plots is saved in .mat files within the save dir in any case,
so significant time and disk space may be conserved by setting this parameter to ’No’. As
in previous sections, the caxis limits define the limits of the colorbar of figures produced.

Processor Function Overview

The image data processing is done by a high-level Matlab function processor2 v82 f.m.
This function and all the necessary subroutines called are presented in Section A.5. A
file in the output directory specified in the initialization file, with the appended name
processing log.txt contains a complete record of all relevant messages and output from
the data processing run. The result of the processing is a matrix of intensity ratios, spatially
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{Output}
color channel = 2
correction file name = './unity correction.mat'
limits y = [−0.025 0.025]
limits z = [−0.2 0.25]
super pixels yz = [3 9]
super pixel shape = 'square'
super pixels size = 0.0025
threshold = 10
max percent sat pixels = 1.0
save dir = './test images/processed output'
processing info identifier = 'sim data'
figure origin = [0.0 0.0 0.0]
output eps figures = 'No'
limit full res figures = 'No'
caxis limits = 'Auto'

registered to the optical coordinate system, for each data image. The intensity ratios may
then be processed by sizing routines. This method effectively breaks up the data processing
into two parts - image processing and size determination.

The processor2 v82 f.m image processing function goes through the following procedure:
� reads in parameters from the data processing initialization file, described in the previ-
ous section

� creates output directories and log files within the output directory
� determines output image resolution and exact spatial/pixel coordinates for the “flat”
processed images

� calls redotlocator v4 to find the pixel coordinates of the registration dots within the
registration image

� calls find reg offset.m to adjust the registration dot coordinates, if they are not
exactly planar with the laser sheet centerline.

� calls correct perspective.m to correct each image perspective.
� applies the supplied threshold to each image.
� Calls make image correction.m to apply the detector camera calibration, and images
are converted to a normalized brightness matrix.

� calls intensities2xyz v2.m, which ultimately returns an intensity ratio (between each
data image and the reference image) at every y-z-planar location within the region of
interest.

Three useful GUI tools were developed for use with data processing. The first, check

saturation.m, should be run prior to any data processing. The user is prompted to select
one or an entire set of images, and the routine checks all three color channels of each image
for saturated pixels. Suspect images may then be specifically examined for processing suit-
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ability using any image manipulation tool, such as Matlab’s imtool.m or the GNU Image
Manipulation Program (GIMP)[25]. If many saturated pixels occur anywhere within the
data area of an image, on any color channel, the current work strongly suggests the image
should be discarded.

The next useful GUI tool is check red dots.m. This tool calls the same subroutine as the
data processing function (redotlocator v4.m), and prompts the user to select one or an
entire set of registration images. A set of figures is produced showing every step of the
registration dot identification process, and the resulting location and coordinates of the four
red registration dots. All registration images should be checked with this tool before use
in the data processing function; if the red registration dots are mis-identified the image
processing function will fail, but not necessarily in an easily identified manner.

The third GUI tool, start image processing.m, may be used to run concurrent image
processing functions if a multi-core or multi-processor computer is available. The user con-
figures the tool in advance as to how many concurrent processes should be allowed, and
then is prompted to select a text file containing, one-per-line, the full path to the desired
image processing initialization files. This is particularly useful for re-processing previously
known-to-be-good data, only with slightly different initialization options, such as differing
super-pixel size or shape. By re-editing the initialization files and running this tool, a large
amount of image processing can be done very quickly.

Processor Function Walk-through

The steps outlined in the previous section will now be discussed in slightly greater detail,
however the greatest detail may be found by reading the comments within the code provided.
The general overview of the sizing function in the data processing procedure will continue
in Section 2.4.3.

As previously discussed within the detector camera calibration Section 2.3.3, the most com-
mon distortions found in typical optical systems are barrel and pincushion effects. In the
middle of the lens range there is typically very low distortion; this is the best location to
use. In the camera detector used for the current work, this corresponds to a zoom of 4x.
The Matlab image processing toolbox contains tools which, combined with a known target
image, can be used to determine a transformation matrix between the actual image and a
correct image. In practice this transform could then be applied to data images collected
from that system, and would be part of the detector camera calibration process. However,
the images collected during the current work were found not to have significant optical dis-
tortions caused by the lens system due to the distance the camera detector was located
from the data plane and also due to the size of the laser sheet and area of interrogation
being centered in the middle of the image where distortions are minimal. If distortions were
found to be important in future efforts, it would be straightforward to add corrections for
them immediately ahead of the call to redotlocator v4; the point in the code where these
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corrections should be applied is specifically noted with comments.

As first discussed in Section 2.3.2, identification of the spatial registration “red dots” is
necessary for determining the position of the data within the optical coordinate system. The
routine redotlocator v4.m uses a progressive set of image processing techniques to isolate
the registration dots from the rest of the image, find their centers, and assign their relative
positions 1-4.

A typical registration image is shown in Figure 2.20a). The routine first finds out how red
each pixel is relative to the other color channels, and any pixels found to better than 40% red
are selected and converted into a binary image, as shown in b). If another color of registration
dot were used, adjustment of this logical selection would be the only change required. Next,
a median filter followed by a morphological close operation (dilation followed by an erosion)
is used to remove the speckle left over from reflection off the spray nozzle and respectively,
the minor “holes” in the bottom two red dots; the result of these operations is shown in c).
Finally, the centroid of each dot is found and the coordinates of the four dots are sorted,
assigning each to their respective counter-clockwise posotion starting in the lower left-hand
corner. The final positions are shown in d), superimposed over the original image.

The position of the registration points, after correction for possible offset between the data
plane and the registration points, is used in combination with a “flat” image to form a
perspective transformation matirx. The flat image is the ideal, planar coordinate system
without perspective. The correct perspective.m routine uses the Matlab image processing
toolbox function cp2tform.m to build the projective transform matrix, and then applies that
resulting transform to the data image. The results of this action were illustrated in Figure
2.6 for a checkerboard pattern; the same actions also apply to an experimental image data
as shown in Figure 2.21a-b).

As covered in the detector camera calibration Section 2.3.3, the detector camera does not
have a linear response to intensity. The method for correction for this was covered within
that section, and is applied by make image correction.m. Only the desired color channel
image is sent, and instead of sending the image as a matrix of 8-bit integers (normal format
for Matlab images), the input matrix is converted to fractions, a “normalized brightness
matrix,” as a fraction between 0 and 1, as shown in Figure 2.21c). The calibration is
universal this way, and the rest of the processing routines are therefore suitable to any image
bit-depth.

The final routine, intensities2xyz v2.m, ultimately returns an intensity ratio (between
each data image and the reference image) at every y-z-planar location within the region
of interest. The data returned from this function contains four additionally useful sets of
information.

First, there is exact data from the “flat” image - a full-resolution intensity matrix and vec-
tors which contain the coordinates for the center of each pixel within the intensity matrix.
Essentially, this is the full-resolution, spatially registered image itself after calibration, ex-
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.20: a) Typical registration image, b) only the “red” pixels se-
lected, c) filtering and closing to remove speckle and holes,
d) final identification of the centroids of the four registration
points.
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Figure 2.21: a) Original image, b) same image, corrected for perspective,
c) same image, corrected for camera linearity and displayed as
spatially registered brightnesses, d) final full-resolution spa-
tially registered intensity matrix.
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posure time, and all corrections have been applied. Due to the application of the exposure
time, the “brightness” of any particular element may now be greater than 1.0, if necessary,
as seen in Figure 2.21d). Note also that even though the relative brightness between images
is also a function of the distance between the scattering droplet and the detector camera, the
intensity ratios stored by the image processing function do not take this into account here;
this factor is applied as a point-by-point “correction” to the stored intensity ratios when
compared against ideal intensity ratios during the sizing routines.

Second, because there is no reason to process extraneous parts of the image, a “block” of data
(as specified in the initialization file) is extracted from the full-resolution image as shown in
Figure 2.22a). In this case all the data to the right of the centerline of the spray nozzle was
selected.

Third, super-pixels are calculated within the selected block. Vectors with the coordinates
of each super-pixel are returned in addition to the mean intensity at each super-pixel. The
super-pixels are distributed within the block as shown by the squares in Figure 2.22b);
the crosses are the super-pixel centers. The color of the super-pixel is the mean of all the
intensities within the square super-pixel area. It is this matrix of intensities that is used to
calculate the intensity ratios between each data image and the reference image specified in
the initialization file.

Fourth, a skeleton “sizing initialization file” for the processed data set is generated. Similar
in format to the image processing initialization file, the user may use the sizing initialization
file as-is, or edit the file to customize the details of the sizing calculations. This will be
discussed in detail within Section 2.4.3.

This all may seem like a lot of processing, but in the above example, the payoff is that 189
separate spatial “measurements” are available. The entire processing described above took
less than 20 seconds on a single 1.6GHz processor, so the image processing cost is low when
compared to the amount of data generated, and low compared to the sizing analysis.

2.4.3 Sizing Calculations

The sizing routines read the matrices of intensity ratios generated by the data image pro-
cessing routines and determine the most likely size and size distribution of the scattering
droplets at each point in the planar area of interest. The sizing algorithm methodically
checks each angle and a range of possible size distributions for the best droplet size match.

As with the image processing routines, the capabilities and responsibilities of these routines
are best understood by introducing the sizing initialization file. This file contains all the
parameters and instructions used to control the sizing routines treatment of the data set,
all the setup and configuration data about how the scattering data was collected, and what
type or types of output will be generated.
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Figure 2.22: a) Block of data from the previous image, selected using the
limits y and limits z parameters in the processing initial-
ization file, b) The same block after super-pixel analysis, with
super pixels yz = [ 21 9 ]. The color of the super-pixel
is the mean of all the intensities within the square super-pixel
area.
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Figure 2.23: From left to right, the exact diameter of droplets within a
“super pixel” area of the image, followed by the original data
image, followed by the location of the 9x3 grid of super-pixel
intensity values.

Sizing Initialization File

The sizing routines learn the experimental conditions, the location of the results from the
image processing, the desired sizing output, and all parameters controlling the sizing cal-
culations from the sizing initialization file. There are nineteen parameters in the sizing
initialization file.

Similar to the data image processing initialization file, the sizing initialization file is an ASCII
text file, and may be created and edited completely by hand if necessary. Again, the free
and publicly available tool called inifile.m was used to read and write parameters from
and to the initialization file. The details of this and other tools used in the current work are
discussed in Appendix A.

A copy of the sizing initialization file produced by processor2 v82 f.m after processing
all the data images in Figure 2.19 is reproduced below to help lead the size processing
discussion. The processed result of one those images is shown in Figure 2.23. The size
processing initialization file is separated into three sections - Input, Output, and Config.
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{Input}
ratio file = './test images/processed output sim data/sim data ratio.mat'
y indexes = [2]
z indexes = [1:9]
camera indexes = [1:5]
seed index = [2]
wavelength = 514.5
gamma ref = pi()/2
xi = pi()/2
half angle = 0.5*pi()/180
scatter calc meth = '1D'

The Input section contains the path to the intensity ratio data file generated by the image
processing routines. This file contains, for each data angle, a matrix of intensity ratios in
the y-z-plane. The parameters y indexes and z indexes tell the sizing routine which data
points to process. In the example, all the z-direction data in the y-direction column will
be processed and sized. Looking closely at Figure 2.23 and referencing the requested super-
pixels from the example image processing initialization file, these indexes are the “middle”
column of data, the nine 17x17-pixel super-pixel areas in the image. From top to bottom,
the droplet size increases from 30-120µm.

As shown, the camera indexes parameter instructs the sizing process to use all five of the
data angles. By editing this vector, any combination of angles may be used (at least one
angle MUST be used). It is also necessary to choose a seed index; this index is the first
angular data to be used by the sizing routine when attempting to determine the most likely
droplet size at a particular y-z-location. By default, the image processing routine has picked
the index closest to 139°, as the relationship between mean diameter and intensity ratio at
that particular angle has strong signal-to-noise ratio and a single-valued relationship across
much of the range. If only one angle is chosen, it should typically be the angle closest to
139°. If the user adjusts the camera indexes parameter it is important to at least pick a
seed index within the set of camera indexes. When in doubt, just set seed index = 1;
because there must be at least one camera index, the 1st camera index will always return
some result. In the example, the 2nd index is chosen, and this corresponds to the image
data that was collected at 140°. If only the data at 143°and 149°was to be evaluated, then
camera indexes = [3 5] and seed index = 1, (the 1st index of camera indexes).

The last data within the Input section lets the sizing routine know the optical setup during
the experiment. These parameters are all related to the Mie theory calculation and control
operation of the Irr int.m function as covered in Section A.2.2. The wavelength of the
laser is in nanometers, and the angles gamma ref, xi, and half angle are all in radians.
The parameter string scatter calc meth controls the calculation method and may be set
to ’full’, ’1D’, or ’fast’. The ’1D’ method is the default, relatively fast, and is accurate for
the conditions found in the current work.
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Figure 2.24: Comparison of intensity ratio data droplet data with the siz-
ing result from the sizing routines, compared with the Mie
Theory. a) 75µm mean diameter with log-normal distribu-
tion, simulated droplets from the example, b) real simplex
nozzle droplets and use of the polynomial fit.

The Output section provides the path to a directory where sizing log files and the final
output data file will be saved. If desired, a plot showing the intensity ratios from the data
set against the Mie theory for the determined mean size and size distribution, at every y-
z-location where a size was determined, may be plotted. These plots can take a long time
to generate; it is a good idea to limit the y indexes and z indexes to only a few points
of interest before setting make a plot = 1. The plot will cover the angular range given
with the plot angle range parameter. By setting the number of increments higher in this
parameter, the graph will be smoother but will take much longer. The default of 0.5 gives
a presentable plot at a reasonable rate; however the plots in the Figures were made with an
increment of 0.1 which takes five times longer. With good data (or good luck), the plots
will look something like Figure 2.24, where a) is the result of the calculation for a simulated
75µm droplet from Figure 2.23, and b) is a result from data taken within an actual simplex
nozzle spray. Additional details in these plots (and others) will be discussed further in the
walk-through section.

The Config section contains the path and filename where the scattering coefficient database
(required by the Mie scattering routine Irr int.m) is stored. In addition, the path and name
of the “size database” file is given. This size database is essentially a look-up-table relating
scattered intensity ratio’s and mean droplet sizes. The first time an angle is encountered,
the relationship between the intensity ratios at that angle and droplet sizes are computed
and stored in the database. This only needs to be done once, so after all angles within
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{Output}
output filename = './test images/processed output sim data/...

sizing/output.mat'
make a plot = 0
plot angle range = [135:0.5:150]

{Config}
cross section database filename = '../../mie m code/database files/...

scattering coefficients database2.mat'
int vs size filename = '../../mie m code/database files/sz3 data file.mat'
poly order = 5
use poly = 'Yes'
try dist type = {'logn','logn','logn','logn','norm','norm','norm',...

'norm','norm','norm','norm','norm'}
try sigma = [6.5 10 20 40 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.1 3.5 4 4.8 6]

an experiment have been encountered, the look-up-table is complete and the sizing routine
becomes significantly faster. The initial look-up-table entries take a long time to generate,
however if the angles where data will be collected are known in advance, a simulated data
set can be created, the sizing routine run against the simulated set, and the look-up-table
completed “off-line” ahead of any actual experimental data collection. Size processing of
experimental data may then proceed quickly from that point forward.

If desired, a polynomial may be fit through the data, and then the results of the polynomial
fit matched against the look-up-table. This may be helpful for smoothing the results in cases
where there is some scatter in the data (no pun intended) and there are more data angles
than the order of the polynomial fit, particularly with “real” data, as illustrated in Figure
2.24b).

The try dist type and try sigma parameters are a matched pair - these must both have the
same number of entries. The sizing routine will attempt to match the input intensity ratios
against each of the pairs. In the example, their are 12 possible combinations of distribution
type and distribution width tried against the data; the best match is selected and returned by
the sizing routine at each particular y-z-location. Data processing therefore takes a linearly
increasing amount of time at each y-z-location as the number of combinations increases.

Sizing Function Overview

The droplet sizing processing is done by a high-level Matlab function analyze sizes f.m.
This function and all the necessary subroutines called are presented in Section A.5.2. The
sizing function is the final of two steps in the overall method, and must be run after the
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image processing routine, processor2 v82 f.m, has finished, as the sizing function reads the
output intensity ratio matrices as input. Multiple log files in the output directory specified in
the sizing initialization file contain a complete point-by-point record of all relevant messages
and output from the size processing run. The result of the processing are matrices of droplet
sizes, size distributions, and distribution widths.

The analyze sizes f.m size processing function goes through the following procedure:
� reads in parameters from the sizing processing initialization file, described in the pre-
vious section

� creates output directories and log files within the designated output directory
� creates a temporary data file, and transfers the subset of data specified for processing
in the sizing initialization file from the input intensity ratio data file to the temporary
file.

� if requested in the initialization file, a polynomial fit is applied to smooth the original
intensity ratios.

� the subroutine int2size3.m is called, once for each possible size distribution, to cal-
culate the multi-valued possible droplet sizes associated with each of the data image’s
matrix of intensity ratios.

� for each size distribution, the size results at each y-z-location returned from subrou-
tine int2size3.m are passed to the subroutine make groups f.m. This subroutine
compares the size results from every data image and groups similar size estimates
together.

� the size groups returned from make groups f.m are evaluated and the droplet size that
matches most closely across all the data images is chosen as the correct droplet size,
for that particular distribution, and that particular y-z-location.

� once all the distributions have been evaluated as above, they are compared with one
another and the distribution which has the best match across all angles and the low-
est standard deviation across the data angles is chosen as the “best match” at that
particular y-z-location.

� a plot, for each y-z-location, is made to compare the “best match” Mie theory intensity
ratios against the data image intensity ratios, if requested in the sizing initialization
file.

� The final results are saved to the designated output directory.

The subroutine int2size3.m uses the information within the size database look-up-table
discussed during the introduction of the sizing initialization file. The additional subroutines
that create, update, and retrieve information from the database look-up-table are discussed
during the walk-through.
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Sizing Function Walk-through

The steps outlined in the previous section will now be discussed in slightly greater detail,
however the greatest detail may be found by reading the comments within the code pro-
vided, in Section A.5.2. The parameters controlling the size routine are read from the size
initialization file as described earlier and output files and directories created.

The next important process is the creation of the temporary data file. This file has the exact
format of the complete intensity ratio data file created by the image processing function,
but only contains the data points selected by parameters in the sizing initialization file. As
presented in the current work the temporary file is deleted after a run. Once created, data
from this temporary file is read into the subroutine.

It is useful to fully understand what data is exactly in this file, as due to the planar nature
of the data and the fact that there are typically multiple planar data images of the same
y-z-planar area of interrogation, the nature and amount of all this information can quickly
become confusing. In the earlier example presented during disucssion of the processing
function, in Figure 2.23, matrices of intensity ratios at each y-z-location, for each data
image, were created. The contents of these matrices are shown in Figure 2.25.

If a polynomial smoothing has been selected, this is applied to the intensity ratios. In cases
where there is some noticeable scatter or outliers in the data, the smoothing process may
help, but if the polynomial is poorly fit to the data then the smoothing can potentially hurt
the results. The best practice in such cases is to process the data both ways and compare
results, accepting the most reasonable output as the most correct. An “unreasonable” result
can often be spotted as a drastic jump in droplet size between adjacent y-z-locations, as
step-changes in droplet sizing do not typically appear in actual experiments.

The technique first uses a cubic spline through all the angular intensity ratio data points
from a single y-z-location, and then finds a polynomial of the order specified in the sizing
initialization file which best fits the cubic spline. By using the spline, it is possible (not always
advisable) to smooth with higher-order polynomials even when only a few data images are
available. Depending the angles where data was collected, the “best” polynomial order can
vary. An order less than 4th is probably going to hurt results, particularly as droplets get
larger and multiple “fringes” enter the angular region where the images are being collected,
while orders above 7th are likely to introduce oscillations unrelated to the fringes.

The intensity ratio at each angular location is sampled from the polynomial and re-assigned as
that angle’s smoothed intensity ratio. The original intensity ratio is also kept for comparison
later in the routine, but the sampled ratio is used for sizing calculations. If the polynomial
smoothing is not requested, this entire process is skipped.

The computation of mean droplet sizes from the intensity ratio data is traditionally a com-
plicated problem due to the multi-valued nature of the relationship. As discussed earlier, for
each angular data image there is an intensity ratio at each y-z-location in the region selected
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i ratio(:,:,1) =

0.1496 0.1495 0.1495
0.1578 0.1578 0.1579
0.1672 0.1672 0.1674
0.1773 [0.1773] 0.1769
0.1861 0.1861 0.1870
0.1923 0.1923 0.1938
0.2060 0.2060 0.2076
0.2136 0.2136 0.2150
0.2396 0.2393 0.2332

i ratio(:,:,2) =

0.5178 0.5182 0.5182
0.6189 0.6192 0.6193
0.7139 0.7145 0.7140
0.7893 [0.7898] 0.7876
0.8375 0.8379 0.8400
0.8290 0.8290 0.8318
0.8290 0.8290 0.8303
0.7587 0.7587 0.7635
0.6569 0.6563 0.6472

Figure 2.25: The intensity ratio matrices from the example data, from
angles 137°and 140°. Note the [ ] highlighting values picked
out and discussed later in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7: Angles and Intensity Ratios from the example data.

Angle: 137 140 143 146
Intensity Ratio: 0.18 0.79 0.44 0.10

Table 2.8: Size vectors returned at each respective angle.

Angle Sizes
137 0.37 522.53
140 289.30 526.71
143 47.73 156.86 437.85 525.42
146 114.39 166.56 308.8609 353.85 518.00 525.39

by the parameters of the initialization file; thus if there are X angular data images, at each
y-z-location there are X intensity ratios. The subroutine int2size3.m uses a look-up table
style database (which will be discussed at the end of this section) and finds all of the possible
mean droplet sizes for each of the X intensity ratios, and returns this information in a 3D
cell matrix.

A very simple example will be used to illustrate exactly how the sizing routines solve this
problem. Four of the images from the image data originally presented in Figure 2.19 and
2.23, which the sizing initialization file was based upon, will be analyzed one step at a time.

First, only one y-z-location will be examined - y indexes = [2], z indexes = [4]. In
Figure 2.23 this is the region of the 4th super-pixel from the bottom, in the middle column.
Note that due to Matlab’s handling of coordinates, this is the 4th row, 2nd column in the
data presented within Figure 2.25. From the data processing routines, analysis of the four
data images yields the results in Table 2.7.

Plots showing the relationship between intensity ratio and size parameter are presented in
Figure 2.26. The most clear behavior may be observed in this case at 140°(plot b.), where
there are clearly two possible sizes for the given intensity ratio of 0.79; one size around 300
and the other around 500. The subroutine int2size3.m returns those values as exactly
289.30 and 526.71. The subroutine returns similar results for the other angles, as given in
Table 2.8.

Due to the simplicity of this example, it is straightforward to observe that at each angle,
a size very near 525 has been returned, so (assuming log-normal distribution) this must be
the correct size of droplet at this y-z-location. In cases where there are many data angles,
or intensity ratios where ten’s of matches are found for each angle, and when there is more
than one size distribution tested, the task becomes increasingly more difficult and a formal
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Figure 2.26: Relationship between the intensity ratio and the mean diam-
eters, a) from data image at 137°, b) from 140°, c) from 143°,
d) from 146°.
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method is required.

The sizing routines rely on a custom algorithm within subroutine make groups f.m for this
task. Mean sizes are “grouped” together, and the largest “group” is determined to contain
the most likely correct mean droplet size. In case there are multiple “groups” which have
the same number of elements, the group with the smallest standard deviation is chosen. The
grouping algorithm may be described as follows:

� all the size estimates from the seed index specified in the sizing initialization file
are stored and used for comparison against each angle’s size estimates. This has the
ultimate effect of starting the algorithm with exactly the number of groups as there
are size estimates at the seed index angle.

� the size estimates from each angle are compared with the mean of the existing groups.
Each estimate from the new angle is added to the group it most closely matches, but
a sliding scale automatically creates a new group if no existing group mean is close
enough to the new angle’s estimates. Any remaining size estimates are added as the
first element to a new group.

� once all the angle’s estimates have been added to groups, all the groups are evaluated.
Due to the evolution of the groups as more and more size estimates are added, it’s
possible some elements would be better suited to the group above or below the group
they fell into originally. The algorithm passes over all the groups repeatedly, moving
elements up or down, until every element is closer to the mean of it’s own group than
the mean of an adjacent group.

� every group is “pruned” and statistical outliers removed.
� The groups are sorted by mean (but order of elements within each group preserved).

For plotting and analysis purposes, the angle that each estimate originated from is preserved
in a separate matrix. This makes it possible to see which angles were considered in the
final sizing determination. The algorithm is obviously customized for the specific purpose
of inclusion as part of the sizing function, so it may not be applicable to other uses. This
algorithm does have the significant advantage in that it does not require a number of groups
(as with bins and bin-centers in a histogram) to be specified in advance, but instead adds
and collapses groups as necessary based on the data.

In the above example, make groups f.m takes the fourteen possible sizes shown in Table 2.8
and returns the groups as in Table 2.9. Note that although the algorithm does rank the
groups and sizes with increasing order, it is only coincidence in this example that the group
with the most elements is also the last group.

As mentioned above, sizing routine also “prunes” the groups for outliers, using a one-pass
check for any elements within a group that are outside of three standard deviations away
from the group mean. In the above example, the size of 522.53 would have been deleted as
an outlier, even though at first glance it appears as if it should be included. An important
part of the development of the custom “grouping” algorithm involved balancing deletions
such as this against keeping “matches” that were incorrect. In all cases where the size of
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Table 2.9: Groups created in the example by subroutine make groups f.m .

Group Sizes
1 0.37
2 47.73
3 114.39
4 156.86 166.56
5 289.30 308.86
6 353.85
7 437.85
8 518.00
9 526.71 522.53 525.42 525.39

droplets are known in advance, the one-pass deletion maintains or improves the final size
estimate returned by the sizing routines. The conclusion to be drawn from the example is
that the data from 137°may not be as solid as the data from the other angles, and therefore
deserves exclusion.

The sizing routine calculates a “confidence number”, CN , at each point which is a weighted
fraction between zero and one. Data angles near 139°which return an answer are weighted
more; the further away from 139°a matching angle, the lower the weight. In combination
with the returned standard deviation, the CN is an additional parameter to aid in judging
the validity of a measurement - low CN combined with a high standard deviation typically
indicate a poor result.

In the above example, the mean droplet size was determined to be 525.84, which translates
to 86.1µm. The excluded point, 522.53, translates to 85.6µm so in this particular case the
pruning made only a minor difference. Close examination of the plot in Figure 2.27 shows,
from the red X, that the data point at 137°had “no match by grouping”, but that the point
was indeed very close to the theoretical intensity ratio. The exact value of the droplet in the
example was 86.0µm.

The last step in the sizing function, after the subroutine make groups f.m is applied against
all the size distributions, is to determine which of the distributions offers the best estimate as
to the real sizes. The results from each of the distributions tried are double sorted. The first
sort keys on the highest number of “matches”, then by the normalized standard deviation.
Then for the second sort, the top 20% of the rows from the first sort are re-sorted, but
keyed first on normalized standard deviation and second on the number of matches. The
double-sort methodology is particularly effective with real data and noisy data. In these
cases, for example, there may be several groups with four or five “matches”. If one of the
groups with four matches has a much better standard deviation than the group with five
matches, the double-sort will pull this selection to the top while still discarding groups with
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Figure 2.27: Plot of the Mie theory intensity ratio against the experimen-
tal intensity ratios covered in the simple four-angle example.
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only a few matches. This technique differentiates well between reasonable results that barely
missed a match or two, and results that “just got lucky” with the grouping algorithm but
have (relatively) large standard deviation.

As noted above, the sizing function relies on a look-up table database to determine sizes
from the experimentally gathered intensity ratios. Calculation of this relationship between
the intensity ratio and the mean droplet size is computationally expensive, so this is done
only once and the results stored in a look-up-table database. Luckily, if the angles where
data will be collected are known in advance, a simulated data set can be created, the sizing
routine run against the simulated set, and the look-up-table completed “off-line” ahead of
any actual experimental data collection. Size processing of experimental data may then
proceed quickly from that point forward.

Two subroutine functions are utilized to access, manage, and add to the sizing database
- chk4data3.m and add data3.m. The subroutine add data3.m must be run once on it’s
own initially in order to create a new look-up-table database. The following four Mat-
lab commands will create a fresh new database, with the first entry for data at scat-
tering angle θ=40°, φ = 0, a log-normal distribution with width σ = 10, laser wave-
length of 514.5nm and other optical setup as specified within the sizing initialization file
sizing ini.ini, and using scattering coefficients from the scattering coefficient database
scattering coefficients database.mat

global A B
load scattering coefficients database.mat
sz3 data=add data3(40*pi/180, 0, 2*pi*10*1e3/514.5, 'logn',...

'sizing ini.ini', 0,B.x(1:4:end))
save('sz3 data database filename.mat','sz3 data')

Note that sz3 data is a structure; the output from add data3.m should look something like
this if everything worked right:

theta: 0.6981
phi: 0

half angle: 0.0087
gamma ref: '1.5708'

xi: '1.5708'
method: '1D'

dist type: 'logn'
sigma: 122.1222
d mean: [1x1000 double]

intensity: [1x1000 double]

Once sz3 data database filename.mat has been created, the location of this file must
be added to the sizing initialization file. It should be unnecessary to run chk4data3.m or
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add data3.m on their own after this has been finished. Any new required records are added
automatically while the sizing function executes. Currently, due to the flat-file nature of the
database and only rudimentary file locking procedures, running simultaneous instances of the
sizing function is only supported if no new entries will be added to the database during a run
(i.e. re-processing a dataset). If multiple instances are run together, no failure will occur,
however it is likely that additions to the database made by one instance of the application
will subsequently be erased by the other. That would drastically increase computation time
and defeat the use of the database completely.

The size processing routines can be computationally intense; for example the time to com-
pletely image process and size process the 189 separate spatial “measurements” presented
earlier in Figure 2.22 requires about 6 minutes on a single 1.6GHz processor if a dozen distri-
butions are tried and many data angles are used (there were 14 data angles in that example).
On the other hand, picking only y-z-locations of importance and strategically reducing the
number of distributions and angles can cut down the processing time to seconds. These
trade-offs are discussed fully within Section 3.3.

2.5 Simplex Spray Nozzle

2.5.1 Spray Nozzle Configuration

Practical application of the current method for planar measurement of spray characteristics
using Mie scattering was tested on a laboratory simplex nozzle water-spray apparatus. A
schematic of the configuration is shown in Figure 2.28. All measurements were taken with
the laser sheet passing through the centerline of the spray.

The pump used was a positive displacement diaphragm type, and an accumulator was placed
just downstream of the pump discharge port to dampen pressure oscillations. The back-
pressure regulator, in traditional pressure return configuration, also acted to maintain con-
stant pressure at the nozzle. The back-pressure regulator was adjustable and controlled the
pressure at the spray nozzle. Surplus flow returned through the regulator at low pressure
back to the reservoir.

2.5.2 Spray Characteristics

The three spray nozzles used in the current work were all Delavan WDB-type simplex nozzles.
This type of nozzle produces a “solid cone” spray. Three nozzles were used during the current
work, the WDB-1.00 (00100-60B1), the WDB-2.50 (00250-60B7), and the WDB-4.50 (00450-
90B7). The first two nozzles had 60°sprays, while the last had a 90°spray cone angle; all
three are “solid cone” designs.
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Figure 2.28: Schematic of the setup of the simplex spray nozzle experi-
mental apparatus.
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Figure 2.29: Operation of a Delavan WDB solid cone simplex nozzle dur-
ing water spray experiments.

A representative photograph of the simplex nozzle experiment in operation is shown in Figure
2.29. Another similar photo was also presented earlier in Figure 2.20.

In the case of the WDB-1.00 nozzle, size distribution data from several locations within the
spray was available from previous PDA measurements[9][10] (Figure 1.2). Additional radial
data at three downstream locations from the nozzle exit are presented in Figure 2.30a). The
smaller mean diameters in the middle of the cone, with larger droplets toward the outer edge,
are typical of this type of nozzle. Note that over the stream-wise span of measurements the
mean droplet diameters do not change significantly. This span of stream-wise measurements
covers the approximate area interrogated by the laser sheet during the current work.

Operation of the nozzle from to 0.52MPa (75psi) up to 3.4MPa (500psi) is possible with
acceptable atomization performance according to Delavan specifications; however the nozzles
were operated at 0.62MPa (90psi) during the current work due to the capability of the
available spray nozzle/pump system. The plot in Figure 2.30b) shows the trend of increasing
droplet diameters as nozzle pressure is lowered. This trend follows the expected relationship
between discharge pressure and diameter[18] shown in the figure, D ∝ ∆P−x. Droplet
diameters from the nozzle in the current work may therefore be approximately 5% larger
than indicated in the Chishty data shown in a).
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Figure 2.30: Radial profiles of droplet diameter at three axial loca-
tions, with WDB-1.00 nozzle at 0.862MPa(125psi), data from
Chishty[9][10].
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Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapters presented the theory and practice of an optical method for planar
measurement of spray characteristics using Mie scattering. Light scattering from an entire
2D plane was collected in a series of images to obtain information about the size and size
distribution of particles within that slice of a typical spray. Custom built Matlab image
processing and droplet sizing routines were presented and shown to produce spatially accu-
rate information about the spray’s size and distribution characteristics. The planar method
enabled determination of sizing data within a large field of interest in a fast and inexpensive
manner.

The questions that remain to be discussed are:
� What are the limitations of the method?
� How sensitive are the sizing results to the experimental parameters?
� Given the above two items, is the method applicable in a real-world experimental
environment?

The following sections address each of these respective topics.

3.2 Limitations of Theory

The assumptions made during the development of the Mie scattering computational routines,
specifically Irr int.m, within Section 1.3.3, ultimately define the theoretical limitation of
the method as presented within the current work. To summarize, the droplets are assumed to
be spherical, homogeneous, and isotropic. Droplet distributions are considered to be normal
or log-normal. In addition the spray is assumed to be sparse enough that the possibility
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of multiple scattering is rare and does not effect the scattered intensity measured by a
detector far from the scattering droplets. Incident light must be monochromatic, and either
unpolarized or linearly polarized. The only filter or other optical element allowed is a linear
polarizing filter.

Within the current work, all of these assumptions and restrictions appear reasonable. The
experimental measurements are taken downstream of the nozzle where the spherical as-
sumption is acceptable. The concentration of droplets within the Delavan nozzles used here
typically have low optical depth away from the nozzle exit, so multiple scattering does not
create measurement difficulty. The water droplets are uncoated, likely do not contain voids,
and are not made from an optically active material. The droplets are uncharged.

The current method may be extended into some of these areas more easily than others. For
instance, the addition of allowing incident circularly polarized light and any number of other
optical elements, assuming their behavior may be described with traditional Mueller matri-
ces, would be straightforward. Also, extensions to the Mie theory for magnetic materials and
coated spheres (such as water-coated ice or bubbles) are readily available in the literature.
Addition of these capabilities to the current method would be relatively straightforward.

However, calculations involving anisotropic droplets (due to shape or optical properties) and
calculations attempting to account for the effects of multiple scattering in dense sprays are
much more difficult and very much the focus of active research. Even though, notably,
Malvern[19] has recently introduced corrections for multiple scattering in their latest in-
strumentation, it is acknowledged here that introduction of these types of correction to the
current work would be a significant, difficult, undertaking.

3.3 Sensitivity and Limitations of the Method

In the following sections the limitations of the method will be described, and the sensitivity
of the method to uncertainties in the setup and execution of experiments will be explored.
Specifically covered are the following:

� the range of mean droplet sizes that can be successfully determined,
� the quantity of angular measurements and their locations,
� the effects of the dynamic range of the detector sensor,

Many of the above subjects will be explored using simulated images, created as described
in Section 2.4.1, and then processed and sized using the methodology presented in Sections
2.4.2 and 2.4.3 respectively.
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3.3.1 Droplet Size Range

The current method as presented is limited, both high and low, by several constraints to a
nominal practical range of mean diameters between 0.3-150µm. Additionally, the method
does not recognize bi-modal or other complicated droplet size distributions.

At the low end of the size spectrum, droplet scattering enters the “Rayleigh” scattering
regime, which is typically defined as when (for droplets of diameter d and incident wavelength
λ) the size parameter x = πd/λ is much less than unity. In this range, the angular dependence
of light scattering on the diameter of the scattering droplet lessens and eventually becomes
insignificant. As the current method depends on this angular significance to determine
the droplet size, once droplets start to approach the Rayleigh regime the method becomes
unreliable and will eventually fail. With the incident light in the current work being 514.5nm,
a size parameter of 1.0 represents droplets of size 0.16µm in diameter.

At the very high end of the size spectrum, with normal indexes of refraction such as en-
countered with a fuel or water spray, the Mie theory subroutines remain stable and accurate
up to size parameters well over 10,000, which correspond to millimeter-scale droplets. The
ability of the current methodology to use that calculated scattering pattern to determine a
size becomes impractical before that limit is reached.

As covered in detail within Section 2.4.3, the current method relies upon the “shape” of the
scattered intensity across a range of specific angles. As the mean size of a droplet distribution
increases, the “fringes” of the scattered light grow closer and closer together. This effect was
demonstrated earlier in Figure 1.15. The shape of the peaks is ultimately determined by
the angular resolution of the multiple angular images collected; if intensity ratio data were
available at higher and higher angular resolution, larger sizes would become increasingly
more measurable. The upper limit is then decided by the angular resolution available in the
experiment. In the optical setup, Section 2.3.1, the angular resolution of the current work
was found to be known within +/-0.125°.

Using a Nyquist-like criteria then, the largest mean particle size the current work will be
able to resolve can be evaluated in Equation 3.1, where Ny is equivalent to the Nyquist
oversampling rate and ∆θ is the angular space between image measurement locations. Then
if the theoretical angular separation between peaks becomes less than Minimumθp−p, the
current method will definitely be unable to find the correct mean size.

Minimumθp−p = Ny ∆θ (3.1)

The theoretical oversampling rate is 2.0, however even with a long, robust data set the rate
must be set higher than this to safely avoid aliasing errors; the minimum oversampling rate
used is typically about 2.2, although greater amounts of oversampling are common. For the
current work where ∆θ is 0.5°, this indicates that the method could conceivably work until
the angular separation between peaks became less than 1.2°.
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In the current work, as presented, the maximum mean diameter is actually limited to some-
thing in the range of 120-150µm due to more practical constraints concerning the angualr
accuracy and alignment of the experiment, which will be discussed again in Section 3.3.5.

For this reason, the database of scattering coefficients, S1 and S2, was only calculated
through 200µm, and there must be enough data left above the mean to accurately compute
the scattering intensity for any given distribution. At 150µm, adjacent peaks are 2.4°apart,
giving a Ny factor of almost 5.

Finally, the minimum was nominally chosen as 0.3µm using the same reasoning, as the lower
limit of the scattering coefficient database in the current work was 0.05µm. Detector dynamic
range also constrains the lower limit, particularly in the current work, and this is discussed
in detail in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Quantity and Location of Angular Images

During the presentation of the Mie theory in Section 1.3.3, the angular distribution of scat-
tered light was plotted in Figure 1.8. The angular region between 135-160°holds the strongest
signal (other than in the forward direction), and most importantly contains angle-dependent
size and distribution specific information. The size and more subtle distribution information
is more clearly captured in Figure 1.15 and 1.17.

The question is, how many discrete angular locations must be used to best determine the de-
sired distribution properties, and which particular angles are most valuable? Should angular
measurements be concentrated in groups or evenly distributed across the relevant angular
span?

The two figures referenced above show that, across the entire range of mean diameters of
interest (0.3-150µm) the best signal is present between 138-142°. In addition, there is clearly
a strong correlation between the signal magnitude within that range and the mean size.
However, there is very little information about the distribution within that range. The
angular location of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th peaks are also related to the mean size, and yet
also contains the most information about the distribution. Because those peak’s angular
locations are strongly related to the mean size, measurements must be spread across a wide
range in order to capture their characteristics.

Earlier, the discussion of the maximum measurable droplet size led to the exercise of applying
a Nyquist-like sampling analysis to the peaks of the scattering field using Equation 3.1. The
logic from this relationship may be reversed and, combined with the previous observations
about which angles contain the most information about the size and distribution, used
to guide the choice of how many angles to measure. This relationship leads to Equation
3.2 where Ny is the oversampling factor, ∆(Angular Range) is the angular span where
“important information” is found, and ∆θp−p(MaxDiameter) is the peak-to-peak angular
distance from scattering by the maximum measurable mean diameter.
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MinimumMeasurements = Ny

(
∆(Angular Range)

∆θp−p(MaxDiameter)

)
(3.2)

Referring again to Figures 1.15 and 1.17, the ∆(Angular Range) for normally distributed
data is 138-150°; information is available over a wider range for log-normal data but there
would be less advantage to taking measurements in that extended range for the normal distri-
bution. For a maximum measurable droplet mean of about 150µm, ∆θp−p(MaxDiameter)
is 2.4°. Thus, using Ny = 2.2, a minimum of 11 measurements would be required. However,
if no droplets above 50µm were expected, the ∆θp−p(MaxDiameter) increases to 4.75°, so
the minimum measurements would drop to 6.

If only information about the mean diameter is required, deemphasizing the importance of the
actual droplet distribution, the ∆(Angular Range) could be shortened even more to between
138-142°; for maximummeasurable droplet mean of about 150µm only 4 measurements would
be required. If no droplets above 50µm were expected then the requirement drops down to
2.

The above analysis would hold completely true if the “frequency” of the pattern was the only
factor, however the amplitude of the signal, particularly in the 138-142°range, is an important
characteristic when determining mean droplet diameter. The analysis in upcoming sections
demonstrates that, when the quality of the data is high, only a few points are necessary to
accurately determine mean droplet diameter across the entire nominal range. Determination
of the distribution characteristics is more sensitive and even with high quality data requires
more data points for accurate determination.

Based on the above discussion, the performance of five experimental strategies was evaluated:
� Method #1 (MTD1): Use 11 evenly spaced angular measurement locations between
138-150°(1.2°spacing).

� Method #2 (MTD2): Use 11 angular measurement locations between 138-150°, but
concentrates more measurements near the lower-angle part of the range (thus focuses
more on highest signal).

� Method #3 (MTD3): Use 6 evenly spaced angular measurement locations between
138-150°(2.4°spacing).

� Method #4 (MTD4): Use 6 angular measurement locations between 138-150°, but
concentrates more measurements near the lower-angle part of the range, as in MTD2.

� Method #5 (MTD5): Use 2 angular measurments, at 139°and 141°.

In all cases, the reference angle used was at 40°. The distribution of the other angles, per
method, are listed in Table 3.1, and plotted in Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Data angles used with each of the tested experimental methods.

Method Angles
#1 138.0 139.2 140.4 141.6 142.8 144.0 145.2 146.4 147.6 148.8 150.0
#2 138.0 138.5 139.0 139.5 140.0 140.5 141.0 141.5 142.0 146.0 150.0
#3 138.0 140.4 142.8 145.2 147.6 150.0
#4 138.0 139.0 140.0 141.0 142.0 150.0
#5 139.0 141.0

138 140 142 144 146 148 150
Data Angle, degrees

 

 

Method #1

Method #2

Method #3

Method #4

Method #5

Figure 3.1: The distribution of the data angles in the five experimental
methods. Note that the reference angle used was at 40°for all
the methods.
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3.3.3 Signal Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of the scattering intensities, compared against the dynamic range of
the detector camera, plays the most important role in establishing the range of droplets
which may be determined with the current method. While the discussion in Section 3.3.1
established nominal upper and lower size limits to the current method, this effectively related
to the case where the measurement encountered an entire plane of droplets with the same
mean diameter and distribution. Flows of this nature are seldom found, usually there is
a range of droplet diameters and distributions found within the measurement plane. The
”dynamic range” of the measurement in this context is the ratio between the largest and the
smallest mean droplet diameter which may be determined.

As covered during discussion of light scattering in Section 1.3.3, the intensity of the scattered
light from droplets is not linear with the size of the droplet - larger droplets are much brighter.
Therefore in a region that contains both small and large droplets, the exposure of an image
that contains both will will be limited by the highest intensity (from the largest droplets).

It is impossible to produce a single relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio in a detector
and the possible dynamic sizing range available to that detector, as this dynamic range will
be different at every scattering angle. A simple solution is to infer the limits by example with
comparison, in a log-normal distribution, the intensity scattered from a few respective mean
diameters as shown in Figure 3.2. While the size ratio between the largest and the smallest
nominal size the current method may measure is (150µm/0.3µm), 500, the brightness ratio
between these sizes hovers around 8000 (varying between 4000 and 18,000).

Let the minimum useful detector brightness, MinB, be arbitrarily defined as where the
change of one integer level of brightness is 10% of that recorded brightness, and the maximum
useful brightness, MaxB, be arbitrarily defined as 96% of the saturated brightness level. Any
particular detector’s dynamic range (DDR) may be defined then as in Equation 3.3

DDR =
(
MaxB

MinB

)
(3.3)

The current work used a detector camera with a 10-bit A/D converter, but images were
only available in the 8-bit JPEG format. So with the 8-bit image (256 possible brightnesses
between zero and saturation), MaxB is 245 and MinB is 10, so the DDR=24.5. Referring
again to Figure 3.2, the “8-bit limit” line is drawn at the DDR of 24.5, and it’s evident
that measurement of droplets over the range between 10-50µm should be possible with this
system. In fact, due to the arbitrary definition of MinB, the DDR under low-noise image
conditions may be as high as 75 and in completely ideal zero-noise conditions over 200. From
the plot, it is clear that under such conditions the current methods are able to to successfully
determine droplet means over a range as wide as 1-50µm.

To illustrate this behavior, two simulated data sets were produced, as described in Section
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138.0° 140.4° 142.8° 145.2° 147.6° 150.0°

Figure 3.3: Simulated data images for droplets across the range 0.3-
150µm, size increasing from top-to-bottom. Images from left
to right, six data angles from the locations suggested in MTD3
between 138-150°. The “auto exposure” option was used, so
the maximum pixel values for each image are the same. Exact
mean droplet diameters are given in Table 3.2.

2.4.1. The processing and sizing routines are run on each method of experiment, MTD1-5,
and the results reported. If the result of the sizing at a given y-z-location is zero (indicating
no size determination was possible) then the table entry at that point is left blank. Otherwise
the correct (or incorrect) sizing determination of the routines are reported.

The first set contains mean diameters across the range 0.3-150µm, for all five of the ex-
perimental methods suggested in Section 3.3.2. The data images from MTD3 are shown in
Figure 3.3; the data images in all five methods were constructed in similar manner, with
scattering from each unique droplet mean spaced vertically across the image (largest droplet
means are at the bottom of the image, decreasing toward the top of the image.

Results from the simulated data sets are presented in Table 3.2. This simulated data is ideal;
there is no noise or other perturbations, however the processing applied the 8-bit image
limitation. The results therefore represent the best possible performance of the method
under the nominal (MinB = 10) conditions of the current work.

At the largest size, all the methods easily determine the correct results for mean diameter.
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Table 3.2: First simulated data set illustrating dynamic range performance of the sizing
methods with ideal 8-bit data.

Full size range, log-normal, σ = 10

Exact d: 0.3 19.0 38.0 56.0 75.0 94.0 113.0 131.0 150.0
Method #1 37.7 56.0 74.9 93.8 112.8 130.8 150.0
std dev 1.64 0.73 0.45 1.62 0.63 0.93 0.02

σ 10.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.0 10.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.21 0.33 0.52 1.00 0.83 0.55 0.93
Error % 0.84 0.03 0.15 0.26 0.15 0.18 0.00

Method #2 37.4 54.7 74.9 93.9 112.8 131.0 150.0
std dev 0.96 3.16 0.52 1.13 0.45 2.39 0.08

σ 6.5 10.0 20.0 6.5 10.0 20.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.13 0.31 0.76 0.86 0.50 0.91 0.95
Error % 1.59 2.34 0.16 0.11 0.20 0.01 0.01

Method #3 51.9 55.9 74.9 94.0 113.1 131.2 150.0
std dev 0.49 0.23 0.24 0.34 1.05 1.44 0.09

σ 20.0 10.0 6.5 20.0 10.0 40.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.38 0.22 0.66 0.60 0.66 1.00 1.00
Error % 36.58 0.24 0.07 0.03 0.11 0.18 0.02

Method #4 37.4 58.2 75.1 94.2 112.5 130.8 150.0
std dev 3.6 18.9 0.4 2.6 2.9 4.0 0.3

σ 6.5 6.5 6.5 40.0 10.0 3.5 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn norm logn

CN 0.13 1.00 0.72 0.78 0.44 0.63 0.87
Error % 1.58 3.85 0.07 0.19 0.45 0.18 0.01

Method #5 56.6 75.1 94.0 113.8 132.0 150.0
std dev 12.7 0.2 0.0 6.6 8.7 0.3

σ 20.0 6.5 4.0 6.5 6.5 6.5
Distribution logn logn norm logn logn logn

CN 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 1.01 0.13 0.04 0.70 0.77 0.03
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Note that the “standard deviation” (std dev) in Table 3.2 refers to the uncertainty the sizing
routine found about the mean diameter, while σ is the width of the (log-normal or normal)
distribution the sizing routine has selected as the “best match” to the processed data. The
plots in Figure 3.4 indicate perfect diameter matches from all five of the methods, and
are presented for future reference against data sets where less ideal data is processed, and
matches are not perfect. Note that even within this ideal case, methods #4 and #5, where
few (or none) data points are spread into the angular region above 142°, the sizing algorithm
is correct with mean diameter but already struggles to determine the correct distribution
characteristics.

As predicted by Figure 3.2, the sizing routine breaks down as droplet means grow smaller
compared with the largest droplet mean in an image. In the Figure, the 150µm/50µm line
resides in the region of DDR ≈ 200, the absolute upper limit of the 8-bit limit, so struggles
were expected once below around 50µm and smaller.

Method #5 misses on one additional small size compared with the other four methods
because the data collected at the two angles within the strong “peak” are too dim compared
to the exponentially larger signal from large-droplet scattering at those angles. At the
weaker scattering angles, and with more potential angles to match, it is more likely that
some angles will “luck out” and be stronger with respect to the larger-droplet signal, and
thus return a reasonable size estimate. Closer examination, for instance of method #1 and
method #3, show that at the smallest diameter only a few angles matched - most from the
weaker scattering angular region, as shown in Figure 3.5. In particular, MTD3 only has one
match, in the part of the angular span where many possible mean diameter solutions exist
for a given intensity ratio. In this case this match turns out to be very far from the correct
mean diameter. The size routine has returned a result; however it should be clear when
interpreting the result that a mean diameter estimate with only one match, particularly
from the higher-angle region, may not be a very good estimate of the actual mean diameters
at this location. The “confidence number” (CN) correctly reflects this poor match with the
low value of 0.1. Note that the standard deviation is exactly 0.0; this is a special case where
only one match has been returned, so the standard deviation must be zero, but the match
was only one of many possible (6), and additionally was far from 139°, so confidence in the
result should be low. Any cases with standard deviation of exactly zero should be closely
examined - most instances, particularly if many data angles were measured, will be a poor
result.

The second simulated data set contains mean diameters across the range 3-50µm, again for
all five of the experimental setup methods. The results are presented in Table 3.3. This
size range is representative of the expected range of droplet sizes found in a typical simplex
nozzle, so the results of this analysis are indicative of the current work’s likely performance
in the actual experiment described in Sections 2.5 and 3.4.

Referring once again to Figure 3.2, note that the 50µm/10µm curve is almost entirely below
the 8-bit limit, while the 50µm/1µm curve is entirely above the 8-bit limit (even in super-
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Figure 3.4: Matches at all angles, return of correct mean diameter, and
a) MTD1, correct distribution type and σ, b) MTD2, correct
distribution type, and σ, c) MTD3, correct distribution type,
and σ, d) MTD4, correct distribution type, but σ incorrect,
e) MTD5, correct distribution type, but σ incorrect.
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Table 3.3: Second simulated data set illustrating dynamic range performance of the sizing
methods with ideal 8-bit data.

Small size range, log-normal, σ = 10

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 7.6 13.3 19.0 24.9 31.1 38.0 44.0 50.0
std dev 5.00 2.99 0.76 1.31 2.82 0.40 0.70 1.55

σ 6.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.23 0.83 0.55 0.91 1.00 0.55 0.69 1.00
Error % 8.95 2.13 0.19 0.59 0.26 0.01 0.11 0.05

Method#2 117.9 13.3 18.7 25.2 29.3 37.8 43.7 50.0
std dev 15.59 1.95 3.18 5.50 1.69 2.28 0.69 0.08

σ 6.0 6.5 6.5 10.0 2.5 10.0 20.0 10.0
Distribution norm logn logn logn norm logn logn logn

CN 0.11 0.76 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.72 0.90 1.00
Error % 1584.11 2.61 1.69 0.63 5.38 0.58 0.60 0.01

Method #3 90.6 13.4 19.0 25.0 31.4 38.0 43.9 50.0
std dev 0.00 2.09 0.99 0.66 1.03 0.47 1.01 0.60

σ 40.0 6.5 10.0 6.5 6.5 10.0 6.5 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.14 0.66 0.86 0.66 0.71 0.66 1.00 0.86
Error % 1193.92 3.38 0.18 0.07 1.19 0.05 0.16 0.04

Method #4 124.6 13.5 18.2 25.3 29.6 35.4 43.7 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.92 1.59 1.25 1.24 0.68 0.91 0.06

σ 40.0 6.5 40.0 6.5 2.2 3.1 20.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn norm norm logn logn

CN 0.09 0.72 0.78 0.44 0.78 0.66 0.97 1.00
Error % 1679.98 4.08 4.34 1.27 4.48 6.84 0.62 0.00

Method #5 187.7 18.5 24.4 26.6 36.8 41.2 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.13 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05

σ 6.0 20.0 2.5 4.0 20.0 4.0 10.0
Distribution norm logn norm norm logn norm logn

CN 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00
Error % 1344.13 2.59 2.26 14.29 3.16 6.27 0.00
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Figure 3.5: a) Method #1 fails match at several angles but is able to return
a reasonable mean droplet diameter, b) Method #3 fails match
at several angles, unable to return the correct mean diameter.

ideal DDR conditions the 50µm/1µm curve is mostly above the limit-line). Based on the
plot, the sizing method is expected to work well down to 10µm, but will begin failing before
reaching 1µm. This is the behavior demonstrated by the simulated data in Table 3.3. All
methods excepting MTD5 are able to successfully return correct mean diameters at 13µm,
but only one (MTD1) correctly returns the mean diameter near 7µm. The MTD1 is also the
only method able to return correct distribution and distribution width down through 13µm.
The MTD3 is the next best with low errors and correct or close “misses” at the distribution
characteristics. The rest, MTD2, MTD4, and MTD5 have respectively increasing errors and
struggle with the distribution characteristics. In the cases where the sizing procedure returns
a completely incorrect mean diameter at the smallest mean diameter found (MTD2-4), it
is possible to judge the reported size determination as a failure using the combination of
standard deviation and confidence number (CN). This ability to “reject” values likely to be
incorrect is important and will be formally discussed again in Section 3.3.6.

The additional effects of the detector dynamic range on the determination of the distribution
type and width will be covered in detail within Section 3.3.4.

It should be clear from the above discussion and results that 8-bit images are to be avoided
if a wide range of sizes are expected to be encountered during an experiment. Fortunately
most modern high-end digital cameras now support a RAW format, commonly 16-bit. The
advantage of using such a camera for diagnostics in the current method is obvious and
absolutely necessary if a wide range of droplets is expected within the same field of view.

Although all the current image processing software was developed for 8-bit, RGB, JPEG
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Table 3.4: Summary of simulated distribution characterization experiments .

Mean diameters: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0

Experiment Distribution Width, σ Closest to:
EXP1 logn 7 6.5
EXP2 logn 15 10
EXP3 logn 18.5 20
EXP4 norm 3.1 3.1 (exact)
EXP5 norm 2.4 2.5
EXP6 norm 4.3 4

images, upgrading the processing to the ability to handle other formats would be straight-
forward because, as discussed in Chapter 2, all subroutines after the initial image processing
steps were written to utilize a “brightness matrix”, deliberately independent of the bit-depth
of the original image.

3.3.4 Identification of Distributions

Earlier, under relatively ideal conditions, the sizing process was shown to correctly identify
mean diameter, distribution type, and distribution width measured from two different simu-
lated experiments. As presented in Section 2.4.3, the sizing routines use a look-up database
and interpolation to determine the mean diameters from among 12 potential droplet distri-
butions. In the simulated experiments thus far presented, in Section 3.3.3, the simulated
droplet distribution was exactly one of the candidate distributions. While the different dis-
tributions, discussed in Section 1.3.1, span a complete range of potential actual distributions,
in actual practice a real experimental distribution’s width is unlikely to match exactly one
of the 12 candidate distributions. In the following series of simulated experiments, the siz-
ing routine will be tested against distributions that are within the span of the candidate
distributions, but not an exact match. The five setup methods introduced in the previous
sections (MTD1-5) will be tried in each simulated experiment.

The same range of sizes between 3-50µm was tested as in the earlier simulated experiment,
and no other change to the experiment or data processing and sizing was made other than
changing the distribution types and widths. The six simulated experiments to be presented
within this section are summarized in Table 3.4. Other than EXP4, none of the distribution
widths match the candidate distributions used by the sizing routine.; the column “closest
to” is the value of the closest candidate distribution. The EXP4 is included to provide a
relevant comparison for EXP5 and EXP6.
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The results from EXP1 are presented in Table 3.5. Generally, the mean diameter returned
is consistent with results from cases where the experimental distribution width is the same
as one of the candidate distributions, however the standard deviations have increased. The
MTD1 correctly chooses the closest distribution width at every mean diameter except, sur-
prisingly, the largest. This anomaly is particularly interesting in light of the ace performance
of MTD3, which correctly picked the closest distribution width for all the reasonably returned
sizes. However, MTD3 did not get the sub-10µm droplet mean while MTD1 did correctly
return this diameter. The explanation for this at-first-glance non-intuitive behavior follows
in later discussion of EXP3.

The results from EXP2 are presented in Table 3.6. This case, where the actual experimental
data is in the middle between the two closest candidate distributions, causes the sizing routine
difficulty with all the setup methods, although MTD1 does determine one or the other of the
closest candidate distributions at all mean diameters except one. All the other methods have
two or greater “misses”. Additionally, the standard deviation and percent error was greater
for all setup methods. This experiment represents, with respect to distribution identification,
the worst case among the log-normal cases. Taking that into account, the best two setup
methods, MTD1 and MTD3, continued to perform as anticipated.

The results from the third experiment, EXP3, are presented in Table 3.7. The MTD1 again
generally does a good job with both mean diameter and distribution characteristics, with
MTD3 also doing reasonably well. The other methods again performed poorly.

The trend of MTD1 doing a great job excepting the largest droplet mean continued, and
justifies closer examination. The plot from EXP3 showing the results of the MTD1 setup and
analysis of the largest droplet size, 50µm, are shown in Figure 3.6. The best information
about distribution characteristics should be available in the peaks and valleys; what has
happened here is that the intensity ratio’s in the valleys happen to be at data angles where
the DDR from smaller droplet sizes is beginning to obscure the signal. In other words,
the strong (brightest) peak from smaller droplets in the image is much brighter than the
signal from the valleys of the large droplet, so information is lost. This is not a failure of
the method; only higher DDR or more angular data images can avoid this issue. When the
experimental distribution exactly matched a candidate, the data was likely just good enough
to match correctly, but as noted in the discussion above, standard deviations increase as the
experimental distribution moves farther from the candidate distributions - in these cases the
sizing algorithm is tripped up by the low signal and obscured data.

The issue may be illustrated clearly by comparing the images presented earlier from MTD3 in
Figure 3.3 against 5 images from MTD1 in Figure 3.7. In the first figure, the largest droplets
(at the bottom) are the brightest (or nearly brightest) in every angular data image; this gives
them the best signal strength and makes that measurement the least affected by the DDR.
Contrast that with the second figure, where in the 4th image (142.8°), a smaller mean droplet
size (the 31µm diameter) is actually the significantly brightest scatterer. This corresponds
with the 5th intensity ratio from the left in Figure 3.6, the bottom of the “valley”. Support
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Table 3.5: Results from EXP1, log-normal distribution with width, σ = 7.

Small size range, log-normal, σ = 7

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Mehtod #1 7.1 13.1 19.0 24.9 31.0 38.1 44.0 50.0
std dev 3.31 3.76 0.92 1.17 2.21 0.45 0.66 0.40

σ 6.5 10.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.23 0.80 0.38 0.91 0.91 0.40 0.97 0.89
Error % 1.93 1.15 0.18 0.37 0.04 0.15 0.05 0.03

Method #2 117.8 13.1 18.5 25.3 29.2 37.0 43.7 50.0
std dev 14.76 2.32 4.15 4.62 1.62 2.26 0.62 0.11

σ 6.0 10.0 6.5 10.0 2.5 40.0 20.0 6.5
Distribution norm logn logn logn norm logn logn logn

CN 0.11 0.70 0.90 0.89 0.82 0.89 0.90 1.00
Error % 1583.36 0.58 2.67 1.40 5.73 2.57 0.69 0.01

Method #3 93.2 13.2 19.0 24.9 31.2 38.0 44.0 50.0
std dev 0.00 3.15 1.07 1.24 1.50 0.75 0.77 0.07

σ 20.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.14 0.66 0.51 1.00 0.71 0.66 1.00 0.78
Error % 1231.61 1.48 0.07 0.42 0.71 0.04 0.05 0.02

Method #4 124.7 13.4 17.6 25.0 29.2 35.4 43.7 50.0
std dev 0.00 1.46 3.26 2.65 2.23 0.65 0.80 0.05

σ 20.0 6.5 40.0 6.5 2.5 3.1 20.0 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn norm norm logn logn

CN 0.09 0.81 0.78 0.63 0.78 0.66 0.97 0.91
Error % 1681.70 3.31 7.46 0.06 5.91 6.92 0.69 0.01

Method #5 187.7 18.5 24.4 26.5 36.8 41.2 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03

σ 6.0 20.0 2.5 4.0 20.0 4.0 10.0
Distribution norm logn norm norm logn norm logn

CN 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00
Error % 1343.94 2.63 2.28 14.38 3.23 6.34 0.04
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Table 3.6: Results from EXP2, log-normal distribution with width, σ = 15.

Small size range, log-normal, σ = 15

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 25.9 14.0 19.0 25.7 30.9 37.9 44.0 49.8
std dev 1.49 4.29 2.65 6.25 3.00 1.16 1.89 2.56

σ 10.0 6.5 10.0 10.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.10 0.97 0.93 0.91 1.00 0.97 0.92 1.00
Error % 269.99 7.55 0.12 2.77 0.19 0.27 0.10 0.31

Method #2 118.0 13.8 18.7 25.9 29.4 37.9 43.9 50.0
std dev 17.07 3.37 3.18 5.15 1.70 0.98 0.99 0.29

σ 6.0 6.5 10.0 10.0 2.5 20.0 20.0 10.0
Distribution norm logn logn logn norm logn logn logn

CN 0.11 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.82 0.80 0.90 1.00
Error % 1585.15 6.21 1.51 3.50 5.14 0.26 0.25 0.08

Method #3 87.7 13.4 19.0 25.6 31.5 37.8 44.0 50.0
std dev 0.00 2.27 1.78 6.25 0.87 0.74 2.65 0.82

σ 40.0 10.0 10.0 20.0 6.5 40.0 20.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.14 0.66 0.86 1.00 0.64 0.87 0.90 0.86
Error % 1152.31 3.01 0.11 2.33 1.49 0.54 0.05 0.05

Method #4 124.7 13.6 18.1 24.4 29.7 37.6 43.7 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.78 1.11 4.51 1.24 0.78 0.88 0.14

σ 40.0 10.0 40.0 2.5 2.2 40.0 40.0 10.0
Distribution logn logn logn norm norm logn logn logn

CN 0.09 0.69 0.78 0.91 0.78 0.84 0.84 1.00
Error % 1682.06 4.65 4.76 2.31 4.32 1.01 0.64 0.09

Method #5 187.9 18.0 24.1 34.1 38.1 41.3 50.1
std dev 0.00 0.30 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

σ 6.0 40.0 2.8 4.0 20.0 4.0 10.0
Distribution norm logn norm norm logn norm logn

CN 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.75 0.75 1.00
Error % 1345.19 5.46 3.60 9.91 0.15 6.11 0.11
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Table 3.7: Results from EXP3, log-normal distribution with width, σ = 18.5.

Small size range, log-normal, σ = 18.5

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 32.0 13.0 19.0 25.5 31.1 38.0 44.1 49.7
std dev 3.85 3.01 1.54 5.44 2.89 0.48 0.91 4.43

σ 40.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.18 0.68 0.93 0.91 1.00 0.97 0.83 1.00
Error % 357.04 0.21 0.09 2.04 0.19 0.05 0.13 0.52

Method #2 68.8 13.8 19.0 25.9 29.8 37.5 44.0 50.1
std dev 8.98 3.55 2.46 5.16 1.95 1.06 0.96 0.34

σ 40.0 6.5 20.0 6.5 2.2 40.0 20.0 6.5
Distribution logn logn logn logn norm logn logn logn

CN 0.04 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.82 0.89 0.92 0.97
Error % 883.22 6.40 0.05 3.70 3.85 1.22 0.09 0.20

Method #3 50.0 13.7 18.9 25.6 31.6 38.0 44.1 50.0
std dev 0.38 4.11 1.49 6.08 0.85 0.30 1.03 0.27

σ 20.0 10.0 20.0 20.0 6.5 20.0 20.0 20.0
Distribution logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.22 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.64 0.94 0.71 0.86
Error % 614.31 5.20 0.75 2.49 1.92 0.04 0.29 0.01

Method #4 182.6 12.9 19.0 24.4 29.4 37.7 43.8 50.0
std dev 0.31 1.60 1.26 4.51 1.31 0.68 0.81 0.10

σ 6.5 20.0 6.5 2.5 2.5 40.0 40.0 20.0
Distribution logn logn logn norm norm logn logn logn

CN 0.13 0.81 0.78 0.91 0.78 0.84 0.84 1.00
Error % 2508.83 0.60 0.08 2.35 5.13 0.90 0.55 0.03

Method #5 188.0 18.0 24.1 34.7 37.8 41.4 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05

σ 6.0 40.0 2.8 4.0 40.0 4.0 20.0
Distribution norm logn norm norm logn norm logn

CN 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.75 0.75 1.00
Error % 1346.24 5.48 3.67 11.89 0.55 6.02 0.04
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Figure 3.6: Method #1 returns correct mean diameter, but misses non-
candidate distribution characteristics (plot from EXP3 how-
ever all five EXP1-5 exhibit the same general behavior).

for this reasoning is also added by the fact that 31µm location (where the 142.8°image is
brightest) returns a 1.0 confidence (CN), correctly identifies the distribution characteristics,
and has a lower error percent than the largest droplets.

Next, in order to compare results from off-candidate normal distributions, an experiment
(EXP4) is presented with a normal distribution which has an exact candidate match; the
results are in Table 3.8. All of the methods do well recognizing that the experimental
distribution is “normal”, however the sizing algorithm has more difficulty at lower mean
droplet diameters determining the correct width. The MTD1 setup does the best, but fails
at the width result on both of the smallest) diameters. Overall, while it is clear the the
sizing routine has more difficulty with the normal distribution than with the log-normal
distributions thus far presented, particularly at low mean droplet diameters, the best setup
methods (MTD1, MTD3) do well, and confidence numbers continue to reflect when there is
a high error.

The reason for increased difficulty with the normal distribution is explained by understanding
the symmetry of the normal distribution. Due to dynamic range (DDR) effects discussed in
earlier sections, the influence of what should be equally weighted (though weaker scattering
intensity) small droplets begins to be effected as the distribution widens, the “small” side of
the distribution “disappears”, and in effect leaves only a lopsided, large-droplet dominated
distribution for the sizing routine to “see”.

The above “issue”, in real experimental conditions, is unlikely to effect results and may
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Figure 3.7: Simulated data images for droplets across the range 3-50µm,
size increasing from top-to-bottom. Images from left to right,
five data angles from the locations suggested in MTD1 be-
tween 138-150°. The “auto exposure” option was used, so the
maximum pixel values for each image are the same. Exact
mean droplet diameters from EXP3, details given in Table
3.7.
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Table 3.8: Results from EXP4, normal distribution with width, σ = 3.1.

Small size range, normal, σ = 3.1

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 8.0 13.1 22.4 24.7 30.9 37.9 43.9 50.0
std dev 0.00 2.62 3.59 1.44 0.57 0.56 0.51 0.03

σ 40.0 2.8 20.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
Distribution logn norm logn norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.86 1.00 0.81 0.82
Error % 14.79 0.96 18.08 1.16 0.24 0.18 0.14 0.01

Method #2 7.2 17.1 21.0 24.9 29.9 37.9 44.5 50.0
std dev 0.03 2.68 2.59 0.85 1.30 0.77 0.36 0.04

σ 6.5 6.5 2.2 2.5 3.5 3.1 2.8 3.1
Distribution logn logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.07 1.00 0.87 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.97
Error % 2.72 31.45 10.78 0.45 3.52 0.15 1.20 0.01

Method #3 6.9 12.4 18.7 24.6 30.9 37.8 43.6 49.8
std dev 0.18 2.21 2.07 1.44 0.64 0.56 2.76 4.56

σ 10.0 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.8
Distribution logn norm norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 1.00 0.66 0.85 0.71 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 1.28 4.94 1.35 1.53 0.37 0.53 0.90 0.38

Method #4 7.2 13.3 20.6 24.9 29.7 37.9 44.8 50.0
std dev 0.03 2.36 1.53 1.03 0.81 0.69 0.33 0.01

σ 6.5 3.5 2.8 2.5 3.5 3.1 2.5 3.1
Distribution logn norm norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 0.81 0.81 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91
Error % 2.72 2.59 8.19 0.26 4.12 0.35 1.79 0.01

Method #5 18.8 15.0 26.0 29.6 38.2 44.5 50.0
std dev 0.38 0.13 0.13 0.65 0.53 0.11 0.01

σ 6.5 4.8 20.0 3.5 3.1 2.8 3.1
Distribution logn norm logn norm norm norm norm

CN 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 44.81 21.24 4.04 4.49 0.42 1.07 0.00
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not be an actual issue. Real droplet distributions cannot be normally distributed with a
wide distribution and a small mean diameter, as the “small side” tail would extend out into
negative diameters. It is clear from actual experimental PDA results (see Figures 1.1 and
1.2) that the measured droplet distributions are closer to log-normal when mean diameters
are small. The routines responsible for generation of the simulated data attempt to take
that into account when a mean diameter is within 3σ of zero by forcing a switch to the
log-normal distribution, but this artificial distribution manipulation could also explain the
small diameter difficulty seen in Table 3.8 and the remaining simulated normal distribution
data that follows.

With the above exact results in mind, the results from the fifth experiment, EXP5, are pre-
sented in Table 3.9. In this experiment (and EXP6), the sizing routine is tested on simulated
experimental normal distributions that have widths between their respective candidate dis-
tribution’s widths. The EXP5 distribution is a narrow, normal distribution. All the methods
display good ability to determine the distribution type, and both MTD1 and MTD3 return
the closest distribution width at the majority of mean diameters. In the cases where these
two methods “miss”, they only miss to the other “nearest neighbor” candidate distribution.
Mean diameter performance in all methods is reasonable and within expectations; the CN
returned predicts the bad errors correctly.

The results from the sixth experiment, EXP6, are presented in Table 3.10. In this case
the experimental normal distribution was wider (σ = 4.3) than in the previous two normal
distribution experiments, and more distant from the nearest candidate distribution. This
represents the worst-case for the normal distributions, and all of the methods handle the
situation properly, with MTD1 and MTD3 continuing to be the best.

Summary of Distribution Identification

The identification of distribution characteristics is clearly more difficult than the determi-
nation of the mean. The methods with evenly spread angular data acquisition (MTD1 and
MTD3) are clearly stronger at this task than the other three methods, yet even under these
mostly ideal circumstances they occasionally missed finding the best distribution charac-
teristic. The other three methods often displayed a poorer ability to determine anything
reliable about the size distribution.

The DDR effect is subtle, but has an even stronger effect on the determination of the
distribution characteristics than on the mean diameters. In addition, larger droplets cannot
be assumed to have the DDR advantage at all angular data locations, therefore just because
a large mean diameter has been returned at a particular location it should not necessarily
be assumed that this location enjoyed the best signal across all the angular data images. It
follows that even though most of the time the largest droplets will have the best signal and the
best chance of returning correct distribution characteristics, it is not always, automatically,
true.
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Table 3.9: Results from EXP5, normal distribution with width, σ = 2.4.

Small size range, normal, σ = 2.4

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 6.8 11.4 19.8 25.1 30.9 37.8 43.9 49.6
std dev 1.12 1.74 1.70 0.80 0.70 0.63 0.81 1.63

σ 6.5 2.8 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2
Distribution logn norm norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.36 0.93 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00
Error % 2.41 12.38 3.97 0.47 0.45 0.49 0.31 0.85

Method #2 118.5 14.7 19.6 25.0 30.8 37.8 43.9 49.9
std dev 11.22 2.07 0.86 0.97 0.83 0.60 0.21 0.10

σ 6.0 6.5 40.0 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Distribution norm logn logn norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.11 1.00 0.58 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.89
Error % 1592.90 13.24 3.24 0.16 0.59 0.48 0.33 0.12

Method #3 6.9 11.2 18.9 24.9 30.6 37.9 43.7 49.8
std dev 1.28 1.85 0.46 0.68 0.47 0.38 0.96 2.12

σ 6.5 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2
Distribution logn norm norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.37 0.93 0.94 0.90 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00
Error % 1.76 14.09 0.61 0.27 1.23 0.38 0.63 0.38

Method #4 7.2 14.8 19.3 25.6 30.8 37.8 43.9 49.9
std dev 2.03 2.43 0.79 0.68 1.10 0.73 0.17 0.13

σ 6.5 6.5 2.2 40.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Distribution logn logn norm logn norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 1.00 0.63 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00
Error % 2.58 13.94 1.38 2.26 0.79 0.64 0.31 0.12

Method #5 14.5 16.4 26.5 30.3 38.1 43.8 49.9
std dev 2.35 0.26 0.06 0.29 0.58 0.15 0.09

σ 6.5 4.0 10.0 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.5
Distribution logn norm logn norm norm norm norm

CN 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 11.65 13.57 5.84 2.34 0.24 0.41 0.19
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Table 3.10: Results from EXP6, normal distribution with width, σ = 4.3.

Small size range, normal, σ = 4.3

Exact d: 3.0 7.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 31.0 38.0 44.0 50.0
Method #1 8.8 16.6 19.8 29.2 30.8 38.2 44.6 50.3
std dev 4.09 3.08 1.72 4.97 2.66 1.38 1.62 2.73

σ 6.5 40.0 4.0 2.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Distribution logn logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.26 0.84 0.97 0.91 0.97 0.96 0.97 1.00
Error % 26.38 28.00 4.46 16.63 0.54 0.52 1.34 0.61

Method #2 133.3 17.3 22.6 23.5 31.5 36.7 44.4 50.1
std dev 3.88 3.09 1.48 2.18 1.64 1.05 0.55 1.47

σ 20.0 6.5 2.8 4.8 4.0 4.8 4.0 4.0
Distribution logn logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.06 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.98 1.00
Error % 1804.50 33.29 19.02 6.00 1.64 3.29 0.99 0.26

Method #3 7.3 22.0 21.1 25.8 29.6 37.6 44.2 52.2
std dev 0.16 6.52 1.52 3.06 1.05 2.06 2.93 3.22

σ 6.5 20.0 3.5 4.0 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.0
Distribution logn logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 0.66 0.90 0.94 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 4.31 68.94 11.25 3.09 4.42 1.04 0.36 4.39

Method #4 38.7 17.1 22.5 28.3 29.5 39.3 44.5 50.3
std dev 1.28 4.14 1.58 1.92 1.39 1.44 0.71 0.43

σ 20.0 6.5 2.8 3.5 4.8 3.1 4.0 4.0
Distribution logn logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 0.13 1.00 0.91 0.69 0.97 0.87 0.97 0.97
Error % 452.26 31.58 18.29 13.20 4.93 3.54 1.17 0.60

Method #5 18.8 18.4 20.6 29.7 35.6 44.8 50.5
std dev 2.17 0.14 0.72 2.18 2.00 0.26 0.33

σ 6.5 4.8 6.0 4.8 4.8 4.0 4.0
Distribution logn norm norm norm norm norm norm

CN 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Error % 44.78 3.26 17.72 4.23 6.30 1.91 0.96
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The mean diameter’s standard deviation is highest when an experimental distribution is in
the middle between the two closest candidate distributions. The addition of more candidate
distributions would improve this performance at the expense of higher processing time, but
appears unnecessary.

3.3.5 Angular Location of Detector

As presented during discussion of the optical component setup in Section 2.3.1, the angular
location of the detector camera was adjusted to each data image location repeatedly and
confidently to better than +/-0.125°. The following section uses a series of simulated data
sets to examine the nature of the error resulting from inaccuracies in this angular location of
the detector camera. Any error in the distance between the camera detector and the origin
(0,0,0) is insignificant due to the camera being fixed in this dimension.

Three droplet mean diameters (19, 38, and 50µm) were considered, with log-normal distri-
butions of σ = 10. The angles within the processing initialization files for Method #3 and
Method #5 experimental setups presented in the previous sections remained the same, how-
ever the simulated data images themselves contain data that is shifted by increasingly larger
amounts of angular error. The effects on the mean diameter and distribution determination
returned from the sizing algorithm are shown in Table 3.11.

Although the confidence number drops, particularly in the largest diameter case, mean di-
ameter and distribution characteristics are correctly returned in all cases at the 0.125°error
condition. The detector was always located at least that well during the current work. Af-
ter another 0.125°of error was added, standard deviations generally increased and the error
percent increased for all mean diameters, but “correct” results were still returned, however
if the nominal confidence number (CN = 0.5) criteria were applied, the largest diameter
results would be rejected at both error levels.

Once the error is increased to 0.5°, the sizing at the largest diameter completely fails. Al-
though error increases, the smaller two diameters return correct results. Increasing the error
0.75°finally forces the middle diameter to fail; the smallest diameter again returns a “correct”
result, although the CN falls much lower.

It is clear that the measurement is highly sensitive to the accurate location of the detector
camera, and it also follows that all mechanical distances and alignments of the optics and
apparatus that could cause the scattering angle to be mistaken must be kept accurately.

The sizing routines are most sensitive in the measurement of larger droplets due to the
shorter peak-to-peak spacing of the large droplet angular intensity pattern. In the discussion
of droplet size ranges within Section 3.3.1, the peak-to-peak spacing for the 38µm droplet
is 6.25°and for 50µm the spacing is 4.75°- the failure in both cases begins when the error
in detector location is in the range of 5-10% of this peak spacing. Taking a conservative
approach, it is reasonable to say that accurate location of the detector camera likely to
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Table 3.11: Effect of errors in the angular location of the detector camera.

50µm droplet
Error, ∆θ

Setup Method 0.0° 0.125° 0.25° 0.5° 0.75°
MTD3 d 50.0 50.8 52.0 36.6 61.1

dev 0.19 0.33 1.58 2.33 5.97
σ 6.5 10 6.5 20 3.5
dist logn logn logn logn norm
CN 0.86 0.47 0.37 0.15 0.24

Err % 0.04 1.67 4.01 26.77 22.25

38µm droplet
Error, ∆θ

Setup Method 0.0° 0.125° 0.25° 0.5° 0.75°
MTD3 d 38.0 38.6 39.7 41.2 15.8

dev 0.15 0.91 1.29 5.54 0.58
σ 10 10 6.5 10 20
dist logn logn logn logn logn
CN 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.58 0.13

Err % 0.05 1.62 4.54 8.37 58.31

19µm droplet
Error, ∆θ

Setup Method 0.0° 0.125° 0.25° 0.5° 0.75°
MTD3 d 19.0 19.4 19.7 22.1 21.6

dev 0.32 0.73 0.72 2.59 0.94
σ 10 10 10 6.5 6.5
dist logn logn logn logn logn
CN 0.86 0.51 0.51 0.66 0.22

Err % 0.18 2.19 3.44 16.25 13.45
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become the practical limit of the maximum measurable diameter of the current technique;
at 150µm the location accuracy would need to be lower than 0.12°to prevent this mode of
size routine failure.

3.3.6 Setup Method Comparison

With the previous section of discussion in mind, it is clear the Method #1 (MTD1) consis-
tently returns the best mean diameter, distribution, and distribution width. In addition, the
method typically returns correct values even when the confidence number (CN) is relatively
low - for instance in EXP1-EXP3, MTD1 correctly returns the value for mean diameter
down to CN > 0.25. If CN is set to 0.5 or higher, as recommended, that makes MTD1
highly discriminatory. There is less correlation between the confidence number and correctly
returned distribution characteristics, but MTD1 was nearly always closest among the meth-
ods at returning the known experimental values. The high performance of the MTD1 setup
lends support to the reasoning behind that particular layout, and increases confidence that
actual experiments designed in that manner will perform well.

Additional support for the design developed in Section 3.3.2 was found with Method #3
(MTD3). Based on the design criteria, MTD3 should perform as well as MTD1 for mean
droplet diameters below 50µm, and between the upper limit and the 8-bit limit (≈ 10µm)
this proved to always be true. In some cases, MTD1 was able to return a few more correct
values below the 8-bit limit - this is attributed to simply having double the number of points
from which to choose. It was more likely that at least a few of those points would be at
angular “peak” locations above the 8-bit limit, and therefore return an answer. Essentially,
more information is always a good thing and, everything else being equal, improves the
results. It’s important to note that MTD3 accomplished nearly the same performance as
MTD1, using half the data points.

The two setup methods that concentrated data points around the strongest peak, Method
#2 (MTD2) and Method #4 (MTD4), consistently under-performed when compared against
their sister methods that used the same number of angular data locations, evenly distributed.
In practice, the extra points were wasted in this region of high intensity. In the cases
where the signal was high, fewer points would have continued to return correct results.
In cases where the 8-bit limit “shaded” these angular locations, all the points, so close
together, were equally effected. Looking back again at Figure 3.2, the “high signal” region
between 138-142°is non-intuitively the most limited region with respect to the 8-bit limit -
concentrating points there is an ineffective strategy. The futility of the concentrated-points
setup method(s) is borne out by observing that in every simulated experiment, MTD2 was
equaled or outperformed in every way (mean, distribution ID, and distribution width) by
MTD3, using half the angular data locations.

The low-point method, Method #5 (MTD5), was never expected to perform well at distri-
bution identification or distribution width determination. Because there are three unknown
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Table 3.12: Configuration of the presented simplex nozzle experiments .

Nozzle Experiment Day Descriptions
WDB-1.00 NOZ1-1 1 f-8, short exposure times

NOZ1-2 1 f-4.8, short exposure times
NOZ1-3 2 f-4.8, longer exposure times
NOZ1-4 2 f-4.8, short exposure, avg reference

WDB-2.50 NOZ2-1 2 f-8, ISO 200 and short exposure times
NOZ2-2 2 f-8, ISO 200 with longer exposure times
NOZ2-3 3 f-4.8, ISO 100 and shorter exposure times
NOZ2-4 3 f-4.8, ISO 100, longer exposures

WDB-4.50 NOZ3-1 3 f-4.8, ISO 64, max exposure times
NOZ3-2 3 f-4.8, ISO 64 with shorter exposure times

variables - mean diameter, distribution type, and distribution width, it would be unrealistic
to expect high performance from a method relying upon only two data points of information.
Judging performance on returned values with a high confidence number (CN > 0.5), and
solely on mean diameter estimation, MTD5 performed well. Because both of the MTD5
data points were located within the 138-142°range, both suffered from the 8-bit limit. It is
possible slightly better performance at the lower mean diameter locations could be gained
by moving one of the points out beyond 142°.

Due to the excellent behavior of the confidence number as a predictor of result quality, the
idea of using the confidence number to weigh results in the sizing algorithm was entertained.
No significant improvement was found, as it turns out at “bad” points all the possible
candidate matches have low CN and the highest of the bad CN ’s was not a good indicator
of the correct result.

3.4 Simplex Nozzle Application

A series of laboratory droplet measurement experiments were conducted using the sizing
technique presented within the current work. Droplet size and distribution characteristics
were measured from several water-spray simplex nozzles, and results compared with existing
known data from PDA measurements. The experimental apparatus is described within
Section 2.5, and a detailed description of the components of the system was presented in
Section 2.3.1. The experiments are summarized in Table 3.12.

Although each experiment takes less than 15 minutes to complete, the experiments were
stretched across three days in order to confirm day-to-day repeatability of results. A total of
eight experiments were conducted on day 1, six experiments on day 2, and seven experiments
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on day 3. During each day, several parameters were varied in the diagnostic setup in an
attempt to optimize the imaging quality, however some parametric changes resulted in poor
quality data (too much saturation, under-exposure). The data sets presented in the following
sections are only the results from processing data images known to be free from such defects.

3.4.1 Simplex Nozzle, 1 GPH

Droplet size and distribution characteristics were available from previous research using
the Delavan WDB-1.00, 1 GPH simplex nozzle. Several experiments conducted during the
current work used this nozzle, and the resulting comparison between the current work and
the known PDA data follows.

The configuration and data for each multi-angle scattering experiment was recorded in a
manner similar to the data presented as Table 3.13, with all optical and experimental data
noted, and specific information about each data image recorded during the experiment. The
procedure in each case was to establish a steady spray and laser power over the course of
10-15 minutes prior to beginning data collection. Pressure in the spray nozzle was monitored
to assure steady operation for the duration of each experiment.

The camera detector was moved to each angular position, and a reference image taken
(with lights on in the experimental area). Then the lights were turned off, and one or two
data images collected. Between the reference image and the data images, the only thing
changed was the detector camera exposure time. This time was recorded for each image.
The experiment was over when images were collected at all data angles.

Three representative reference and data images are shown in Figure 3.8 from the data set
described in Table 3.13. Note that the exposure of the reference image, while important
to not completely ruin, is very tolerant. If the red reference points are clear then the data
processing routines have no issues.

The image processing procedure is the same for actual experimental images as it was for
simulated images, and is described in detail within Section 2.4.2. Processed intensity ratios
across the complete plane of interrogation for all four of the 1-GPH experiments are presented
in Figure 3.9. The black square in each plane is the location of one super-pixel, demonstrating
the relative size of the super-pixel compared with the entire plane. There are 855 super-pixels
in each plane, therefore there are 855 possible y-z-locations of droplet size characteristics
available after size processing. The exact intensity ratios at the super-pixel location shown
are plotted in Figure 3.10; this data is of course available at each of the 855 super-pixels.
The size of each super-pixel was 2mm x 2mm, square. This constituted 961 pixels.

The expected mean diameters and distribution characteristics from the 1-GPH nozzle were
originally presented in Figure 2.30 and Figure 1.2. Three downstream profiles are selected
from each of the processed and sized data sets, NOZ1-1 to NOZ1-4, and compared against
the previously collected PDA data in Figure 3.11. The polynomial smoothing feature was
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Table 3.13: Data set NOZ1-3, from 9/6/2011, Delavan WDB-1.00 nozzle, preset bulb, ISO
100, natural color, f-stop 4.8, full manual focus, shutter, and exposure. Laser
514.5 Argon ion, 64mW multiband, vertical polarization to reference. Detector
camera at 144.78cm radial distance to origin, height zero, included solid an-
gle to lens 1.0°, polarizing filter at detector transmission axis 90°to reference,
calibration #1.

Data Angle Exposure #1 Exposure #2 Exposure #3
(degrees) (s) (s) (s)

40.0 Ref 0.5 0.4
137.0 Ref 2.5 2.5
137.5 Ref 2.5 2.5
138.0 Ref 2 2
138.5 Ref 1.6 1.6
139.0 Ref 1.3 1.3
139.5 Ref 1.3 1.3
140.0 Ref 1.0 1.0
140.5 Ref 1.0 1.0
141.5 Ref 1.0 1.0
142.0 Ref 0.8 0.8
142.5 Ref 0.8 0.8
143.0 Ref 0.8 0.8
143.3 Ref 0.8 1.0
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.8: Selected images from the NOZ1-3 dataset, images to the left
are references and images to the right are data at the same
angular position, a) 40°, b) 137°, c) 143°.
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Figure 3.9: From top to bottom, the intensity ratios produced by the im-
age processing routines for each of the four NOZ1 cases. These
planes of intensity ratios are produced from each of the 14 im-
age data angles listed in Table 3.13. The black square is the
location of one super-pixel, demonstrating the relative size of
the super-pixel compared with the entire plane. There are 855
super-pixels in each plane. The super-pixel is 2mm x 2mm,
with 961 pixels contained within. Note: each plane has been
scaled separately to make nice plots; thus intensity ratios do
not compare plot-to-plot.
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Figure 3.10: Angular intensity ratios from the y-z-location 40mm down-
stream of the nozzle exit, and radial -32.25mm. This is the
location of the black super-pixel boxes in Figure 3.9.

used in the size processing of this data; the effects of smoothing are subtle and do not change
the general nature of results, however in the experimental cases covered herein the smoothing
does have a positive influence on the sizing algorithm. These results are discussed further in
Section 3.4.2.

The confidence number for every data point is plotted against radial position in Figure
3.12. The majority of confidence numbers are above 0.5. Based on experience with the
simulated data sets, where confidence numbers greater than 0.5 are almost always indicative
of correct mean determination, and in conjunction with the close agreement to the PDA data,
the accuracy of the method developed within the current work is strongly supported with
respect to mean diameters. The confidence number may be used to weed out questionable
points, as shown in Figure 3.13, where data with no cut-off is compared with data cut-off by
confidence numbers of both 0.5 and 0.7. Standard deviations at each remaining point are
plotted in d), the largest standard deviations are at the edge of the spray and on the order
of 3µm; this is approximately 10% of the mean.

Examination of every returned distribution and it’s corresponding width is difficult to sim-
plify into one plot. An attempt is made in Figure 3.14 by separating the normal distributions
(red circles) from the log-normal distributions (black diamonds). The number of occurrences,
multiplied by the width of the distribution itself, is plotted at each radial position. The log-
normal distributions appear slightly more concentrated in the middle of the spray, while
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Figure 3.11: Mean diameters from four current experiments on a Dela-

van 1-GPH nozzle comapred with the PDA data from
Chishty[9][10].
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Figure 3.12: Confidence numbers from the four current experiments on a
Delavan 1-GPH nozzle. Confidence numbers of greater than
0.5 indicate strong confidence that the predicted mean diam-
eters are correct.
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Figure 3.13: Confidence numbers (CN) used to cut-off questionable data
points in the NOZ1 experiments, a) no cutoff, b) cut-off of
CN = 0.5, c) cut-off of CN = 0.7, d) standard deviations for
the points in plot c).
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Figure 3.14: For the 1-GPH nozzle, spatial representation of the width
and frequency of occurrence (by radial position) of the two
distribution types, normal distribution (red circles) and log-
normal distribution (black diamonds).

the normal distributions are clearly more prevalent and also wider towards the edges of the
spray. Although not strong support for the current method’s ability to identify size distrub-
tion width and type, the plot trends do agree with PDA distribution data presented earlier
(Figure 1.4). It is possible that greater confidence in the distribution type and width results
would be possible if the data image angles (see Table 3.13) had been distributed across a
wider range of angles, as suggested by the simulated data methods discussed in Section 3.3.2
(MTD1 in particular).

3.4.2 Simplex Nozzle, 2.5 GPH

As in the case of the 1-GPH nozzle, the configuration and data for the 2.5-GPH nozzle
was recorded in a manner similar to the data presented as Table 3.13. Table 3.12 contains
the particular details each individual 2.5-GPH experiment; otherwise the experiment was
conducted in the same manner, using the same data image angles with all optical and
experimental details the same as in the 1-GPH case.

Processed intensity ratios across the complete plane of interrogation for all four of the 2.5-
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GPH experiments are presented in Figure 3.15. As in the previous section, The black square
in each plane is the location of one super-pixel, demonstrating the relative size of the super-
pixel compared with the entire plane. There are the same number and size of super-pixels
as in the earlier 1-GPH test.

The confidence number for every data point is plotted against radial position in Figure 3.16.
The majority of confidence numbers are above 0.5. Based on experience with the simulated
data sets, where confidence numbers greater than 0.5 are almost always indicative of correct
mean determination, the confidence number was used to remove questionable points. Mean
diameter results from the 2.5-GPH nozzle are given in Figure 3.17a),c), and the standard
deviation reported at each point in Figure 3.17b),d). As with the cases of the 1-GPH nozzle,
the largest standard deviations are at the edge of the spray and on the order of 10% of
the mean. As expected for a larger flow-rate nozzle, droplet mean diameters are slightly
larger, particularly on the outside edges of the spray. Polynomial smoothing has a small
but noticeable and overall useful positive effect of producing a higher number of reasonable
results; in other words there are more high-confidence number results with smoothing in
this case, particularly in the “wilder” outer regions of the spray pattern. The polynomial
smoothing was used by the sizing algorithm for all the spray nozzle experimental analysis.

The distribution characteristics were examined in the same manner as with the 1-GPH
nozzle, and are shown in Figure 3.18. Again, the log-normal distributions appear more
concentrated in the middle of the spray, while the normal distributions are clearly more
prevalent and wider towards the edges of the spray. The effect appears more significant in
the 2.5-GHP nozzle than in the 1-GPH nozzle.

3.4.3 Simplex Nozzle, 4.5 GPH

The 4.5GPH nozzle was the final simplex nozzle tested in the current work. All data was
recorded in the same was as the previous 1-GPH and 2.5GPH nozzles, with data image
angles and the optical and experimental details the same as presented in Table 3.13. Table
3.12 contains the particular details for each individual 4.5-GPH experiment.

The confidence number for every data point is plotted against radial position in Figure 3.19.
The majority of confidence numbers are above 0.5 and was used to remove questionable
points, and mean diameter results from the 2.5-GPH nozzle are thus given in Figure 3.17a),
and the standard deviation reported at each point in Figure 3.17b). As with the cases of the
1-GPH and 2.5-GPH nozzles, the largest standard deviations are at the edge of the spray
and on the order of 10% of the mean.

The distribution characteristics were also examined in the 4.5-GPH nozzle, and are shown
in Figure 3.21. The log-normal distributions are again more concentrated in the middle of
the spray, while the normal distributions are more prevalent and wider towards the edges of
the spray.
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Figure 3.15: From top to bottom, the intensity ratios produced by the
image processing routines for each of the four NOZ2 cases.
These planes of intensity ratios are produced from each of the
14 image data angles listed in Table 3.13. The black square
is the location of one super-pixel, demonstrating the relative
size of the super-pixel compared with the entire plane. There
are 855 super-pixels in each plane. The super-pixel is 2mm
x 2mm, with 961 pixels contained within. Note: each plane
has been scaled separately to make nice plots; thus intensity
ratios do not compare plot-to-plot.
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Figure 3.16: Confidence numbers from the four current experiments on
a Delavan 2.5-GPH nozzle. Confidence numbers of greater
than 0.5 indicate strong confidence that the predicted mean
diameters are correct.
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Figure 3.17: TOP: Use of the polynomial smoothing, a) three downstream
locations in the 2.5-GPH NOZ2 experiments. Confidence
numbers (CN = 0.7) used to cut-off questionable data points,
b) standard deviations for the points in plot a).
BOTTOM: No smoothing, c) three downstream locations
in the 2.5-GPH NOZ2 experiments. Confidence numbers
(CN = 0.7) used to cut-off questionable data points, d) stan-
dard deviations for the points in plot c)
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Figure 3.18: For the 2.5-GPH nozzle, spatial representation of the width
and frequency of occurrence (by radial position) of the two
distribution types, normal distribution (red circles) and log-
normal distribution (black diamonds).
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Figure 3.19: Confidence numbers from the four current experiments on
a Delavan 4.5-GPH nozzle. Confidence numbers of greater
than 0.5 indicate strong confidence that the predicted mean
diameters are correct.
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Figure 3.20: a) Three downstream locations in the NOZ3 4.5-GPH experi-
ments. Confidence numbers (CN = 0.5) used to cut-off ques-
tionable data points, b) standard deviations for the points in
plot a).

3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The development and testing of an optical method for planar measurement of spray charac-
teristics, using Mie scattering theory, was presented within the current work. Sizing informa-
tion gained from this technique consists of a mean droplet diameter and droplet distribution
estimates for every individual point within a planar area of interest. The planar method
makes possible the fast acquisition of data within a large field of interest, and uses rela-
tively inexpensive instrumentation. This technique is a significant advance in accessibility to
quantitative sizing information - now droplet size information previously reserved only for
researchers in possession of much more expensive diagnostic systems is available to “every-
one.”

The performance of the current planar optical method was tested during experiments with
three laboratory scale simplex atomizers. As presented, the method demonstrated the ability
to measure droplets across the range of 5-50µm within +/-10% of known values, and in
addition return an estimate of the shape and width of the correct size distribution at each
location within the planar region of interest. The necessary assumptions are presented within
the current work, and summarized below:

� spherical, homogeneous, isotropic non-reflective droplets,
� normal or log-normal distributions,
� insignificant multiple scattering,
� monochromatic incident light (either un-polarized or linearly polarized),
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Figure 3.21: For the 4.5-GPH nozzle, spatial representation of the width
and frequency of occurrence (by radial position) of the two
distribution types, normal distribution (red circles) and log-
normal distribution (black diamonds).
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� no active optical components between the incident light and the detector other than,
if desired, a linear polarized filter.

This method, with improvement to the camera detector, is believed capable of measuring
droplet distribution characteristics and means within a nominal range of 0.3µm up to 150µm
and higher. The cost to build a system with this capability, a 75mW diode laser ($100),
a RAW image format digital camera ($300), and assorted lenses and optical components
($500), are all estimated to be available for a total less than $1000.

The current technique also has potential to add value to previously existing systems. Mea-
surement methods, such as stereo PIV of PLIF systems, where high quality planar imaging
data is already available, would be particularly suitable. With a few adjustments, quan-
titative sizing information would come for “free” while collecting the data the system was
originally intended to provide. Any industrial process that currently uses droplet sizing
from instrumentation such as the Malvern might also benefit from greater, 2D knowledge of
droplet size characteristics. It isn’t difficult to envision a “hardened” version of the current
technique using mirrors at multiple angular locations to focus the planar area of interroga-
tion onto sequential areas of one high-mega-pixel detector, and then process each “area” as
a unique angular data image. Software algorithms written specifically for such an industrial
system could be optimized to average and process images repeatedly for real-time 2D sizing
analysis.

Future advancements in the technique are already in progress, most importantly including an
advanced pattern recognition sizing algorithm capable of quantitatively learning the droplet
size and distribution information within a spray “at a glance,” with no separate reference
image required and significantly less sensitivity to the exact location of angular data im-
ages. Incorporation of an improved image-by-image, planar-location-specific signal strength
weighting factor promises to reduce errors in poor dynamic signal ratio areas.

Additionally, publicly available machine vision algorithms are already capable of locating the
position and orientation of a camera detector based on information within the camera detec-
tor’s field of view. Combined with the pattern recognition algorithm, meticulous knowledge
of the optical geometry might be eliminated; even a hand-held “wand” that could be pointed
at a flow and report size and distribution characteristics is a realistic possibility.

In conclusion, while the current work has demonstrated that this basic method can be
a successful addition to the list of many optical diagnostic sizing techniques, the results
presented are potentially only the beginning. With any good research, there is always more
to be done.
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Appendix A

Matlab Processing Code

All programming and processing was done in MATLAB[26]. The code written specifically for
this project is included in the following sections, however a few helpful functions outside the
standard MATLAB toolboxes and written by others were used in the current work. These
are listed below:

� inifile.m: This function creates and reads keyword, text-based (ASCII) initialization
files. The file is called within several of the data processing routines, and is publicly
available from: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange

� MFquestdlg.m: This is a simple modification of questdlg.m which enables users to
specify the position of the ’questdlg’ question dialog box on the screen. The file is
publicly available from http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange, and
is called within several of the data processing routines.

� use lockfile.m: Simple file locking function, implemented to allow multiple instances
of the sizing routine to run at the same time and have read/write access the same look-
up-table database.

For most convenient use of the code written for this project, these files should be placed in
an existing Matlab PATH directory or added to the default Matlab PATH.

As covered in detail within Section 1.3.3, the most well known computational method
for solving the Mie scattering problem was presented by Bohren and Huffman[4]. The
MATLAB-based Mie scattering subroutines used for the current project, written by Chris-
tian Mätzler[20], are based directly on the work of Bohren and Huffman and follow their
terminology and nomenclature. Only minor formatting changes, such as adjusting some caps
sensitivity necessary to run code on our current version of MATLAB, were made to Mätzler’s
routines. The Mätzler code and an excellent discussion of that code development is widely
available online and therefore has not been reproduced here other than to list below the
specific subroutines called from the current data processing codes.

Mätzler codes used in the current work:
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� mie S12.m: This code is used to calculate S1 and S2 from the scattering matrix.
� mie ab.m: This is a subroutine called by mie S12.m, which calculates the Mie coeffi-
cients an and bn.

� mie pt.m: This is a subroutine called by mie S12.m, which calculates Mie angular
dependent functions πn and τn.

All other code written for the current work is explicitly listed below, and unless stated
otherwise is distributed with Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera, GNU General Public
License, v3. These programs are free software: you can redistribute and/or modify them
under the terms of the GNU General Public License. The programs are provided in the
hope that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The
full terms of this license are available in an included file, GPL v3 license.txt, within the
packaged code, or please see the GNU General Public License online for more complete
details, available at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

The entire software package described herein is available for download (look in the Downloads
section) from:

https://github.com/leperas/Multi-Angle-Mie-Droplet-Sizing

Additionally, this repository is where the latest updates, capabilities, and new versions will
be found.
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A.1 Helper Functions

A.1.1 Multiple Output Function

File: mfprintf.m

Purpose: useful for controlling logging information to multiple

files and the screen all with one function call.

1 function [count]=mfprintf(fids,varargin)
2 % MFPRINTF Multiple FID version of writing formatted
3 % data to file.
4 % COUNT = MFPRINTF(FIDS,FORMAT,A,...)
5 % Behavior is identical with FPRINTF if FIDS is only
6 % a single FID. See HELP FPRINTF for details.
7 %
8 % If FIDS is a 1−D array of values the same output goes to
9 % each FID location listed in the FIDS array.

10 %
11 % Example:
12 % shoe length=7.1;
13 % fids=[1 3 4];
14 % [count]=mfprintf(fids,'Length of shoe: %f \n', shoe length);
15 %
16 % Output into screen and into FID 3 and 4:
17 % Length of shoe: 7.100000
18 %
19 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
20 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
21

22 for ii=1:numel(fids)
23 [count(ii)]=fprintf(fids(ii),varargin{:});
24 end
25 end
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A.1.2 Lockfile Function

File: use_lockfile.m

Purpose: Simple file locking function, implemented to allow

multiple instances of the sizing routine to run at the same

time and have read/write access the same look-up-table database.

1 function [myID]=use lockfile(shared lock file,action item)
2 % FUNCTION [myID]=use lockfile(shared lock file,action item)
3 % Written based on code suggested by James O'Connell via MatlabCentral
4 %
5 % action item: either 'lock' or 'unlock'
6 %
7 % Use: in all programs sharing any common file, each program should
8 % call 'lock', to the same shared lock file, before accessing the
9 % common file. After accessing the common file, the program should call

10 % 'unlock'
11 %
12 % Function logic is as follows:
13 % To access a whatever common file, run the 'lock' action of this function.
14 % The function first waits until the lock−file doesn't exist, then
15 % attempts to create the lock−file and write the uniquely generated 'myID'.
16 % The function then waits for a given amount of time and checks to
17 % see if the lock−file still contains 'myID'. If it does, the function
18 % returns 'myID' and it's now safe to do whatever needs doing with the
19 % common file. If it doesn't, then another session has obviously written
20 % the lock−file a fraction of a second after. The function concedes and
21 % goes back to waiting for the lock−file to disappear before trying
22 % again.
23 % After recieving the return value from 'lock', the current session has
24 % the lock and it's safe to use the common file. When finished with the
25 % common file, run the 'unlock' action. The lock−file is deleted, and any
26 % other simultanious functions waiting to access the common file will get
27 % their chance.
28 %
29 % The returned 'myID' is a unique string generated to ensure that a lock
30 % actually occured; the return value is unused; a new string is defined on
31 % every call.
32 %
33 % Steve LePera, copyright 2012. Free for distribution and use to anyone.
34 % Use at your own risk! NO WARRENTY!
35 %
36

37 % Throws error if a wait for the lockfile exceeds this number of seconds.
38 max wait=30;
39 tic;
40 switch action item
41 case 'lock'
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42 % Create lock file
43 lockSuccess = 0;
44 myID=strcat(num2str(rand),num2str(rand),num2str(cputime));
45 while ˜lockSuccess
46 % Wait for lock−file to disappear
47 %fprintf('Checking lock−file availability...');
48 while exist(shared lock file,'file')
49 pause(0.5);
50 if toc>max wait
51 error str=['Stuck on wait−for−lockfile: ''' ...
52 shared lock file '''. Call ''unlock'' or delete'...
53 ' this file manually if certain no other '...
54 'process has access.'];
55 error(error str);
56 end
57 end
58 %fprintf(' Available.\n');
59 % Attempt to create a lock
60 %fprintf('Attempting to secure lock file...');
61 fid = fopen(shared lock file,'w');
62 fprintf(fid,'%s',myID);
63 fclose(fid);
64 pause(1);
65 % Was I successful?
66 if strcmp(textread(shared lock file,'%s'),myID)
67 lockSuccess = 1;
68 %fprintf(' Successful.\n');
69 else
70 %fprintf(' Unsuccessful, trying again.\n');
71 end
72 end
73 case 'unlock'
74 % Remove the lock−file
75 unix(['rm ' shared lock file]);
76 %fprintf('Lock file deleted.\n\n');
77 otherwise
78 error('Unknown action item.')
79 end
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A.2 Mie Scattering Routines

A.2.1 Scattering Coefficient Database

File: create_Sx_database.m

Purpose: calculation of S1 and S2 scattering coefficients and

storage in a database for future use.

1 clear all
2 % creates database of scattering coefficients
3 %
4 % This may take a long time − status of the calculation is periodically
5 % stored in status scat calc.mat as the iteration, jj and the time up to
6 % that point.
7 %
8 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
9 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>

10

11 % location of the mie function mie S12.m and required subroutines
12 addpath ../../multi angle mie sizing 3rd party/mie functions
13

14 % Desired database name
15 scattering coefficients database name='scattering coeff database.mat';
16

17 % specify dimensional parameters for the desired database
18 max d=200; % maximum geometric diameter to calculate, micrometers
19

20 wavelength=514.5; % nanonmeters
21

22 % size resolution in the database
23 d inc=0.05; % micrometers
24

25 % measurement angle, radiens
26 theta=(pi/180)*[38:0.1:42 130:0.1:160]; % range
27

28 m=1.333+0i; % complex index refraction for particle
29

30 % No need to edit below here...
31 tic
32

33 points=max d/d inc;
34 particle size=d inc:d inc:max d;
35

36 % size parameter will be saved in the database
37 x=2*pi*(particle size/2)*1e3/wavelength;
38

39 S1=zeros(size(particle size,2),1)';
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40 S2=zeros(size(particle size,2),1)';
41 V1 = struct('S1',S1, 'S2', S2);
42 A = repmat(V1,1,size(theta,2));
43

44 B.m=m;
45 B.x=x;
46 B.theta=theta;
47

48 u=cos(theta);
49

50 result=zeros(points,2);
51 tm=zeros(size(theta,2),1)';
52

53 for jj=1:size(theta,2);
54 theta(jj)*180/pi;
55 for ii=1:points
56 result(ii,:)=mie S12(m,x(ii),u(jj));
57 end
58 A(jj).S1=result(:,1);
59 A(jj).S2=result(:,2);
60 calc time(jj)=toc;
61 save(scattering coefficients database name, 'A', 'B');
62 save status scat calc jj calc time
63 end
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A.2.2 Scattering Intensity

File: Irr_int.m

Purpose: Fuction finds intensity, over a designated solid angle,

for a single droplet, a log-normal, or a normal distribution of

homogeneous spherical droplets at any detector angular location

1 function [intensity Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
2 Irr int(varargin)
3 % Irr int(dgx, sig gx, PDF type, theta, phi, half cone ang, gamma ref,...
4 % xi, method)
5 %
6 % Calculation of the itegrated irradiance over a designated solid angle
7 % from log−normal or normal distribution of homogeneous spherical droplets
8 %
9 % Also returns the Stokes vector, (I, Q, U, V) and closest matching theta

10 % (and size parameter in 'single' particle cases)
11 %
12 % All inputs are required, even in cases where they may be ignored due to
13 % a particular method.
14 %
15 % dgx is mean particle size parameter, see size parameter defined in code
16 % sig gx is standard deviation size parameter, ditto
17 % PDF type a string "single, "logn" or "norm", determines which PDF to use.
18 % theta is the scattering angle, all angles in radians
19 % phi is the angle between the scattering plane and referecne plane
20 % half cone ang is half the solid angle of the detector
21 % gamma ref is the laser linear polarization angle to reference plane. Set
22 % to 'unpolarized' if the incident light is unpolarized
23 % xi is the polarizing filter transmission axis angle to reference plane
24 % NOTE: assign string 'no filter' if no filter was used
25 % method is string, can be 'full', '1D', or 'fast'
26 % 'full': valid at any phi, 2D integration of detector area, allows filter
27 % '1D': valid at any phi, 1D integration (over theta), allows filter
28 % 'fast': vertical polarized incident light (scatter plane at 90 degrees)
29 % 1D integration, and xi set to 'no filter' (not needed at 90 degree
30 % scatter plane)
31 % The scattering crosssection database variables A and B must be available
32 % A and B are data structures created by the program, create Sx database.m
33 % and contain the index of refraction of the particles, the size
34 % parameter of particles, and S1, S2 scattering coeffecients
35 %
36 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
37 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
38

39 global A B
40

41 dgx=varargin{1}; % mean diameter size parameter
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42 sig gx=varargin{2}; % standard deviation size parameter
43 PDF type=varargin{3}; % string, 'logn', 'norm', or 'single'.
44 % Single is calculation for a individual particle of
45 % size dgx, sigma is ignored
46 theta=varargin{4}; % scattering angle, all angles in radians
47 phi=varargin{5}; % angle of scattering plane to reference plane
48 half cone ang=varargin{6}; % half the solid cone angle of detector
49 gamma ref=varargin{7}; % laser polarization angle to reference plane
50 % assign string 'unpolarized' for unpolarized light
51 xi=varargin{8}; % polarizing filter transmission axis angle to reference
52 % plane, assign string 'no filter' if no filter was used
53 method=varargin{9}; % can be 'full', '1D', or 'fast'
54 % 'full': valid at any phi, 2D integration of detector area, allows filter
55 % '1D': valid at any phi, 1D integration (over theta), allows filter
56 % 'fast': vertical polarized incident light (scatter plane at 90 degrees)
57 % 1D integration, and xi set to 'no filter' (not needed at 90 degree
58 % scatter plane)
59

60 % DEFINITION OF SIZE PARAMETER!
61 % Before calling Irr int.m, use this to convert the distribution params
62 % into size params, where:
63 % dg is DIAMETER of a droplet, as given below in micrometers, and sig g
64 % is the standard deviation of the normal distribution with mean dg, also
65 % in micrometers.
66 %dgx=2*pi*(dg/2)*1e3/wavelength;
67 %sig gx=2*pi*(sig g)*1e3/wavelength;
68

69

70 if isnumeric(xi)==1
71 filter=1;
72 else
73 filter=0;
74 end
75

76 % Find characteristics of the database
77 dtheta=(B.theta(2)−B.theta(1));
78

79 tol=(B.theta(2)−B.theta(1))/2;
80

81 % Find closest match to requested angle within the database
82 [c ind] = min(abs(B.theta−theta));
83

84 % This is the value of theta at the closest point in the database
85 exact theta=B.theta(ind);
86 matches=[exact theta 0]; % [ closest theta closest x]
87

88 % Find range of all inds within requested solid cone and center on closest
89 % point in the database
90 inds cone=find(exact theta−half cone ang−tol<=B.theta & ...
91 exact theta+half cone ang+tol>=B.theta);
92
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93 % determines size of "mask" to apply, defining area of detector and making
94 % the database point exact theta the exact center of the observation area
95 mask size=min([ind−min(inds cone) max(inds cone)−ind]);
96

97 theta inds=ind−mask size:ind+mask size;
98

99 % Generate grid of evenly spaced coordinates in theta−phi space
100 theta matrix=B.theta(theta inds);
101

102 switch method
103 case '1D'
104 phi matrix=phi;
105 irr mat=ones(2*mask size+1,1);
106 case 'fast'
107 phi matrix=phi;
108 irr mat=ones(2*mask size+1,1);
109 case 'full'
110 phi matrix=zeros(1,2*mask size+1,1);
111 phi matrix(mask size+1)=phi;
112 phi matrix(1:mask size)=phi−dtheta*(mask size+1−(1:mask size));
113 phi matrix(mask size+2:2*mask size+1)=phi+dtheta*(1:mask size);
114

115 % Creates circular mask for the receiving optics area.
116 mask=getnhood(strel('disk',mask size,0));
117

118 % Create matrix to store irradiance results, same size as mask,
119 % and matrices for the Stokes vector at each location;
120 irr mat=ones(size(mask)).*mask;
121 otherwise
122 error('Method string is not valid or recognized.')
123 end
124

125 Isr2 dist=irr mat;
126 Qsr2 dist=irr mat;
127 Usr2 dist=irr mat;
128 Vsr2 dist=irr mat;
129

130 % Properites of the size distribution used
131

132 M = log((dgxˆ2)/sqrt(sig gx+dgxˆ2));
133 V = sqrt(log(sig gx/(dgxˆ2)+1));
134

135 switch PDF type
136 case 'norm'
137 p=normpdf(B.x,dgx,sig gx);
138 case 'logn'
139 p=lognpdf(B.x,M,V);
140 case 'single'
141 % Find closest match to requested angle within the database
142 [c indx] = min(abs(B.x−dgx));
143 matches(2)=B.x(indx);
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144 otherwise
145 error('Unknown or unrecognized PDF type.')
146 end
147

148 % Find the irradiance at each location within the mask
149

150 for ii=1:size(theta matrix,2)
151 for jj=1:size(phi matrix,2)
152 % find input stokes vector
153 if isnumeric(gamma ref)==1
154 gamma=gamma ref−phi matrix(jj);
155 stokes=[1 cos(2*gamma) sin(2*gamma) 0]';
156 else
157 stokes=[1 0 0 0]';
158 end
159 % skip values where mask==0
160 if irr mat(ii,jj)˜=0
161 switch PDF type
162 case 'single'
163 S1=A(theta inds(ii)).S1(indx);
164 S2=A(theta inds(ii)).S2(indx);
165 otherwise
166 S1=A(theta inds(ii)).S1;
167 S2=A(theta inds(ii)).S2;
168 end
169 S1s=abs(S1).ˆ2;
170

171 switch method
172 case 'fast'
173 % assumes vertically polarized incident light and
174 % detector in 90 degree scattering plane
175 switch PDF type
176 case 'single'
177 Isr2 dist(ii,jj)=S1s;
178 otherwise
179 Isr2=S1s;
180

181 Isr2 dist(ii,jj)=trapz(B.x,Isr2.*p');
182 end
183 Qsr2 dist(ii,jj)=−Isr2 dist(ii,jj);
184 Usr2 dist(ii,jj)=0;
185 Vsr2 dist(ii,jj)=0;
186 otherwise
187 S2s=abs(S2).ˆ2;
188

189 S11=0.5*(S2s+S1s);
190 S12=0.5*(S2s−S1s);
191

192 % for unpolarized incident light
193 if isnumeric(gamma ref)==0
194 % scattering matrix=[S11 S12
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195 % S12 S11];
196 Isr2 d=S11*stokes(1)+S12*stokes(2);
197 Qsr2 d=S12*stokes(1)+S11*stokes(2);
198 switch PDF type
199 case 'single'
200 otherwise
201 Isr2 d=trapz(B.x,Isr2 d.*p');
202 Qsr2 d=trapz(B.x,Qsr2 d.*p');
203 end
204 Usr2 d=0;
205 Vsr2 d=0;
206 else
207 % for linearly polarized incident light
208 S33=0.5*(conj(S2).*S1+S2.*conj(S1));
209 S34=1i*0.5*(S1.*conj(S2)−S2.*conj(S1));
210

211 % scattering matrix=[S11 S12 0 0
212 % S12 S11 0 0
213 % 0 0 S33 S34
214 % 0 0 −S34 S33];
215 Isr2 d=S11*stokes(1)+S12*stokes(2);
216 Qsr2 d=S12*stokes(1)+S11*stokes(2);
217 Usr2 d=S33*stokes(3)+S34*stokes(4);
218 Vsr2 d=−S34*stokes(3)+S33*stokes(4);
219

220 switch PDF type
221 case 'single'
222 otherwise
223 % % For plot later, comment out otherwise
224 % Isr2=Isr2 d;
225

226 % Integrate over the whole distribution
227 Isr2 d=trapz(B.x,Isr2 d.*p');
228 Qsr2 d=trapz(B.x,Qsr2 d.*p');
229 Usr2 d=trapz(B.x,Usr2 d.*p');
230 Vsr2 d=trapz(B.x,Vsr2 d.*p');
231 end
232 end
233 % If polarization filter used at detector
234 if filter==1
235 omega=asin(cos(theta matrix(ii))*...
236 sin(phi matrix(jj)));
237 xi c=xi+omega;
238

239 cos2x=cos(2*xi c);
240 sin2x=sin(2*xi c);
241

242 Isr2 dist(ii,jj)=0.5*...
243 (Isr2 d+Qsr2 d*cos2x+Usr2 d*sin2x);
244 Qsr2 dist(ii,jj)=0.5*...
245 (Isr2 d*cos2x+Qsr2 d*cos2xˆ2+Usr2 d*cos2x*sin2x);
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246 Usr2 dist(ii,jj)=0.5*...
247 (Isr2 d*sin2x+Qsr2 d*sin2x*cos2x+Usr2 d*sin2xˆ2);
248 Vsr2 dist(ii,jj)=0;
249 else
250 Isr2 dist(ii,jj)=Isr2 d;
251 Qsr2 dist(ii,jj)=Qsr2 d;
252 Usr2 dist(ii,jj)=Usr2 d;
253 Vsr2 dist(ii,jj)=Vsr2 d;
254 end
255

256 end
257 end
258 end
259 end
260

261 % Use trapz to perform descrete integration of the irradiance matrix,
262 % returns intensity at detector
263

264 if (size(Isr2 dist,1)>1 && size(Isr2 dist,2)>1)
265 % note='2d' % intensity, Watts/radˆ2
266 intensity = trapz(phi matrix,trapz(theta matrix,Isr2 dist));
267 elseif size(Isr2 dist,1)>1 && size(Isr2 dist,2)==1
268 % note='1d' % Watts/rad
269 intensity = trapz(theta matrix,Isr2 dist);
270 else
271 % note='single point' % Watts
272 intensity=Isr2 dist;
273 end
274

275 % %% Uncomment to generate some informative plots during each run.
276 % % Works best with 0 cone angle and 'norm' or 'logn'
277 %
278 % wavelength=514.5; % nanometers
279 %
280 % % Conversion back to actual diameters
281 % rl x=2*wavelength*B.x/(2*pi*1e3);
282 % dg=2*wavelength*dgx/(2*pi*1e3);
283 % rl sig=wavelength*sig gx/(2*pi*1e3);
284 %
285 % figure
286 % range=1:size(Isr2,1);
287 %
288 % plot(rl x(range),Isr2(range)/max(Isr2(range)),'−−',...
289 % rl x(range),p(range)/max(p(range)),'−')
290 % title str=strcat('Particle Distribution, compared to Is, theta=',...
291 % num2str(180*theta/pi));
292 % title(title str)
293 % xlabel('Particle diameter, micrometers')
294 % ylabel('Normalized irradiance, normalized probability')
295 % legend str=strcat('p, mn=',num2str(dg),' dv=',num2str(rl sig));
296 % legend('Is', legend str,'Location','NorthWest')
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297 % ylim([0 1.1])
298 % %saveas(gcf,'scattering pdf 1.eps','epsc')
299 %
300 % figure
301 % plot(rl x(range),(Isr2(range).*p(range)')/max(Isr2(range).*p(range)'),...
302 % '−−',rl x(range),p(range)/max(p(range)),'−')
303 % title str=strcat('Particle Dist, compared to p*Is. Intensity=',...
304 % num2str(floor(intensity)));
305 % title(title str)
306 % xlabel('Particle diameter, micrometers')
307 % ylabel('Normalized irradiance, normalized probability')
308 % legend('p * Is', legend str,'Location','NorthWest')
309 % ylim([0 1.1])
310 % %saveas(gcf,'scattering pdf 2.eps','epsc')
311 % %% End informative plots
312

313 return
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A.3 Calibration Routines

A.3.1 Camera Calibration

File: camera_CCD_calibration.m

Purpose: processes a given area of selected calibration images and

creates a data file containing the information from that data set

and the neutral density filters or varying shutter times used to

generate the images within the data set.

1 % select a set of images which have been created
2 % by placing increasingly absorbing neutral density filters in front of the
3 % camera. The set of ND filters used is input into the processing code,
4 % and images are selected in correlation to the input filters. Or use
5 % shutter times. Pick which by setting FOS variable. The size
6 % and shape of the area to be processed is input, and any color channel and
7 % thresholding desired is configured. A data file is created during the
8 % run which contains the ND filter information and intensity information
9 % from the calibration images

10 %
11 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
12 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
13

14 clear all
15 close all
16

17 current path=pwd;
18 startpath=current path; % sets the startpath in the dialog to current path
19 % or manually define the start path if you want
20

21 % Filters=0 or shutter times=1
22 FOS=1;
23

24 ND filters=[0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0]; % value of the ND filters, in the
25 %order you will select the associated images
26

27 SHT times=[0.4 0.5 0.6 1.6 2 2.5]; % value of shutter times, seconds,
28 % in the order you will select the associated images
29

30 crop w=200; % sets the size of the selection area, width by height
31 crop h=200;
32 % can set thresholds prior to processing. seemed like a good idea at first
33 % but I wound up never using it.
34 threshold v=1;
35 max v=255;
36 use color=2;
37
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38 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
39 % No "user" configuration below. Do not adjust things below here without
40 % thinking it through.
41

42 if FOS==0
43 transmit=10.ˆ−ND filters;
44

45 % outputs the filters and transmittance before calling the dialog, just
46 % to help in selection of the correct images.
47 [ND filters' transmit']
48

49 [data files, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.*', ['Select' ...
50 ' image files corresponding to displayed ND filter strengths:'],...
51 startpath ,'MultiSelect', 'On');
52 else
53 transmit=SHT times/SHT times(1);
54

55 % outputs the filters and transmittance before calling the dialog, just
56 % to help in selection of the correct images.
57 [SHT times' transmit']
58

59 [data files, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.*', ['Select'...
60 ' image files corresponding to displayed shutter times:'],...
61 startpath ,'MultiSelect', 'On');
62 end
63

64 addpath(pathname);
65

66 if ischar(data files)==1
67 max loop=1;
68 else
69 max loop=size(data files,2);
70 end
71 for ii=1:max loop
72 figure(ii)
73 if ischar(data files)==1
74 I=imread(data files);
75 else
76 I=imread(cell2mat(data files(ii)));
77 end
78

79 %I=rgb2gray(I); % gray=bad, don't use this.
80

81 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
82 imshow(I);
83 warning('on','all');
84 % pick center of desired region, image of size defined above will be
85 % stored in I2
86 h=impoint;
87 rect pos = getPosition(h);
88 cent x=rect pos(1)−crop w/2;
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89 cent y=rect pos(2)−crop h/2;
90 % cent x=rect pos(1); cent y=rect pos(2);
91 rect=[cent x cent y crop w crop h];
92 I2=imcrop(I,rect);
93 imshow(I2);
94 % use ROI to create a mask of only G values between threshold and max
95 BWg = roicolor(I2(:,:,use color),threshold v,max v);
96 I3=immultiply(I2(:,:,use color), BWg);
97 max i(ii)=max(max(I3));
98 imshow(I3);
99 [output,xx]=imhist(I3);

100 avg i(ii)=sum(sum(I3))/(sum(output)−output(1));
101

102 end
103

104 if FOS==0
105 CCD intensity ratio=avg i/avg i(1);
106 CCD percent=avg i/255;
107

108 GG=[ND filters' transmit' CCD intensity ratio' CCD percent' avg i']
109 else
110 CCD intensity ratio=avg i/avg i(1);
111 CCD percent=avg i/255;
112

113 GG=[SHT times' transmit' CCD intensity ratio' CCD percent' avg i']
114 end
115

116

117 [save file, save pathname, filterindex] = uiputfile('*.*', ['Filename'...
118 ' to save calibration data:'], strcat(pathname,'CCD calibration.txt'));
119

120 save string=strcat(save pathname,save file);
121

122 save(save string, 'GG', '−ASCII', '−TABS')
123

124 close all
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A.3.2 Camera Regression

File: camera_CCD_regression.m

Purpose: takes data output from the camera calibration and finds

a two-part regression. The first part is linear, the second may be

determined within the code.

1 % This code applies the desired regression to data generated in the
2 % camera CCD calibration code. Multiple calibration files may be selected.
3 %
4 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
5 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
6

7 clear all
8 close all
9

10 f order=5; % order of polynomial
11 cutoff=0.28; % cutoff between high brightness polynomial and linear
12

13 current path=pwd;
14 startpath=current path; % sets the startpath in the dialog to current path
15 % or manually define the start path if you want
16

17 % Probably no need to edit below here very often, unless you need to add
18 % "extra points" to the fit
19

20 [data files, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.*', ['Select CCD'...
21 ' calibration file:'], startpath ,'MultiSelect', 'On');
22

23 addpath(pathname);
24

25 figure(1)
26 hold on
27

28 if ischar(data files)==1
29 max loop=1;
30 else
31 max loop=size(data files,2);
32 end
33 for ii=1:max loop
34 if ischar(data files)==1
35 S=load(data files);
36 else
37 S=load(cell2mat(data files(ii)));
38 end
39

40 [ssi sj]=size(S);
41 % add number to size to make room for "zero" point and other extra
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42 % points. i.e. for one extra point, num x=1.
43 num x=0;
44 si=ssi+num x;
45 im=ii*si−si;
46 ND filters(im+1:im+si−num x)=S(:,1);
47 transmit(im+1:im+si−num x)=S(:,2);
48 CCD intensity ratio(im+1:im+si−num x)=S(:,3);
49 CCD percent(im+1:im+si−num x)=S(:,4);
50 avg i(im+1:im+si−num x)=S(:,5);
51 % add extra points to fit
52 % zero point
53 % CCD percent(im+si)=0;
54 % transmit(im+si)=0;
55 % other point
56 %% CCD percent(im+si)=CCD percent(im+si−num x)/1.2;
57 %% transmit(im+si)=transmit(im+si−num x)/1.2;
58 % add three more extra points
59 % CCD percent(im+si−1)=CCD percent(im+si−num x)/2;
60 % transmit(im+si−1)=transmit(im+si−num x)/2;
61 % CCD percent(im+si−2)=CCD percent(im+si−num x)/4;
62 % transmit(im+si−2)=transmit(im+si−num x)/4;
63 % CCD percent(im+si−3)=CCD percent(im+si−num x)/8;
64 % transmit(im+si−3)=transmit(im+si−num x)/8;
65

66 R=polyfit(CCD percent(im+1:im+si),transmit(im+1:im+si),f order);
67 xrange=min(CCD percent(im+1:im+si)):0.01:1;
68 plot(CCD percent(im+1:im+si), transmit(im+1:im+si),'o',xrange,...
69 polyval(R,xrange),'−')
70 P=R/polyval(R,1.0);
71 end
72

73 R=polyfit(CCD percent,transmit,f order);
74

75 xrange=0:0.01:1;
76 plot(xrange,polyval(R,xrange),'−r')
77 xlabel('CCD Percent')
78 ylabel('Transmittance')
79

80 % This is the high−order fit
81 P=R/polyval(R,1.0);
82

83 % this is the linear fit up to the cutoff CCD percent point
84 yval cut=polyval(P,cutoff);
85 L=polyfit([0 cutoff],[0, yval cut],1);
86 xrange1=0:0.01:cutoff;
87 xrange2=cutoff:0.01:1;
88

89 figure(2)
90 plot(xrange1, polyval(L,xrange1),'−r',xrange2,polyval(P,xrange2),'−r')
91 ylim([0,1]);
92 xlabel('CCD Percent')
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93 ylabel('Corrected Transmittance')
94

95 [save file, save pathname, filterindex] = uiputfile('*.mat',...
96 'Filename to save polynomial:', strcat(pathname,'CCD poly.mat'));
97

98 save string=strcat(save pathname,save file);
99

100 save(save string, 'P', 'L', 'cutoff');
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A.3.3 Image Correction using Calibration

File: make_image_correction.m

Purpose: function that applies the calibration correction determined in

camera_CCD_regression to an image.

1 function [A]=make image correction(A, correction filename)
2 % [A]=make image correction(A, correction filename)
3 % A is a matrix of brightness fractions values between 0 and 1, NOT an
4 % actual image.
5 % Correction filename should be the complete path and filename, or else be
6 % in the current directory.
7 % Note that as shown the corrected values overwrite the original values
8 % in A as a memory−saving device.
9 %

10 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
11 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
12

13 %Pure log correction suggested by literature. Poor.
14 %A=A.ˆ(1/0.68);
15

16 XX=load(correction filename);
17

18 P=XX.P;
19 L=XX.L;
20 cutoff=XX.cutoff;
21

22 % apply linear correction below cutoff and polynomial above
23 A(A<cutoff)=polyval(L,A(A<cutoff));
24 A(A>=cutoff)=polyval(P,A(A>=cutoff));
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A.4 Simulated Image Routines

A.4.1 Create Simulated Images

File: make_data_images.m

Purpose: makes a set of simulaed data images and creates a

processing initialization file.

1 clear all
2 close all
3 % Creates a set of simulated light scattering images.
4 %
5 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
6 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
7

8 % Setup the desired properties of the simulated data set here
9

10 % Location of Irr int.m and create view.m
11 addpath ../mie m code
12

13 % Scattering crossection database containing A and B
14 scat db filename=...
15 '../mie m code/database files/scattering coefficients database2.mat';
16

17 % z−y location of "red dot" centers within frame, inches
18 % lower left corner is origin w/ respect to the dots.
19 y z dots=[0.025 0.025
20 .125 0.025
21 .125 0.575
22 0.025 0.575];
23 % "red dot" diameter, inches
24 rd=0.03;
25 image width=0.15; % inches
26

27 % droplet distribution/location
28 % each column a different standard deviation
29 % each row will be different mean diameter
30 % note: one−column case centered at desired angle
31

32 dg max=50; % micrometers
33 dg min=1; %was 0.3
34 sigma=[10]; % micrometers
35 dist type='logn'; % Can be 'single', 'logn', or 'norm'
36

37 y cent=0.075; % inches This will be center of the resulting data images
38 z cent=0.3; % inches
39
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40 % Camera Angular Location(s) with respect to y cent,z cent, above
41 % matrix contains data about how the image will be created
42 % first row is assumed to be reference angle
43

44 % Setup methods from PhD thesis:
45 MTD1=[40 138:1.2:150];
46 MTD2=[40 138:0.5:142 146 150];
47 MTD3=[40 138:2.4:150];
48 MTD4=[40 138:1:142 150];
49 MTD5=[40 139 141];
50

51 % Pick one cam loc only, corresponding to desired setup method:
52 % cam loc=...
53 % [50*ones(size(MTD1))' MTD1' 0.5*ones(size(MTD1))' 0.5*ones(size(MTD1))'];
54 % cam loc=...
55 % [50*ones(size(MTD2))' MTD2' 0.5*ones(size(MTD2))' 0.5*ones(size(MTD2))'];
56 cam loc=...
57 [50*ones(size(MTD3))' MTD3' 0.5*ones(size(MTD3))' 0.5*ones(size(MTD3))'];
58 %cam loc=...
59 % [50*ones(size(MTD4))' MTD4' 0.5*ones(size(MTD4))' 0.5*ones(size(MTD4))'];
60 %cam loc=...
61 % [50*ones(size(MTD5))' MTD5' 0.5*ones(size(MTD5))' 0.5*ones(size(MTD5))'];
62

63 gamma ref=90*pi/180; % polarization of input light relative to ref plane
64 % else set to 'unpolarized'
65 xi=90*pi/180; % transmission axis of polarization filter
66 % else set to 'no filter'
67 half angle=0.5*pi/180; % half solid−cone angle in detector camera
68 wavelength=514.5; % laser wavelength, nanometers
69 method='1D'; % computation method for scattering information
70

71 % if 'on' then all the above exposure times MUST be equal. New exposure
72 % times will be calculated so that every image has the same maximum
73 % brightness. If set to 'off' then the above times will be used and are
74 % allowed to differ from image to image.
75 auto exposure='on';
76

77 % image characteristics
78 %y pix=2044; % DO NOT exceed 2044x1533 !! bad things happens w/ graphics!!
79 %z pix=1533; % (probably limitation of current graphic card...)
80

81 y pix=225;
82 z pix=900;
83

84 % super pixels in each diminsion
85 y sup=3;
86 z sup=12;
87

88 % perspective 1=yes, 0=no
89 perspective yes=1;
90
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91 % Any spheres below this size set to zero. Must be equal or larger than
92 % smallest size in the DB.
93 min d=0.1; % micrometers
94

95 %% Probably no need to change parameters below this point
96

97 current path=pwd;
98 startpath=current path; % sets the startpath in the dialog to current path
99

100 % resolution, pixels/inch
101 pix res=y pix/image width;
102 image height=z pix/pix res;
103

104 % geometric center of super−pixel
105 yc=(1/pix res)*(y pix/y sup)*(0.5+(1:y sup)−1);
106 zc=(1/pix res)*(z pix/z sup)*(0.5+(z sup:−1:1)−1);
107 % geometric center of image pixels
108 ycm=(1/pix res)*(0.5+(1:y pix)−1);
109 zcm=(1/pix res)*(0.5+(z pix:−1:1)−1);
110

111 distnc=zeros(z sup,y sup);
112 dg=zeros(z sup,y sup);
113 sig g=sigma*ones(z sup,y sup);
114

115 % Calcualte diameters at each superpixel
116 for jj=1:z sup
117

118 for ii=1:y sup
119

120 if (jj>=floor((y sup−size(sigma,2))/2)+1 && ii>1 &&...
121 ii<y sup && jj<z sup−1)
122 dg(jj,ii)=((dg max−dg min)/(zc(z sup−2)−zc(2)))*...
123 (zc(jj)−zc(2))+dg min;
124 if dg(jj,ii)>10
125 dg(jj,ii)=round(dg(jj,ii));
126

127 end
128

129 end
130

131 if (dg(jj,ii)<0 | | dg(jj,ii)>(1.001*dg max))
132 dg(jj,ii)=0;
133 sig g(jj,ii)=0;
134 end
135 end
136 end
137

138 % dissertion specific latex table−formatted output of dg
139 %mfprintf(1,' & %3.1f',dg(2:10,2));
140 %mfprintf(1,'\n');
141
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142 % Size parameter determination
143 dgx=2*pi*(dg/2)*1e3/wavelength;
144 sig gx=2*pi*(sig g)*1e3/wavelength;
145

146 %% calculate brightnesses in each superpixel based on dg and sig g above
147 global A B
148 load(scat db filename)
149 % find right index for proper angle
150 X=[B.theta];
151 % used to normalize images
152 max b=0;
153

154 [save file, save pathname, filterindex] = ...
155 uiputfile('*.*', 'Filename to save image files:', 'save file');
156

157 % Slow, lazy way to normalize all images in the set but won't destroy
158 % memory in cases of large images or large number of images
159 II=zeros(z sup,y sup);
160 camera position=zeros(size(cam loc,1),3);
161

162 for kk=1:size(cam loc,1)
163 camera position(kk,1)=cam loc(kk,1)*sin(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180);
164 camera position(kk,2)=cam loc(kk,1)*cos(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180);
165 for ii=1:y sup
166 for jj=1:z sup
167 if dg(jj,ii)<min d
168 II(jj,ii)=0;
169 else
170 point=[0 yc(ii)−y cent zc(jj)−z cent];
171

172 d dist=sqrt(sum((camera position(kk,:)−point).ˆ2));
173 dy dist=camera position(kk,2)−point(2);
174 dx dist=camera position(kk,1)−point(1);
175 dz dist=camera position(kk,3)−point(3);
176

177 d ang=acos(dy dist/d dist);
178 d phi=atan(dz dist/dx dist);
179

180 % auto switch from norm to logn at small diameters (within
181 % 3 std of mean)
182 switch dist type
183 case 'norm'
184 if 2*dgx(jj,ii)<3*sig gx(jj,ii)
185 do dist type='logn';
186 do sigx=2*pi*(sig g(ii,jj)ˆ2)*1e3/wavelength;
187 else
188 do dist type=dist type;
189 do sigx=sig gx(jj,ii);
190 end
191 otherwise
192 do dist type=dist type;
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193 do sigx=sig gx(jj,ii);
194 end
195

196 [IIm Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
197 Irr int(dgx(jj,ii), do sigx, do dist type, d ang,...
198 d phi, cam loc(kk,3)*pi/180, gamma ref,xi,method);
199

200 II(jj,ii)=(2500/cam loc(kk,1)ˆ2)*cam loc(kk,4)*IIm;
201 end
202 end
203 end
204

205 % What is the brightest scattererererer?
206 if max b<max(max(II))
207 max b=max(max(II));
208 end
209 II=zeros(z sup,y sup);
210 end
211

212 % Now re−calcualte scattering for images
213 for kk=1:size(cam loc,1)
214 for ii=1:y sup
215 for jj=1:z sup
216 if dg(jj,ii)<min d
217 II(jj,ii)=0;
218 else
219 point=[0 yc(ii)−y cent zc(jj)−z cent];
220

221 d dist=sqrt(sum((camera position(kk,:)−point).ˆ2));
222 dy dist=camera position(kk,2)−point(2);
223 dx dist=camera position(kk,1)−point(1);
224 dz dist=camera position(kk,3)−point(3);
225

226 d ang=acos(dy dist/d dist);
227 d phi=atan(dz dist/dx dist);
228

229 % auto switch from norm to logn at small diameters (within
230 % 3 std of mean)
231 switch dist type
232 case 'norm'
233 if 2*dgx(jj,ii)<3*sig gx(jj,ii)
234 do dist type='logn';
235 do sigx=2*pi*(sig g(ii,jj)ˆ2)*1e3/wavelength;
236 else
237 do dist type=dist type;
238 do sigx=sig gx(jj,ii);
239 end
240 otherwise
241 do dist type=dist type;
242 do sigx=sig gx(jj,ii);
243 end
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244

245 [IIm Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
246 Irr int(dgx(jj,ii), do sigx, do dist type, d ang,...
247 d phi, cam loc(kk,3)*pi/180, gamma ref,xi,method);
248

249 II(jj,ii)=(2500/cam loc(kk,1)ˆ2)*cam loc(kk,4)*IIm;
250 end
251 end
252 end
253

254 % normalized brightness matrix (with max at 96% of maximum so data
255 % won't go to 255 later)
256 II n=II./(max b+0.04*max b);
257

258 % iterpolate from superpixel grid onto image resolution
259 dg im=interp2(yc,zc',dg,ycm,zcm','nearest');
260

261 % calcualte z−y coordinates in the image
262 for ii=1:y pix
263 ycorr(ii)=(ii−1)/(pix res)+0.5/pix res−y cent;
264 end
265 for ii=1:z pix
266 zcorr(ii)=(z pix−ii)/(pix res)+0.5/pix res−z cent;
267 end
268

269 warning('off', 'MATLAB:intConvertNonIntVal')
270

271 if strcmp(auto exposure,'on')==1
272 cam loc(kk,4)=0.95/max(max(II n));
273 II n=cam loc(kk,4)*II n;
274 end
275

276 II im=uint8(255*interp2(yc,zc',II n,ycm,zcm','nearest'));
277 warning('on','all');
278

279 figure(kk)
280 % make an RGB image, using G channel
281 for ll=1:3
282 if ll==2
283 mult=1;
284 else
285 mult=0;
286 end
287 II sv(:,:,ll)=uint8(mult*II im);
288 end
289

290 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
291 h im=imshow(II sv);
292

293 %% Add the red dots
294 for ll=1:size(y z dots,1)
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295

296 ypos=round((y z dots(ll,1)−rd/2)*pix res);
297 zpos=z pix−round((y z dots(ll,2)+rd/2)*pix res);
298

299 rdpix=round(rd*pix res);
300

301 red dot=uint8(zeros(size(II sv)));
302 e = imellipse(gca,[ypos zpos rdpix rdpix]);
303 BW = createMask(e,h im);
304 II sv(:,:,1) = immultiply(imcomplement(BW),II sv(:,:,1));
305 II sv(:,:,2) = immultiply(imcomplement(BW),II sv(:,:,2));
306 II sv(:,:,3) = immultiply(imcomplement(BW),II sv(:,:,3));
307 red dot(:,:,1)=uint8(255*BW);
308 II sv=imadd(red dot,II sv);
309 end
310

311 h im=imshow(II sv);
312

313 %% rotate image for perspective
314 if perspective yes==1
315 y cam pos=cam loc(kk,1)*cos(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180);
316 x cam pos=cam loc(kk,1)*sin(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180);
317

318 hh=0.5*(max(max(y z dots)−min(y z dots)+rd));
319 cc=cam loc(kk,1)ˆ2+hhˆ2−2*cam loc(kk,1)*hh*...
320 cos(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180);
321 cc=sqrt(cc);
322

323 if kk==1
324 % view angle is the included angle of the camera lens.
325 % In effect it is like a "zoom" on the image.
326 % We want this to be the same for all images
327 % FDGE is a factor used to trim this up so it works
328 % "best" for all angles even though we just calculate it once.
329 % Smaller "zooms" in more
330 fdge=0.33;
331 view angle=fdge*2*180*asin(hh*sin(pi*cam loc(kk,2)/180)/cc)/pi;
332 end
333

334 [II sv H]=create view([0 y cent z cent],...
335 [x cam pos y cam pos 0],view angle,image width,II sv);
336

337 % matlab output is awful for things like this, so print figure to
338 % temp,
339 % lossless file and then re−open. this method uses graphics card
340 % rendering, thus there is a max resolution where things blow up.
341 % below that resolution it works nicely, and that is all that is
342 % required here.
343 output size = [y pix z pix]; %Size in pixels
344 resolution = 600; %Resolution in DPI.
345
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346 set(H,'paperunits','inches','paperposition',...
347 [0 0 output size/resolution]);
348 print('temp.tif','−dtiffnocompression',['−r' num2str(resolution)]);
349

350 clear II sv
351 II sv=imread('temp.tif');
352

353 close(H)
354

355 delete('temp.tif')
356

357 end
358

359 %% save the images and data
360 % control over final quality of files here − can be JPEG or TIFF or
361 % anything. Actual diameter data is saved in the .mat files
362 save string=strcat(save pathname,save file,'−',num2str(kk),' ',...
363 num2str(cam loc(kk,2)),'.jpg');
364 imwrite(II sv, save string, 'JPEG', 'Quality', 95)
365 save string=strcat(save pathname,save file,' dg−',num2str(kk),' ',...
366 num2str(cam loc(kk,2)),'.mat');
367 save(save string,'dg im','ycorr','zcorr');
368 save string=strcat(save pathname,save file,' In−',num2str(kk),' ',...
369 num2str(cam loc(kk,2)),'.mat');
370 save(save string,'II n','ycorr','zcorr');
371

372 figure(kk)
373 h im=imshow(II sv);
374 clear II sv BW red dot II im
375 end
376

377 % information about the generation of a set of images
378 save strng=strcat(save pathname,save file,'−image info.mat');
379 save(save strng,'y z dots','rd','image width','cam loc','auto exposure',...
380 'dg max','dg min','sigma','dist type','y cent','z cent','gamma ref',...
381 'xi','wavelength','method','y sup','z sup','min d','dg');
382

383 figure
384 v=0:dg max/20:dg max;
385 contourf(ycorr,zcorr,dg im,v,'LineStyle','none')
386 colorbar
387 caxis([0 dg max])
388 title('Average sphere diameter, micrometers')
389 xlabel('inches')
390 ylabel('inches')
391 axis equal
392

393 warning('on','all');
394

395 %% Generate processing initialization file based on the above
396 %% simulated data set
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397

398 ini filename=strcat(save pathname,save file,'−image processing.ini');
399

400 % NOTE: inifile.m is a function written by by Primoz Cermelj, NOT part of
401 % matlab.
402

403 % fresh start, do no overwirte variables.
404 if exist(ini filename)>0
405 delete(ini filename)
406 end
407

408 %Make comments section at top of file
409 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
410 ';− Lines starting with a semi−colon are treated as a comment.',''})
411 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
412 ';− Comment lines do NOT need the = sign at the end :)',''})
413 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
414 ';− Filenames should be given with a full pathname',''})
415 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
416 '; if they are not in the current directory.',''})
417 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
418 ';− An unlimited number of angles may be given, so long',''})
419 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
420 '; as the sections follow the AngleX naming convention shown.',''})
421 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','', '; ',''})
422 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
423 ';− This .ini file may be hand edited; this file was created by',''})
424 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
425 '; the inifile function written by by Primoz Cermelj. Data is',''})
426 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
427 '; easily read using the same function.',''})
428

429 %Test Section section
430 red dot 1 str=strcat('[',...
431 num2str([0 y z dots(1,1)−y cent y z dots(1,2)−z cent]),']');
432 red dot 2 str=strcat('[',...
433 num2str([0 y z dots(2,1)−y cent y z dots(2,2)−z cent]),']');
434 red dot 3 str=strcat('[',...
435 num2str([0 y z dots(3,1)−y cent y z dots(3,2)−z cent]),']');
436 red dot 4 str=strcat('[',...
437 num2str([0 y z dots(4,1)−y cent y z dots(4,2)−z cent]),']');
438 scatter calc str=strcat(' '' ',method,''' ');
439 TS cell mat={'','Test section', 'red dot 1',red dot 1 str;...
440 '','Test section', 'red dot 2',red dot 2 str;...
441 '','Test section', 'red dot 3',red dot 3 str;...
442 '','Test section', 'red dot 4',red dot 4 str;...
443 '','Test section', 'red dot size',num2str(rd);...
444 '','Test section', 'wavelength',num2str(wavelength);...
445 '','Test section', 'xi',num2str(xi);...
446 '','Test section', 'gamma ref',num2str(gamma ref);...
447 '','Test section', 'scatter calc meth',scatter calc str;...
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448 '','Test section', 'half angle',num2str(half angle)};
449 inifile(ini filename,'write',TS cell mat)
450

451 % Reference section
452 save string=strcat(' '' ',save pathname,save file,'−',num2str(1),' ',...
453 num2str(cam loc(1,2)),'.jpg',''' ');
454 RF cell mat={'','Reference', 'angle',num2str(cam loc(1,2));...
455 '','Reference', 'caxis limits',' ''Auto'' ';...
456 '','Reference', 'distance',num2str(cam loc(1,1));...
457 '','Reference', 'cam height','0';...
458 '','Reference', 'registration image name',save string;...
459 '','Reference', 'data image name',save string;...
460 '','Reference', 'data image exposure time',num2str(cam loc(1,4))};
461 inifile(ini filename,'write',RF cell mat)
462

463 for kk=2:size(cam loc,1)
464 % Angle section
465 angle name=strcat('Angle',num2str(kk−1));
466 save string=strcat(' '' ',save pathname,save file,'−',...
467 num2str(kk),' ',num2str(cam loc(kk,2)),'.jpg',''' ');
468 ANG1 cell mat={'',angle name, 'angle',num2str(cam loc(kk,2));...
469 '',angle name, 'caxis limits',' ''Auto'' ';...
470 '',angle name, 'distance',num2str(cam loc(kk,1));...
471 '',angle name, 'cam height','0';...
472 '',angle name, 'registration image name',save string;...
473 '',angle name, 'data image name',save string;...
474 '',angle name, 'data image exposure time',num2str(cam loc(kk,4))};
475 inifile(ini filename,'write',ANG1 cell mat)
476 end
477

478 % Output section
479 limits y str=strcat('[',num2str([−(y sup/2−1)*image width/y sup ...
480 (y sup/2−1)*image width/y sup]),']');
481 limits z str=strcat('[',num2str([−(z sup/2−2)*image height/z sup ...
482 (z sup/2−1)*image height/z sup]),']');
483 save dir str=strcat(' '' ',save pathname,'processed output',''' ');
484 super pixels yz str=strcat('[',num2str([y sup z sup−3]),']');
485 OUT cell mat={'','Output', 'limits y',limits y str;...
486 '','Output', 'limits z',limits z str;...
487 '','Output', 'threshold','5';...
488 '','Output', 'caxis limits',' ''Auto'' ';...
489 '','Output', 'limit full res figures',' ''No'' ';...
490 '','Output', 'output eps figures',' ''No'' ';...
491 '','Output', 'max percent sat pixels','1.0';...
492 '','Output', 'correction file name',' ''../unity correction.mat'' ';...
493 '','Output', 'color channel','2';...
494 '','Output', 'figure origin','[0.0 0.0 0.0]';...
495 '','Output', 'save dir',save dir str;...
496 '','Output', 'processing info identifier',' ''sim data'' ';...
497 '','Output', 'super pixel shape',' ''square'' ';...
498 '','Output', 'super pixels size',num2str(0.25*image width/y sup);...
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499 '','Output', 'super pixels yz',super pixels yz str};
500 inifile(ini filename,'write',OUT cell mat)
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A.4.2 Create Image Perspective

File: create_view.m

Purpose: makes a set of simulaed data images.

1 function [view img H]=create view(target coords,camera coords,...
2 view angle,image width,orig img)
3 % returns a perspective image given camera and target coordinates
4 %
5 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
6 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
7 show figs=0;
8

9 rot img=imrotate(orig img, −90);
10

11 d=size(rot img);
12

13 pix res=d(1)/image width;
14 image height=d(2)/pix res;
15

16 % image translated so center of data distribution is at 0,0,0 origin.
17 zdata=[0 image height; 0 image height]−target coords(3);
18 ydata=[0 0; image width image width]−target coords(2);
19

20 % this way origin is at bottom left, not used
21 %zdata=[0 image height; 0 image height];
22 %ydata=[0 0; image width image width];
23

24 xdata=[0 0; 0 0];
25 cdata=rot img;
26

27 H=figure;
28

29 surface('XData',xdata,'YData',ydata,...
30 'ZData',zdata,'CData',cdata,...
31 'FaceColor','texturemap','EdgeColor','none');
32

33 camproj('perspective')
34

35 axis equal
36 axis image
37 axis off
38

39 camva(view angle);
40

41 camtarget([0 0 0]);
42

43 campos(camera coords);
44
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45 jj=getframe(gcf);
46

47 view img=jj.cdata;
48

49 if show figs==1
50 figure
51 title('Original image')
52 imshow(orig img)
53

54 figure
55 title('Viewed image')
56 imshow(view img)
57 end
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A.5 Multi-angle Data Processing Routines

A.5.1 Data Image Processor

File: processor2_v82_f.m

Purpose: high level function that reads a controlling

initialization file and then completes the image data

processing.

1 function processor2 v82 f(filename)
2 % Process the given processing initialization file, or
3 % if filename is a number, open a GUI and set
4 % skip dialog=0, ask for .ini file, pause between angles
5 % skip dialog=1, ask for .ini file, do all angles without pause in between
6 % skip dialog=2, do all angles without stopping in between
7 %
8 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
9 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>

10

11 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
12 close all
13

14 if isnumeric(filename)==1
15 skip dialog=filename;
16 current path=pwd; % gets current path for use in dialogs
17 [data file, current path, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.ini',...
18 'Select .ini file:', current path ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
19 filename=strcat(current path,data file);
20 else
21 skip dialog=2;
22 result=strfind(filename,'/');
23 if numel(result)==0
24 current path=strcat(pwd,'/');
25 data file=filename;
26 else
27 lst sl=result(size(result,2));
28 current path=filename(1:lst sl);
29 data file=filename(lst sl+1:length(filename));
30 end
31 end
32

33 [keys,sections,subsections] = inifile(filename,'readall');
34

35 key assignment string=strcat(keys(:,2),' ',keys(:,3),'=',keys(:,4),';');
36

37 % Assign values to the initalization file variables
38 for ii=1:size(key assignment string,1)
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39 eval(char(key assignment string(ii)))
40 end
41

42 % Determine how many data angles are to be processed
43 num angles=0;
44 for ii=1:size(subsections,1)
45 if sum(strcmp(subsections{ii,2}(1:5),{'angle' 'Angle'}))>0
46 num angles=num angles+1;
47 end
48 end
49 if num angles==0
50 error('Check INI file, must be at least one "Angle" entry')
51 end
52

53 clear filterindex ii job desc keys pathname sections
54 clear subsections key assignment string
55

56 %% prepare ouput directory, file
57 % information will be stored here during execution (things that were
58 % calculated/adjusted during processing
59 % assures that save dir is available and working correctly before
60 % calculations begin
61

62 if output save dir(size(output save dir,2))˜='/'
63 output save dir=strcat(output save dir,...
64 ' ',output processing info identifier,'/');
65 else
66 output save dir=...
67 strcat(output save dir(1:(length(output save dir)−1)),...
68 ' ',output processing info identifier,'/');
69 end
70

71 [success message messageid]=mkdir(output save dir);
72 if success˜=1
73 error(strcat('Failure to create output directory: ',message))
74 end
75

76 out filename=strcat(output save dir,output processing info identifier,...
77 ' processing log.txt');
78

79 [out fid message]=fopen(out filename,'w');
80 if out fid<0
81 error(strcat('Failure to create output file: ',message))
82 end
83

84 out process filename=strcat(output save dir,...
85 output processing info identifier,' ',data file);
86 [success message messageid]=copyfile(filename, out process filename);
87 if success˜=1
88 error(strcat('Fail to copy .ini file to output directory: ',message))
89 end
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90

91 % output may go to screen (1) and the above prepared file. Any number of
92 % FIDS may be added to the array, the same output will go to all files in
93 % the array.
94 fids=[1 out fid];
95

96 %% General information
97 % origin which will be 0,0,0 in the figures, with respect to axis definied
98 % in the INI file
99 yo=output figure origin(2);

100 zo=output figure origin(3);
101 mfprintf(fids,['Figure origin [0 y−offset z−offset] '...
102 '[ 0 %f %f ] \n'],yo,zo);
103

104 % find original image size, corrected 'flat' images will
105 % (arbitrarily, could pick anything) be same size as original
106 ref img=imread(reference registration image name);
107 size info=size(ref img);
108 z pix=size info(1);
109 y pix=size info(2);
110

111 % dist between red dots will take up 0.85 of width of image
112 dy=test section red dot 2(2)−test section red dot 1(2);
113 dz=test section red dot 3(3)−test section red dot 1(3);
114 % pixel resolution will be determined by distance between these red dots
115 pix res y=(0.85*y pix)/dy;
116 pix res z=(0.85*z pix)/dz;
117 if pix res y<pix res z
118 pix res=pix res y;
119 else
120 pix res=pix res z;
121 end
122

123 image width=y pix/pix res;
124 image height=z pix/pix res;
125

126 delta y=test section red dot 2(2)−test section red dot 1(2);
127 delta z=test section red dot 2(3)−test section red dot 1(3);
128

129 % lower left dot (dot1) will be 10% up and 10% over from bottom left corner
130 dot1=[0.075*y pix 0.925*z pix];
131

132 dot2=[dot1(1)+pix res*delta y dot1(2)−pix res*delta z];
133

134 delta y=test section red dot 3(2)−test section red dot 1(2);
135 delta z=test section red dot 3(3)−test section red dot 1(3);
136 dot3=[dot1(1)+pix res*delta y dot1(2)−pix res*delta z];
137

138 delta y=test section red dot 4(2)−test section red dot 1(2);
139 delta z=test section red dot 4(3)−test section red dot 1(3);
140 dot4=[dot1(1)+pix res*delta y dot1(2)−pix res*delta z];
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141

142 % pixel coordinates of the registration dots in the 'flat' image
143 flat coords=[dot1;dot2;dot3;dot4];
144

145 % check that all red dots will be within 'flat' image
146 if max(flat coords,1)>y pix
147 error(['requested Y red dot locations mis−fit with'...
148 'default image resolution'])
149 end
150 if max(flat coords,2)>z pix
151 error(['requested Z red dot locations mis−fit with'...
152 'default image resolution'])
153 end
154

155 % "Exact" coordinates for center of each pixel
156 % calcualte y−z coordinates in the image, x coordinate is 0.
157 for ii=1:y pix
158 ycorr(ii)=test section red dot 1(2)−dot1(1)/pix res+...
159 (ii−1)/(pix res)+0.5/pix res;
160 end
161 for ii=1:z pix
162 zcorr(ii)=test section red dot 1(3)−...
163 (z pix−dot1(2))/pix res+(z pix−ii)/(pix res)+0.5/pix res;
164 end
165

166 % determine the sub−image limits, indexes, and coordinates
167 y inds=find(ycorr>=output limits y(1) & ycorr<=output limits y(2));
168 z inds=find(zcorr>=output limits z(1) & zcorr<=output limits z(2));
169 ycorr blk=ycorr(y inds);
170 zcorr blk=zcorr(z inds);
171

172 %% **** Reference Image
173 mfprintf(fids,'**** Reference Image **** \n');
174 %% Find the red registration dots in image, and correct perspective
175

176 % data image is read,
177 ref dat img=imread(reference data image name);
178

179 % If there were image distortions (other than perspective!), correct BOTH
180 % ref img and ref dat img HERE:
181 % −−−> no current distortion correctons
182 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−
183

184 % dots are located in the reference registration image, coords in pixels
185 coords=redotlocator v4(ref img,0);
186

187 % scaling from the ini file
188 scaled coords=[test section red dot 1;...
189 test section red dot 2;...
190 test section red dot 3;...
191 test section red dot 4];
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192

193 % camera position, as given
194 ref camera position=[reference distance*sin(reference angle*pi/180) ...
195 reference distance*cos(reference angle*pi/180) reference cam height];
196

197 % correction for the offset between registration dots and the image plane
198 new coords=find reg offset(coords, scaled coords, ref camera position);
199

200 % transform applied against the data image
201 % obviously registration image and data image MUST be identical in every
202 % way; location, resolution etc.
203 [ref img trans orig xdata ydata]=correct perspective(ref dat img,...
204 flat coords, new coords, y pix, z pix);
205

206 %% Set everyhting below the threshold to zero
207 ref img trans orig(ref img trans orig<output threshold)=0;
208

209 %% apply camera correction
210 ref img trans=make image correction(...
211 double(ref img trans orig(:,:,output color channel))/255,...
212 output correction file name);
213

214 %% Histogram of data. Check against too many saturated pixels.
215 [counts bins]=imhist(ref img trans orig(:,:,output color channel));
216

217 if strcmp(output output eps figures,'Yes')==1
218 figure
219 title('histogram')
220 stem(bins(2:size(bins)),counts(2:size(bins)))
221 end
222

223 sat percent=100*counts(size(counts,1))/sum(counts(2:size(counts,1)));
224 mfprintf(fids,'Percentage saturated pixels: %f \n', sat percent);
225 if sat percent>output max percent sat pixels
226 mfprintf(fids,[' !!! WARNING !!! Percentage saturated pixels' ...
227 'above limit of %f \n'], output max percent sat pixels);
228 end
229 %% Interpret intensities from image into XYZ coordinates.
230

231 [ref int ref int blk ref sup act msk y act msk z ref blk ref avg dat]=...
232 intensities2xyz v2(ref img trans, reference distance,...
233 reference data image exposure time,...
234 pix res, z pix, y inds, z inds, ycorr, zcorr, output super pixels yz,...
235 output super pixels size, output super pixel shape, fids);
236

237 %% Generate output data and figures
238 % raw data file
239 save ref data name=strcat(output save dir,...
240 output processing info identifier,' reference data.mat');
241 save(save ref data name, 'ref img trans', 'ycorr', 'zcorr', 'ref int',...
242 'ycorr blk', 'zcorr blk', 'ref int blk', 'act msk y', 'act msk z',...
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243 'ref sup', 'ref blk','ref avg dat', 'yo', 'zo');
244

245 % figures
246 fig id str='ref';
247

248 if strcmp(output output eps figures,'Yes')==1
249

250 figure
251 plot(flat coords(:,1),z pix−flat coords(:,2)+1,'r+')
252 hold on
253 plot(coords(:,1),z pix−coords(:,2)+1,'b+')
254 plot(new coords(:,1),z pix−new coords(:,2)+1,'k+')
255 legend('Flat Image','Data Image','Corrected','Location','BestOutside')
256 title('Location of registration points')
257 xlabel('pixels')
258 ylabel('pixels')
259 axis equal
260 axis manual
261 axis([0 y pix 0 z pix])
262 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
263 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
264 ' registration points.eps');
265 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
266

267 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
268 figure
269 imshow(ref dat img, 'Border', 'tight')
270 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
271 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
272 ' original image.eps');
273 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
274

275 figure
276 imshow(ref img trans orig, 'Border', 'tight')
277 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
278 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
279 ' original flat image.eps');
280 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
281

282 figure
283 imshow(ref img trans, 'Border', 'tight')
284 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
285 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
286 ' corrected flat image.eps');
287 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
288

289 if strcmp(output limit full res figures,'Yes')==0
290 figure
291 contourf(ycorr−yo,zcorr−zo, ref img trans,'LineStyle','none')
292 colorbar
293
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294 title str=['Flat image, intensities from color channel '...
295 num2str(output color channel)];
296 title(title str)
297 xlabel('inches')
298 ylabel('inches')
299 axis equal
300 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
301 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
302 ' flat color channel image.eps');
303 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
304 end
305

306 figure
307 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, ref blk,'LineStyle','none')
308 colorbar
309

310 title str=['Flat image, intensities from color channel '...
311 num2str(output color channel)];
312 title(title str)
313 xlabel('inches')
314 ylabel('inches')
315 axis equal
316 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
317 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
318 ' flat color channel image sub block.eps');
319 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
320

321 if strcmp(output limit full res figures,'Yes')==0
322 figure
323 v=0:max(max(ref int))/30:max(max(ref int));
324 contourf(ycorr−yo,zcorr−zo, ref int,v,'LineStyle','none')
325 colorbar
326 switch ischar(reference caxis limits)
327 case 1
328 otherwise
329 caxis(reference caxis limits)
330 end
331 title('Normalized intensity')
332 xlabel('inches')
333 ylabel('inches')
334 axis equal
335 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
336 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
337 ' normalized intensities.eps');
338 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
339 end
340

341 figure
342 v=0:max(max(ref int blk))/30:max(max(ref int blk));
343 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, ref int blk,v,'LineStyle','none')
344 colorbar
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345 switch ischar(reference caxis limits)
346 case 1
347 otherwise
348 caxis(reference caxis limits)
349 end
350 title('Normalized intensity')
351 xlabel('inches')
352 ylabel('inches')
353 axis equal
354 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
355 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
356 ' normalized intensities sub block.eps');
357 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
358

359 figure
360 v=0:max(max(ref sup))/30:max(max(ref sup));
361 contourf(act msk y−yo, act msk z−zo,ref sup,v,'LineStyle','none')
362 colorbar
363 switch ischar(reference caxis limits)
364 case 1
365 otherwise
366 caxis(reference caxis limits)
367 end
368 title('Super−pixel intensities')
369 xlabel('inches')
370 ylabel('inches')
371 axis equal
372 if output super pixels yz(1)<30 && output super pixels yz(2)<30
373 hold on
374 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
375 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
376 plot(act msk y(ii)−yo,act msk z(jj)−zo,'k+')
377 end
378 end
379 end
380 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
381 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
382 ' super pixel intensities contour.eps');
383 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
384

385 if output super pixels yz(1)<30 && output super pixels yz(2)<30
386 figure
387 v=0:max(max(ref avg dat))/30:max(max(ref avg dat));
388 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, ref avg dat,v)
389 colorbar
390 switch ischar(reference caxis limits)
391 case 1
392 otherwise
393 caxis(reference caxis limits)
394 end
395 title('Super−pixel intensity, area, and location')
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396 xlabel('inches')
397 ylabel('inches')
398 axis equal
399 if output super pixels yz(1)<20 && output super pixels yz(2)<20
400 hold on
401 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
402 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
403 plot(act msk y(ii)−yo,act msk z(jj)−zo,'k+')
404 end
405 end
406 end
407 end
408 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
409 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
410 ' super pixel intensities.eps');
411 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
412

413 end
414

415 %% Process Angle data
416 % all coordinates are assumed to be the same for all the angles, as the
417 % "flat" image was defined at the beginning and kept constant; all other
418 % angles transformed to match that image
419

420 i ratio=zeros(output super pixels yz(2), output super pixels yz(1),...
421 num angles);
422

423 for kk=1:num angles
424 if skip dialog==0
425 % Continue or not?
426 button = MFquestdlg([ 0.6 , 0.1 ],...
427 'Continue processing next angle?'); % note, non−matlab function
428

429 switch button
430 case 'Yes'
431

432 otherwise
433 return;
434 end
435 end
436

437 close all
438

439 info string=['**** Angle' num2str(kk) ' Image **** \n'];
440 mfprintf(fids,info string);
441 % read in the registration and data images
442 registration name string=strcat('registration name=angle',...
443 num2str(kk),' registration image name;');
444 eval(registration name string)
445 data name string=strcat('data name=angle',num2str(kk),...
446 ' data image name;');
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447 eval(data name string)
448

449 angle reg img=imread(registration name);
450 angle dat img=imread(data name);
451

452 % read in the initialization information for these images
453 angle string=strcat('cam angle(kk)=angle',num2str(kk),' angle;');
454 eval(angle string)
455 distance string=strcat('cam distance=angle',num2str(kk),' distance;');
456 eval(distance string)
457 distance string=strcat('exp time=angle',num2str(kk),...
458 ' data image exposure time;');
459 eval(distance string)
460 cam height string=strcat('cam height=angle',num2str(kk),...
461 ' cam height;');
462 eval(cam height string)
463 caxis string=strcat('caxis limits=angle',num2str(kk),' caxis limits;');
464 eval(caxis string)
465

466 % If there were image distortions (other than perspective!), correct
467 % angle reg img and angle dat img HERE:
468 % −−−> no current distortion correctons
469 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−
470

471 % dots are located in the reference registration image
472 coords=redotlocator v4(angle reg img,0);
473

474 % camera position, as given
475 camera position(kk,:)=[cam distance*sin(cam angle(kk)*pi/180) ...
476 cam distance*cos(cam angle(kk)*pi/180) cam height];
477

478 % correction for the offset between registration dots and image plane
479 new coords=find reg offset(coords, scaled coords, ...
480 camera position(kk,:));
481

482 % Find the red registration dots in image, and correct perspective
483 % transform applied against the data image
484 % The registration image and data image MUST be identical in every
485 % way; location, resolution etc.
486 [angle img trans orig]=correct perspective(angle dat img,...
487 flat coords, new coords, y pix, z pix);
488

489 %% Set everyhting below the threshold to zero
490 angle img trans orig(angle img trans orig<output threshold)=0;
491

492 %% Apply camera correction
493 angle img trans=make image correction(...
494 double(angle img trans orig(:,:,output color channel))/255,...
495 output correction file name);
496

497 %% Histogram of data. Check against too many saturated pixels.
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498 [counts bins]=imhist(angle img trans orig(:,:,output color channel));
499

500 if strcmp(output output eps figures,'Yes')==1
501 figure
502 title('histogram')
503 stem(bins(2:size(bins)),counts(2:size(bins)))
504 end
505

506 sat percent=100*counts(size(counts,1))/sum(counts(2:size(counts,1)));
507 mfprintf(fids,'Percentage saturated pixels: %f \n', sat percent);
508 if sat percent>output max percent sat pixels
509 mfprintf(fids,[' !!! WARNING !!! Percentage saturated pixels'...
510 'above limit of %f \n'], output max percent sat pixels);
511 end
512

513 %% Interpret intensities from image into XYZ coordinates.
514

515 [i exact i blk i sup sup cor y sup cor z img blk sup avg]=...
516 intensities2xyz v2(angle img trans, cam distance,...
517 exp time, pix res, z pix, y inds, z inds, ycorr, zcorr,...
518 output super pixels yz, output super pixels size, ...
519 output super pixel shape, fids);
520

521 %% Output data
522 % raw data file
523 save ang data name=strcat(output save dir,...
524 output processing info identifier,' angle',num2str(kk),' data.mat');
525 save(save ang data name, 'angle img trans', 'ycorr', 'zcorr',...
526 'i exact','ycorr blk', 'zcorr blk', 'i blk', 'act msk y',...
527 'act msk z', 'i sup', 'img blk','sup avg', 'yo', 'zo');
528

529 % figures
530 fig id str=strcat('angle',num2str(kk));
531

532 if strcmp(output output eps figures,'Yes')==1
533

534 figure
535 plot(flat coords(:,1),z pix−flat coords(:,2)+1,'r+')
536 hold on
537 plot(coords(:,1),z pix−coords(:,2)+1,'b+')
538 plot(new coords(:,1),z pix−new coords(:,2)+1,'k+')
539 legend('Flat Image','Data Image','Corrected','Location',...
540 'BestOutside')
541 title('Location of registration points')
542 xlabel('pixels')
543 ylabel('pixels')
544 axis equal
545 axis manual
546 axis([0 y pix 0 z pix])
547 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
548 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
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549 ' registration points.eps');
550 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
551

552 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
553 figure
554 imshow(angle dat img, 'Border', 'tight')
555 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
556 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
557 ' original image.eps');
558 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
559

560 figure
561 imshow(angle img trans orig, 'Border', 'tight')
562 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
563 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
564 ' original flat image.eps');
565 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
566

567 figure
568 imshow(angle img trans, 'Border', 'tight')
569 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
570 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
571 ' corrected flat image.eps');
572 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
573

574 if strcmp(output limit full res figures,'Yes')==0
575 figure
576 contourf(ycorr−yo,zcorr−zo, angle img trans,'LineStyle','none')
577 colorbar
578

579 title str=['Flat image, intensities from color channel '...
580 num2str(output color channel)];
581 title(title str)
582 xlabel('inches')
583 ylabel('inches')
584 axis equal
585 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
586 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
587 ' flat color channel image.eps');
588 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
589 end
590

591 figure
592 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, img blk,'LineStyle','none')
593 colorbar
594

595 title str=['Flat image, intensities from color channel '...
596 num2str(output color channel)];
597 title(title str)
598 xlabel('inches')
599 ylabel('inches')
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600 axis equal
601 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
602 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
603 ' flat color channel image sub block.eps');
604 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
605

606 if strcmp(output limit full res figures,'Yes')==0
607 figure
608 v=0:max(max(i exact))/30:max(max(i exact));
609 contourf(ycorr−yo,zcorr−zo, i exact,v,'LineStyle','none')
610 colorbar
611 switch ischar(caxis limits)
612 case 1
613 otherwise
614 caxis(caxis limits)
615 end
616 title('Normalized intensity')
617 xlabel('inches')
618 ylabel('inches')
619 axis equal
620 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
621 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
622 ' normalized intensities.eps');
623 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
624 end
625

626 figure
627 v=0:max(max(i blk))/30:max(max(i blk));
628 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, i blk,v,'LineStyle','none')
629 colorbar
630 switch ischar(caxis limits)
631 case 1
632 otherwise
633 caxis(caxis limits)
634 end
635 title('Normalized intensity')
636 xlabel('inches')
637 ylabel('inches')
638 axis equal
639 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
640 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
641 ' normalized intensities sub block.eps');
642 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
643

644 figure
645 v=0:max(max(i sup))/30:max(max(i sup));
646 contourf(act msk y−yo, act msk z−zo,i sup,v,'LineStyle','none')
647 colorbar
648 switch ischar(caxis limits)
649 case 1
650 otherwise
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651 caxis(caxis limits)
652 end
653 title('Super−pixel intensities')
654 xlabel('inches')
655 ylabel('inches')
656 axis equal
657 if output super pixels yz(1)<30 && output super pixels yz(2)<30
658 hold on
659 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
660 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
661 plot(act msk y(ii)−yo,act msk z(jj)−zo,'k+')
662 end
663 end
664 end
665 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
666 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
667 ' super pixel intensities contour.eps');
668 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
669

670 if output super pixels yz(1)<30 && output super pixels yz(2)<30
671 figure
672 v=0:max(max(sup avg))/30:max(max(sup avg));
673 contourf(ycorr blk−yo,zcorr blk−zo, sup avg,v)
674 colorbar
675 switch ischar(caxis limits)
676 case 1
677 otherwise
678 caxis(caxis limits)
679 end
680 title('Super−pixel intensity, area, and location')
681 xlabel('inches')
682 ylabel('inches')
683 axis equal
684 if output super pixels yz(1)<20 && output super pixels yz(2)<20
685 hold on
686 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
687 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
688 plot(act msk y(ii)−yo,act msk z(jj)−zo,'k+')
689 end
690 end
691 end
692 end
693 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
694 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
695 ' super pixel intensities.eps');
696 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
697

698 end
699

700 % Fix "zero" superpixels to actual zero in i sup. leave ref alone to
701 % avoid annoying divide−by−zero errors.
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702 i sup(i sup<0)=0;
703 i sup(ref sup<0)=0;
704

705 %% Ratio to reference values
706 i ratio(:,:,kk)=i sup./ref sup;
707

708 if strcmp(output output eps figures,'Yes')==1
709

710

711 figure
712 v=0:max(max(i ratio(:,:,kk)))/30:max(max(i ratio(:,:,kk)));
713 contourf(act msk y−yo, act msk z−zo,i ratio(:,:,kk),v,...
714 'LineStyle','none')
715 colorbar
716 switch ischar(output caxis limits)
717 case 1
718 otherwise
719 caxis(output caxis limits)
720 end
721 title('Super−pixel ratio with reference intensities')
722 xlabel('inches')
723 ylabel('inches')
724 axis equal
725 if output super pixels yz(1)<30 && output super pixels yz(2)<30
726 hold on
727 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
728 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
729 plot(act msk y(ii)−yo,act msk z(jj)−zo,'k+')
730 end
731 end
732 end
733 save fig name=strcat(output save dir,...
734 output processing info identifier,' ',fig id str,...
735 ' super pixel int ratio contour.eps');
736 saveas(gcf,save fig name,'epsc')
737

738 end
739

740 end
741

742 save ratio name=strcat(output save dir,...
743 output processing info identifier,' ratio.mat');
744 save(save ratio name, 'act msk y', 'act msk z', 'i ratio','yo', 'zo',...
745 'ref camera position','camera position');
746

747 warning('on','all');
748

749 if skip dialog>0
750 close all
751 end
752
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753 %% Generate Sizing Initialization File
754

755 ini filename=strcat(output save dir, output processing info identifier,...
756 ' sizing ini.ini');
757 % inifile is a function written by by Primoz Cermelj, NOT part of
758 % matlab.
759

760 if exist(ini filename)>0
761 delete(ini filename)
762 end
763

764 %Make comments section at top of file
765 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
766 ';− Lines starting with a semi−colon are treated as a comment.',''})
767 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
768 ';− Comment lines do NOT need the = sign at the end :)',''})
769 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
770 ';− Filenames should be given with a full pathname',''})
771 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
772 '; if they are not in the current directory.',''})
773 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
774 ';− This .ini file may be hand edited; this file was created by',''})
775 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
776 '; the inifile function written by by Primoz Cermelj. Data is',''})
777 inifile(ini filename,'write',{'','',...
778 '; easily read using the same function.',''})
779

780 % Input section
781 input filename str=strcat(' '' ',save ratio name,''' ');
782 y ind str=strcat('[',num2str(round(size(act msk y,2)/2)),']');
783 z ind str=strcat('[1:',num2str(size(act msk z,2)),']');
784 cam ind str=strcat('[1:',num2str(size(camera position,1)),']');
785 % finds closest angle to 139 degrees for seed
786 [c sd ind]=min(abs(139−cam angle));
787 seed ind str=strcat('[',num2str(sd ind),']');
788 scatter calc str=strcat(' '' ',test section scatter calc meth,''' ');
789

790 INPUT cell mat={'','Input', 'ratio file',input filename str;...
791 '','Input', 'y indexes',y ind str;...
792 '','Input', 'z indexes',z ind str;...
793 '','Input', 'camera indexes',cam ind str;...
794 '','Input', 'seed index',seed ind str;...
795 '','Input', 'wavelength',num2str(test section wavelength);...
796 '','Input', 'xi',num2str(test section xi);...
797 '','Input', 'gamma ref',num2str(test section gamma ref);...
798 '','Input', 'scatter calc meth',scatter calc str;...
799 '','Input', 'half angle',num2str(test section half angle)};
800 inifile(ini filename,'write',INPUT cell mat)
801

802 % Output section
803 output name str=strcat(' '' ',output save dir,'sizing/output.mat',''' ');
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804 OUT cell mat={'','Output', 'output filename',output name str;...
805 '','Output', 'make a plot','0';...
806 '','Output', 'plot angle range','[135:0.5:150]'};
807 inifile(ini filename,'write',OUT cell mat)
808

809 % Config section
810 scat db filename=strcat(' '' ',...
811 '../../mie m code/database files/scattering coefficients database2.mat',...
812 ''' ');
813 int vs size db str=strcat(' '' ',...
814 '../../mie m code/database files/sz3 data file.mat'' ');
815 Config cell mat={'','Config', 'int vs size filename',...
816 int vs size db str;...
817 '','Config', 'cross section database filename',scat db filename;...
818 '','Config', 'try sigma',...
819 '[6.5 10 20 40 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.1 3.5 4 4.8 6]';...
820 '','Config', 'use poly',' ''No'' ';...
821 '','Config', 'poly order','5';...
822 '','Config', 'try dist type',['{''logn'',''logn'',''logn'','...
823 '''logn'',''norm'',''norm'',''norm'',''norm'','...
824 '''norm'',''norm'',''norm'',''norm''}']};
825 inifile(ini filename,'write',Config cell mat)
826

827

828 %% Close file(s)
829 fclose('all');
830

831 % creates a compressed archive of the output directory. Over 20x savings
832 % typical of this data
833 zip string=['nice −n 10 tar −jcf ' ...
834 output save dir(1:(length(output save dir)−1)) '.tar.bz2 ' ...
835 output save dir ' &'];
836 [status, result]=system(zip string);
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Verification of Data Images

File: check_saturation.m

Purpose: Simple GUI interface tool that checks data images

for saturation.

1 % Simple GUI interface tool that checks the histogram of an image or set of
2 % images for saturation; checks all three color channels.
3 % A good way to verify that data images are of correct exposure
4 %
5 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
6 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
7 clear all
8 close all
9

10 current path=pwd;
11 pathname=current path; % sets the startpath in the dialog to current path
12

13 keep going=1;
14 while keep going<2
15 keep going=keep going+1;
16

17 [data file, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.*',...
18 'Select files:', pathname ,'MultiSelect', 'On');
19

20 if ischar(data file)==1
21 max loop=1;
22 else
23 max loop=size(data file,2);
24 end
25

26 for jj=1:max loop
27 if ischar(data file)==1
28 mfprintf(1,'%s \n',data file);
29 filename=strcat(pathname,data file);
30 img=imread(filename);
31 else
32 mfprintf(1,'%s \n',cell2mat(data file(jj)));
33 filename=strcat(pathname,cell2mat(data file(jj)));
34 img=imread(filename);
35 end
36

37

38 figure
39 subplot(2,2,4)
40 imshow(img)
41 %% Histogram of data. Check against too many saturated pixels.
42 nonzero=0;
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43 for ii=1:3
44 [counts bins]=imhist(img(:,:,ii));
45 subplot(2,2,ii)
46 title('histogram')
47 hh=stem(bins,counts);
48 % only count "signal", threshold of 25 (10%)
49 sat percent=100*counts(size(counts,1))/...
50 sum(counts(26:size(counts,1)));
51 if sat percent>0.0
52 mfprintf(1,['Channel %i, Percentage saturated pixels:' ...
53 '%f. Pixels: %i \n'], ii, sat percent,...
54 counts(size(counts,1)));
55 nonzero=1;
56 end
57 set(gca, 'yscale', 'log')
58 set(hh,'BaseValue',1)
59 end
60 if nonzero==0
61 mfprintf(1,' No saturated pixels \n');
62 end
63

64 end
65

66 button = MFquestdlg([ 0.8 , 0.1 ],'Open another file?');
67

68 switch button
69 case 'Yes'
70 keep going=1;
71 close all
72 otherwise
73 keep going=keep going+1;
74 end
75 mfprintf(1,'\n');
76 pause(1)
77 end
78

79 close all
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Verification of Registration Images

File: check_red_dots.m

Purpose: Simple GUI interface tool that calls redotlocator_v4.m,

a good way to verify registration images are of correct

exposure to yield correct spatial results.

1 % Simple GUI interface tool that calls redotlocator v4.m, a good way
2 % to verify registration images are of correct exposure to yield correct
3 % spatial results.
4 %
5 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
6 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
7

8 clear all
9 close all

10

11 addpath ./sub functions
12

13 current path=pwd;
14 pathname=current path; % sets the startpath in the dialog to current path
15

16 keep going=1;
17 while keep going<2
18 keep going=keep going+1;
19

20

21 [data file, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.*',...
22 'Select files:', pathname ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
23

24 filename=strcat(pathname,data file);
25 img=imread(filename);
26

27 data file
28 redotlocator v4(img,1)
29

30 button = MFquestdlg([ 0.6 , 0.1 ],'Open another file?');
31

32 switch button
33 case 'Yes'
34 keep going=1;
35 close all
36 otherwise
37 keep going=keep going+1;
38 end
39

40 pause(1)
41 end
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Start Multiple Processing Jobs

File: start_image_processing.m

Purpose: Simple GUI interface tool that runs concurrent image

processing functions if a multi-core or multi-processor

computer is available.

1 clear all
2 close all
3

4 % Set the location of image procesing sub−functions: processor2 v82 f.m,
5 % redotlocator v4.m, find reg offset.m, correct perspective.m,
6 % make image correction.m, intensities2xyz v2.m
7 current path=pwd; % gets current path for use in dialogs too
8 dir str=strcat(current path,'/sub functions');
9

10 % Control the number of simultanious processes running
11 % This program is one process, so usually set this value to the
12 % number of processors +1
13 num processes allowed=3;
14

15 %% Read in the initialization, no more user−settings below
16

17 current path=pwd; % gets current path for use in dialogs
18

19 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
20

21

22 [data file, current path, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.txt',...
23 'Select .txt file with list of .ini files:', current path ,...
24 'MultiSelect', 'Off');
25

26 filename=strcat(current path,data file);
27

28 A=importdata(filename);
29

30 [status, result]=system('ps −ef |grep −c [M]ATLAB');
31 num procs=str2num(result);
32

33 tic
34 for ii=1:size(A,1)
35 if num procs<num processes allowed
36

37 system string=strcat(...
38 'nice −n 5 /opt/matlab/bin/matlab −r "cd ''',dir str,...
39 ''';processor2 v82 f(''',cell2mat(A(ii)),''');exit" &');
40

41 [status0, result0]=system(system string);
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42

43 pause(2);
44

45 [status1, result]=system('ps −ef |grep −c [M]ATLAB');
46 num procs=str2num(result);
47

48 mfprintf(1, '%s \n',cell2mat(A(ii)));
49 mfprintf(1, ['Matlab procs: %i, Jobs started: %3.0f%%, '...
50 'Status: %i, %s\n\n'], num procs, 100*ii/size(A,1),...
51 status0, result0);
52

53 end
54

55 while num procs>=num processes allowed
56

57 pause(15);
58

59 [status2, result]=system('ps −ef |grep −c [M]ATLAB');
60 num procs=str2num(result);
61 end
62 toc
63 end
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Locating Registration Dots

File: redotlocator_v4.m

Purpose: finds the four registration dots within the

registration image and returns their coordinates.

1 function XY coords = redotlocator v4(img, show figs)
2 % if show figs=1 figs will show, else they won't
3 %
4 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
5 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
6

7 warning('off','Images:initSize:adjustingMag');
8

9 max dots=4;
10 cut off=0.4;
11 d size=10;
12

13 l=size(img);
14 img(img==0)=1; % makes math happier
15

16 RGB=double(img)/255;
17 R=RGB(:,:,1);
18 G=RGB(:,:,2);
19 B=RGB(:,:,3);
20

21 R rel=R./(R+G+B);
22

23 R rel im=uint8(round(255*R rel));
24

25 R rel(R rel<=cut off)=0;
26 R rel(R rel>cut off)=1;
27

28

29 img both=uint8(255*R rel);
30

31

32 warning('off', 'MATLAB:intConvertOverflow')
33 warning('off', 'MATLAB:intMathOverflow')
34

35 % gets rid of specs
36 filtered=medfilt2(img both,[10 10]);
37 % fills in holes
38 background = imclose(filtered,strel('disk',d size));
39

40 II=imadd(background,rgb2gray(img));
41

42
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43 % Find the boundaries Concentrate only on the exterior boundaries.
44 % Option 'noholes' will accelerate the processing by preventing
45 % bwboundaries from searching for inner contours.
46 [B,L] = bwboundaries(background, 'noholes');
47

48 % Determine objects properties
49

50 STATS = regionprops(L, 'all'); % we need Centroid'
51

52 if show figs==1
53 close all
54 figure
55 imshow(img)
56 figure
57 imshow(R rel im)
58 figure
59 imshow(img both)
60 figure
61 imshow(filtered)
62 figure
63 imshow(background)
64 figure
65 imshow(II)
66 figure
67 imshow(img)
68 hold on
69 end
70

71

72

73 Y count = 0;
74 Z count = 0;
75

76 for i=1:length(STATS)
77 %DD(i)=size(B{i},1);
78 DD(i)=STATS(i).Area;
79 end
80

81 JJ=sortrows(DD',−1);
82

83 for i = 1 : length(STATS)
84

85 %if size(B{i},1)>=JJ(max dots)
86 if STATS(i).Area>=JJ(max dots)
87

88 centroid = STATS(i).Centroid;
89

90 Y coor = centroid(1);
91 Y count = Y count+1;
92 Z coor = centroid(2);
93 Z count = Z count+1;
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94 Y inputs(Y count) = Y coor;
95 Z inputs(Z count) = Z coor;
96

97 end
98 end
99

100 XY coords=[Y inputs' Z inputs'];
101

102 if size(XY coords,1)>max dots
103 err strg=strcat('More than: ',num2str(max dots),' red dots found!!!');
104 error(err strg)
105 end
106

107 % Sort coords so that "1" is bottom lefthand corner, then go CCW
108

109 XY temp=sortrows(XY coords,−2);
110

111 XY sorted=sortrows(XY temp(1:2,:),1);
112

113 XY sorted2=sortrows(XY temp(3:4,:),−1);
114

115 XY coords=[XY sorted;XY sorted2];
116

117 for i=1:4
118 if show figs==1
119 plot(XY coords(i,1),XY coords(i,2),'w.');
120 H=text(XY coords(i,1)−25,XY coords(i,2)−25,num2str(i));
121 set(H,'Color',[1 1 1]);
122 end
123 end
124

125

126

127 warning('on','all');
128 return
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Registration Coordinate Planar Adjustment

File: find_reg_offset.m

Purpose: uses projection to adjust registration coordinates

to match the plane of the incident laser sheet.

1 function correct coords=find reg offset(coords, sc crd, camera position)
2 % coordinates are in pixels, camera position inches [x y z]
3 % coords will be corrected for planar offset between data plane and
4 % registration plane, and then returned again in pixels.
5 % planar offset is in the x axis, negative is for registration points
6 % "behind" the data plane, as is most likely.
7 %
8 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
9 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>

10

11 x1=camera position(1);
12 y1=camera position(2);
13 z1=camera position(3);
14

15 delta pix=coords(2,:)−coords(1,:);
16 delta y=sc crd(2,:)−sc crd(1,:);
17 pix res=norm(delta pix)/norm(delta y);
18

19 correct coords=zeros(size(coords,1),2);
20

21 pln crd=sc crd;
22

23 for ii=1:size(coords,1)
24 x2=pln crd(ii,1);
25 y2=pln crd(ii,2);
26 z2=pln crd(ii,3);
27 y=y1−x1*(y2−y1)/(x2−x1);
28 z=z1−x1*(z2−z1)/(x2−x1);
29 proj=[0 y z];
30 %offset, in pixels
31 offset=(sc crd(ii,:)−proj)*pix res;
32 offset=offset.*[1 1 −1];
33 correct coords(ii,:)=coords(ii,:)+offset(2:3);
34 end
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Perspective Correction

File: correct_perspective.m

Purpose: uses matlab image processing toolbox functions

to generate a transform between the existing registration image

and the corrected "flat" image, then applies the transform

to the input data image.

1 function [corrected img xdata ydata]=correct perspective(data img, ...
2 flat coords, registration coords, y pix, z pix)
3 %
4 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
5 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
6

7 % transform created back to the 'flat' image
8 mytform = cp2tform(registration coords, flat coords, 'projective');
9

10 [corrected img xdata ydata]=imtransform(data img, mytform,...
11 'Xdata',[0 y pix],'Ydata',[0, z pix],'Size', [z pix y pix]);
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Spatially Registered Intensity Ratios

File: intensities2xyz_v2.m

Purpose: returns an intensity ratio (between each data image

and the reference image) at every y-z-planar location within

the region of interest.

1 function [i exact i blk i sup sup cor y sup cor z img blk sup avg]=...
2 intensities2xyz v2(flat image, img distance, img exposure time,...
3 pix res, z pix, y inds, z inds, ycorr, zcorr,...
4 output super pixels yz, output super pixels size,...
5 output super pixel shape, fids)
6 % Summary of output:
7 % EXACT data: In the full−resolution immages, ycorr and zcorr
8 % contain the exact coordinates for the center of each pixel. Intensities
9 % are in i exact which is of the size y pix and z pix.

10 % The sub−block of data we want to anylize is selected from within the
11 % above full resolution data. ycorr blk and zcorr blk contain exact
12 % coordinates for the intensities in i blk, which is of size z pix blk and
13 % y pix blk.
14 % For example, the intensity at zcorr blk(7), ycorr blk(9) is
15 % i blk(7,9)
16 % SUPERPIXEL data: sup cor y and sup cor z contain exact coordinates for
17 % the intensities in i sup, which is of size output super pixels yz.
18 % For example, the intensity of the superpixel located at
19 % sup cor z(3) and sup cor y(5) is i sup(3,5).
20 % IMAGES: img blk is simply the sub−block image itself.
21 % sup avg is a matrix of the same resolution as img blk and i blk, but
22 % contains the values of/within the superpixels (values outside a
23 % superpixel are zero), thus showing both the value and location of the
24 % superpixels within the selected block.
25 %
26 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
27 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
28

29 % any superpixel that comes out to be "zero" will be assigned this value
30 % helps plotting zeros appear more clearly.
31 superpixel zero value=−0.05;
32

33 % allocate the flat image
34 img blk=flat image(z inds,y inds);
35

36 % Reference intensity matrix, corrected for exposure
37 i exact=flat image/(img exposure time);
38 i blk=img blk/(img exposure time);
39

40 % interp block onto coarse grid/super−pixel averaging.
41
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42 size info blk=size(i blk);
43 z pix blk=size info blk(1);
44 y pix blk=size info blk(2);
45

46 if output super pixels yz(1)>y pix blk
47 mfprintf(fids,['Number of Y−axis super pixels greater than image'...
48 ' resolution.\nAdjusted from %i to %i \n'],...
49 output super pixels yz(1),y pix blk);
50 output super pixels yz(1)=y pix blk;
51 end
52 if output super pixels yz(2)>z pix blk
53 mfprintf(fids,['Number of Z−axis super pixels greater than image'...
54 ' resolution.\nAdjusted from %i to %i \n'],...
55 output super pixels yz(2),z pix blk);
56 output super pixels yz(2)=z pix blk;
57 end
58

59 % geometric center of super−pixel
60 %actual edges of selected area (vs requested left edge from .ini file)
61 lft=ycorr(y inds(1))−0.5/pix res;
62 rht=ycorr(y inds(y pix blk))+0.5/pix res;
63 tp=zcorr(z inds(1))+0.5/pix res;
64 bt=zcorr(z inds(z pix blk))−0.5/pix res;
65

66 mfprintf(fids,['Actual data block limits, Left, Right, Top, '...
67 'Bottom: [%f %f %f %f] \n'],[lft rht tp bt]);
68 mfprintf(fids,'Block height: %f width: %f \n',tp−bt,rht−lft);
69

70 % Find center of super pixels
71 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
72 yc s(ii)=((rht−lft)/output super pixels yz(1))*(ii−1)+...
73 0.5*((rht−lft)/output super pixels yz(1))+lft;
74 end
75 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(2)
76 zc s(ii)=((tp−bt)/output super pixels yz(2))*...
77 (output super pixels yz(2)−ii)+0.5*((tp−bt)/...
78 output super pixels yz(2))+bt;
79 end
80

81 i sup=zeros(output super pixels yz(2),output super pixels yz(1));
82

83 % protect against over−lapping superpixels − this is not allowed.
84 max y sup=floor(pix res*(rht−lft)/output super pixels yz(1))−1;
85 if max y sup<1
86 max y sup=1;
87 end
88 if floor(output super pixels size*pix res)>max y sup
89 mfprintf(fids,'Super pixels size adjusted from %6.4f to %6.4f \n',...
90 output super pixels size,max y sup/pix res);
91 output super pixels size=max y sup/pix res;
92 end
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93 max z sup=floor(pix res*(tp−bt)/output super pixels yz(2))−1;
94 if max z sup<1
95 max z sup=1;
96 end
97 if floor(output super pixels size*pix res)>max z sup
98 mfprintf(fids,'Super pixels size adjusted from %6.4f to %6.4f \n',...
99 output super pixels size,max z sup/pix res);

100 output super pixels size=max z sup/pix res;
101 end
102

103 yc s pix=round((yc s−lft)*pix res+0.5); % The 0.5 must be added due to
104 % using pixel CENTERS...
105 zc s pix=round((zc s−bt)*pix res+0.5);
106

107 % Make super−pixel mask
108 switch output super pixel shape
109 case 'square'
110 square size=floor(output super pixels size*pix res);
111 mask=strel('square',square size);
112 mfprintf(fids,['Actual super pixel square side length: %e '...
113 'inches.\n'],square size/pix res);
114 otherwise
115 disc radius=floor(output super pixels size*pix res/2);
116 mask=strel('disk',disc radius,0);
117 mfprintf(fids,['Actual super pixel circle diameter: %e '...
118 'inches.\n'],2*(disc radius+0.5)/pix res);
119 end
120

121 msize=size(getnhood(mask));
122

123 num pix averaged=sum(sum(getnhood(mask)));
124 super pixel area=num pix averaged*(1/pix res)ˆ2;
125 mfprintf(fids,'Single pixel area: %e square inches.\n',(1/pix res)ˆ2);
126 mfprintf(fids,'Number of actual pixels averaged in a superpixel: %i\n',...
127 num pix averaged);
128 mfprintf(fids,'Total super pixel area: %e square inches.\n',...
129 super pixel area);
130

131 % Will be able to show the averaged superpixels
132 sup avg=zeros(z pix blk,y pix blk);
133

134 for ii=1:output super pixels yz(1)
135 for jj=1:output super pixels yz(2)
136 mat mask=zeros(z pix blk,y pix blk);
137

138 d col=yc s pix(ii)−floor(msize(2)/2);
139 d row=zc s pix(jj)−floor(msize(1)/2);
140

141 mat mask(d row:d row+msize(1)−1,d col:d col+msize(2)−1)=...
142 mat mask(d row:d row+msize(1)−1,d col:d col+msize(2)−1)+...
143 getnhood(mask);
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144

145 sup cor y(ii)=(d col−1)/pix res+0.5*msize(2)/pix res+lft;
146 sup cor z(jj)=(z pix blk−d row+1)/pix res−0.5*msize(1)/pix res+bt;
147

148 sup region=i blk.*mat mask;
149 if max(max(sup region))==0
150 i sup(jj,ii)=superpixel zero value; % gives enough contrast
151 % to zero point for contours to appear
152 else
153 i sup(jj,ii)=mean(nonzeros(sup region));
154 end
155 sup avg=sup avg+i sup(jj,ii).*mat mask;
156 end
157 end
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A.5.2 Sizing Processor

File: analyze_sizes_f.m

Purpose: high level function that reads a controlling

initialization file and then completes the sizing

processing.

1 function [best mean best std best sigma best dist match fraction ...
2 confidence number]=...
3 analyze sizes f(filename)
4 % Reads the ini filname and estimates droplet sizes using input intensity
5 % ratios
6 % Process the given processing initialization file, or
7 % if ini filename is a number, open a GUI
8 %
9 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.

10 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
11 tic;
12

13 % location of Irr int.m
14 addpath ../../mie m code
15

16 if isnumeric(filename)==1
17 current path=pwd; % gets current path for use in dialogs
18 [data file, current path, filterindex] = uigetfile('*.ini',...
19 'Select .ini file:', current path ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
20 ini filename=strcat(current path,data file);
21 else
22 result=strfind(filename,'/');
23 if numel(result)==0
24 current path=strcat(pwd,'/');
25 ini filename=filename;
26 else
27 lst sl=result(size(result,2));
28 current path=filename(1:lst sl);
29 data file=filename(lst sl+1:length(filename));
30 ini filename=strcat(current path,data file);
31 end
32 end
33

34 [keys,sections,subsections] = inifile(ini filename,'readall');
35

36 key assignment string=strcat(keys(:,2),' ',keys(:,3),'=',keys(:,4),';');
37

38 % Assign values to the initalization file variables
39 for ii=1:size(key assignment string,1)
40 eval(char(key assignment string(ii)))
41 end
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42

43 % create output directory
44 [pathstr, name ofile, file ext, versn] = fileparts(output output filename);
45 [success message messageid]=mkdir(pathstr);
46 if success˜=1
47 error(strcat('Failure to create output directory: ',message))
48 end
49

50 % create temporary data file which contains limited data block
51 temp datafile name=strcat(input ratio file,'.tmp');
52

53 % load the data
54 load(input ratio file)
55

56 global A B
57 load(config cross section database filename)
58

59 ic=0;
60 for ii=input y indexes
61 ic=ic+1;
62 y pos(ic)=act msk y(ii);
63 jc=0;
64 for jj=input z indexes
65 jc=jc+1;
66 z pos(jc)=act msk z(jj);
67 kc=0;
68 for kk=input camera indexes
69 kc=kc+1;
70 int ratio(jc,ic,kc)=i ratio(jj,ii,kk);
71 cam loc(kc,:)=camera position(kk,:);
72 end
73 end
74 end
75

76 % clear old variables and re−assign
77 clear act msk y act msk z i ratio camera position
78 act msk y=y pos;
79 act msk z=z pos;
80 i ratio=int ratio;
81 camera position=cam loc;
82

83 switch config use poly
84 case 'Yes'
85 % curve fitted i ratios
86 if size(camera position,1)>1
87 for ii=1:size(act msk y,2)
88 for jj=1:size(act msk z,2)
89 for kk=1:size(camera position,1)
90 point=[0, act msk y(ii) act msk z(jj)];
91 d dist=sqrt(sum((camera position(kk,:)−point).ˆ2));
92 dy dist=camera position(kk,2)−point(2);
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93 d ang(kk)=acos(dy dist/d dist);
94 end
95 pp=spline(180*d ang/pi(),squeeze(i ratio(jj,ii,:)));
96 data range pts=...
97 [180*d ang(1)/pi():0.05:180*d ang(end)/pi()];
98 curve pts=ppval(pp,data range pts);
99

100 [p S smu]=polyfit(data range pts,curve pts,...
101 config poly order);
102

103 for kk=1:size(camera position,1)
104 i ratio(jj,ii,kk)=polyval(p,...
105 ((180*d ang(kk)/pi())−smu(1))/smu(2));
106 end
107 end
108 end
109 end
110 otherwise
111 end
112 % temporary file with limited data set created
113 save(temp datafile name, 'act msk y', 'act msk z', 'i ratio','yo',...
114 'zo','ref camera position','camera position');
115

116

117 %% Begin determination of sizes
118

119 ny=size(act msk y,2);
120 nz=size(act msk z,2);
121 ns=size(config try sigma,2);
122 n angs=size(camera position,1);
123

124 all angs mean size=zeros(nz,ny,ns);
125 all angs std dev=zeros(nz,ny,ns);
126

127 for mm=1:size(config try sigma,2)
128

129 [mean size]=int2size3(temp datafile name,...
130 output output filename, config int vs size filename,...
131 input half angle, num2str(input gamma ref), num2str(input xi),...
132 input scatter calc meth,...
133 2*pi*config try sigma(mm)*1e3/input wavelength,...
134 config try dist type{mm},ini filename);
135

136 for ii=1:ny
137 for jj=1:nz
138

139 for kk=1:n angs
140 mean size groups{kk}=mean size{jj,ii,kk};
141 end
142

143 [groups angles group mean size group std dev]=...
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144 make groups f(mean size groups,input seed index);
145

146 for ll=1:size(groups,2)
147 grp elements(ll)=size(groups{ll},2);
148 end
149

150 % create a sorting matrix to pick out most likely diameter.
151 % most likely is group with the most elements matching,
152 % smallest normalized standard deviation, and largest diameter.
153 sorting matrix=zeros(size(groups,2),4);
154

155 % 1st column mean diameter in each group
156 sorting matrix(:,1)=group mean size';
157 % 2nd column std deviation in each group
158 sorting matrix(:,2)=group std dev';
159 % 3rd column number elements in group
160 sorting matrix(:,3)=grp elements';
161 % 4th column normalized std dev in group
162 for nn=1:size(groups,2)
163 if group mean size(nn)==0
164 sorting matrix(nn,4)=0;
165 else
166 sorting matrix(nn,4)=...
167 group std dev(nn)'./group mean size(nn)';
168 end
169 end
170

171 [sorted matrix II]=sortrows(sorting matrix,[−3 4 2 −1]);
172

173 ll=1;
174 while (ll<size(groups,2) && sorted matrix(ll,1)<0.1 )
175 ll=ll+1;
176 end
177

178 all angs mean size(jj,ii,mm)=sorted matrix(ll,1);
179 all angs std dev(jj,ii,mm)=sorted matrix(ll,2);
180 all angs ang inds{jj,ii,mm}=angles{II(ll)};
181 all angs num matches(jj,ii,mm)=sorted matrix(ll,3);
182

183 clear groups angles group mean size group std dev ...
184 mean size groups grp elements
185 end
186 end
187

188 end
189

190 best mean=zeros(nz,ny);
191 best std=zeros(nz,ny);
192 best sigma=zeros(nz,ny);
193 confidence number=zeros(nz,ny);
194
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195 for ii=1:ny
196 for jj=1:nz
197 sorting matrix2=...
198 zeros(size(squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,:)),1),4);
199

200 % 1st column mean diameter in each group
201 sorting matrix2(:,1)=squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,:))';
202 % 2nd column std deviation in each group
203 sorting matrix2(:,2)=squeeze(all angs std dev(jj,ii,:))';
204 % 3rd column number elements in group
205 sorting matrix2(:,3)=squeeze(all angs num matches(jj,ii,:))';
206 % 4th column normalized std dev in group
207 for nn=1:size(squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,:)),1)
208 if squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,nn))==0
209 sorting matrix2(nn,4)=0;
210 else
211 sorting matrix2(nn,4)=...
212 squeeze(all angs std dev(jj,ii,nn))'./...
213 squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,nn))';
214 end
215 end
216

217 [sorted matrix2 II2]=sortrows(sorting matrix2,[−3 4 2 −1]);
218

219 nn=1;
220 while(sorted matrix2(nn,3)>=round(0.8*sorted matrix2(1,3)) && ...
221 nn<size(squeeze(all angs mean size(jj,ii,:)),1))
222 nn=nn+1;
223 end
224

225 resort size=nn−1;
226 if resort size<2
227 resort size=1;
228 end
229

230 [sorted matrix3 II3]=...
231 sortrows(sorted matrix2(1:resort size,:),[4 −3 2 −1]);
232

233 ll=1;
234 while (ll<resort size && sorted matrix2(ll,1)<0.1 )
235 ll=ll+1;
236 end
237

238 best mean(jj,ii)=sorted matrix3(ll,1);
239 best std(jj,ii)=sorted matrix3(ll,2);
240 best sigma(jj,ii)=config try sigma(II2(II3(ll)));
241 best dist{jj,ii}=config try dist type{II2(II3(ll))};
242 match fraction(jj,ii)=sorted matrix3(ll,3)/n angs;
243

244

245 point=[0, act msk y(ii) act msk z(jj)];
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246 r dist=sqrt(sum((ref camera position−point).ˆ2));
247 ry dist=ref camera position(2)−point(2);
248 r ang=acos(ry dist/r dist);
249

250 rz dist=ref camera position(3)−point(3);
251 rx dist=ref camera position(1)−point(1);
252

253 r phi=atan(rz dist/rx dist);
254

255 % use B to find closest discrete angle in the data file
256 [c r ind]=min(abs(B.theta−r ang));
257 r d ang=B.theta(r ind);
258

259 bst num=0;
260 ths num=0;
261 ex cnt=0;
262 for kk=1:n angs
263 d dist=sqrt(sum((camera position(kk,:)−point).ˆ2));
264 dy dist=camera position(kk,2)−point(2);
265 d ang(kk)=acos(dy dist/d dist);
266

267 % difference from current angle to 139
268 delt t=180*abs(d ang(kk)−2.426)/pi();
269 bst num=bst num+1/(1+delt t);
270

271 % find indexes of the "excluded points"
272 if max(ismember(...
273 all angs ang inds{jj,ii,II2(II3(ll))},kk))==0
274 ex cnt=ex cnt+1;
275 ex inds(ex cnt)=kk;
276 else
277 ths num=ths num+1/(1+delt t);
278 end
279 end
280

281 % Weighted fraction; matches closer to 139 degrees are worth more
282 confidence number(jj,ii)=ths num/bst num;
283

284 % Make a plot (won't plot failures)
285 if (output make a plot==1 && best mean(jj,ii)>1e−7)
286

287 figure
288 hold on
289 plot(180*d ang/pi(),squeeze(int ratio(jj,ii,:)),'ko')
290 legend str{1}='Data';
291 lgnd cnt=1;
292

293 if ex cnt>0
294 % plot excluded points
295 plot(180*d ang(ex inds)/pi(),...
296 squeeze(int ratio(jj,ii,ex inds)),'rx')
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297 lgnd cnt=lgnd cnt+1;
298 legend str{lgnd cnt}='No match (by Grouping)';
299 end
300

301 if n angs>1
302 pp=spline(180*d ang/pi(),squeeze(i ratio(jj,ii,:)));
303 data range pts=...
304 [180*d ang(1)/pi():0.05:180*d ang(end)/pi()];
305 curve pts=ppval(pp,data range pts);
306

307 [p S smu]=...
308 polyfit(data range pts,curve pts,config poly order);
309 poly pts=polyval(p,(data range pts−smu(1))/smu(2));
310 end
311

312

313 sig gx=2*pi*(best sigma(jj,ii))*1e3/input wavelength;
314 for kk=1:size(output plot angle range,2)
315 [IntI Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
316 Irr int(best mean(jj,ii), sig gx, best dist{jj,ii},...
317 r d ang, r phi, input half angle, input gamma ref,...
318 input xi,input scatter calc meth);
319

320 [AIntI Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
321 Irr int(best mean(jj,ii), sig gx, best dist{jj,ii},...
322 output plot angle range(kk)*pi/180, r phi,...
323 input half angle, input gamma ref,input xi,...
324 input scatter calc meth);
325

326 R II(kk)=AIntI/IntI;
327

328 end
329 plot(output plot angle range,R II,'b−')
330 lgnd cnt=lgnd cnt+1;
331 legend str{lgnd cnt}=strvcat(['Mie theory: d=' ...
332 num2str(2*input wavelength*best mean(jj,ii)/(2*pi*1e3))],...
333 ['\sigma=' num2str(best sigma(jj,ii)) ', ' ...
334 best dist{jj,ii} ' distribution']);
335

336 % % Uncomment to also plot a "known" Mie theory curve
337 % known d=3.5;
338 % known dist='logn';
339 % known sig=2;
340 % kdx=2*pi*(known d/2)*1e3/input wavelength;
341 % sig gx=2*pi*(known sig)*1e3/input wavelength;
342 % for kk=1:size(output plot angle range,2)
343 % [IntIk Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
344 % Irr int(kdx, sig gx, known dist,...
345 % r d ang, r phi, input half angle, input gamma ref,...
346 % input xi,input scatter calc meth);
347 %
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348 % [AIntIk Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
349 % Irr int(kdx, sig gx, known dist,...
350 % output plot angle range(kk)*pi/180, r phi,...
351 % input half angle, input gamma ref,input xi,...
352 % input scatter calc meth);
353 %
354 % R IIk(kk)=AIntIk/IntIk;
355 %
356 % end
357 % plot(output plot angle range,R IIk,'g−')
358 % lgnd cnt=lgnd cnt+1;
359 % legend str{lgnd cnt}=strvcat(['Known Mie theory: d=' ...
360 % num2str(known d)],...
361 % ['\sigma=' num2str(known sig) ', ' ...
362 % known dist ' distribution']);
363 % % End "Known" section
364

365 switch config use poly
366 case 'Yes'
367 if n angs>1
368 plot(data range pts,poly pts,'r−')
369 lgnd cnt=lgnd cnt+1;
370 legend str{lgnd cnt}='Poly fit to data';
371 end
372 otherwise
373 end
374

375 % find error at each data point
376 for kk=1:n angs
377 [c d ind]=min(abs(B.theta−d ang(kk)));
378 dd ang(kk)=180*B.theta(d ind)/pi();
379 [c ind]=min(abs(output plot angle range−dd ang(kk)));
380 err int(kk)=(R II(ind)−i ratio(jj,ii,kk));
381 end
382

383 num outliers=0;
384 lst outliers=−1;
385 err cnt=0;
386 tmp err int=err int;
387 while num outliers>lst outliers
388 lst outliers=num outliers;
389

390 err mean=mean(tmp err int);
391 err std=std(tmp err int);
392

393 % An outlier will arbitrarily be considered
394 % 3 standard deviations
395 for kk=1:n angs
396 if abs(err int(kk))>abs(3*err std)
397 err cnt=err cnt+1;
398 err inds(err cnt)=kk;
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399 end
400 end
401

402 % remove outliers from calculation
403 tmp err int=err int;
404 if err cnt>0
405 tmp err int(err inds)=[];
406 num outliers=size(unique(err inds),2);
407 end
408 end
409

410 if err cnt>0
411 lgnd cnt=lgnd cnt+1;
412 legend str{lgnd cnt}='Outlier, Mie Theory';
413 plot(180*d ang(unique(err inds))/pi(),...
414 squeeze(int ratio(jj,ii,unique(err inds))),'ms')
415 end
416

417

418 % location given as relative to the "figure origin"
419 title str=['Angle vs. Intensity Ratio, ' 'y=' ...
420 num2str(act msk y(ii)−yo) ' z=' num2str(act msk z(jj)−zo)];
421 title(title str)
422 xlabel('Angle, degress')
423 ylabel('Intensity Ratio')
424 legend(legend str,'Location','Best')
425

426 clear legend str err inds ex inds
427 end
428

429 end
430 end
431

432 processing time=toc;
433

434 % save results
435 save(output output filename,'act msk y','act msk z','yo','zo',...
436 'best mean','best std','best sigma','best dist','all angs std dev',...
437 'all angs mean size','match fraction','confidence number',...
438 'processing time');
439 %cleanup temp file
440 delete(temp datafile name);
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Reverse Look-up of Droplet Sizes

File: int2size3.m

Purpose: returns all possible mean droplet sizes at every

y-z-planar location within the region of interest, from every

angular data image intensity ratio.

1 function [mean size]=int2size3(varargin)
2 % input parameters are:
3 % (data filename, int vs size filename, cross section database filename,
4 % half angle, sigma, dist type)
5 %
6 % if data filename is a number, set
7 % skip dialog=0, ask for files, print output
8 % skip dialog=1, ask for files, don't print output
9 % else

10 % skip dialog=2, don't ask, don't print output
11 %
12 %
13 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
14 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
15

16 % A and B must already be global and loaded from the database
17 global A B
18

19 data filename=varargin{1};
20

21 if isnumeric(data filename)==1
22 skip dialog=data filename;
23 current path=pwd; % gets current path for use in dialogs
24 [data file, current path d, filterindex] = uigetfile...
25 ('*.mat', 'Select intensity ratio data file:',...
26 current path ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
27 data filename=strcat(current path d,data file);
28 pause(1);
29 [size file, current path s, filterindex] = uigetfile...
30 ('*.mat', 'Select intensity vs. size data file:',...
31 current path ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
32 int vs size filename=strcat(current path s,size file);
33 pause(1);
34 [cross file, current path c, filterindex] = uigetfile...
35 ('*.mat', 'Select intensity cross section database file:', ...
36 current path ,'MultiSelect', 'Off');
37 cross section database filename=strcat(current path c,cross file);
38

39 prompt = {'Enter camera lens half−angle (degrees):',...
40 'Enter size distribution standard deviation:'};
41 dlg title = 'Input for calcuation:';
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42 num lines = 1;
43 def = {'0.4','10'};
44 answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg title,num lines,def);
45

46 half angle=str2num(answer{1});
47 sigma=str2num(answer{2});
48

49 else
50 skip dialog=2;
51

52 output output filename=varargin{2};
53 int vs size filename=varargin{3};
54 half angle=varargin{4};
55 gamma ref=varargin{5};
56 xi=varargin{6};
57 method=varargin{7};
58 sigma=varargin{8};
59 dist type=varargin{9};
60 ini filename=varargin{10};
61

62 end
63

64 % create output filename and logfile name
65 result=strfind(output output filename,'.');
66 if numel(result)==0
67 output filename=strcat(output output filename,' size sig',...
68 num2str(sigma),' ',dist type,'.mat');
69 log filename=strcat(output output filename,' size sig',...
70 num2str(sigma),' ',dist type,'.log');
71 else
72 lst dt=result(size(result,2));
73 output filename=strcat(output output filename(1:lst dt−1),...
74 ' size sig',num2str(sigma),' ',dist type,...
75 output output filename(lst dt:length(output output filename)));
76 log filename=strcat(output output filename(1:lst dt−1),' size sig',...
77 num2str(sigma),' ',dist type,'.log');
78 end
79 [out fid message]=fopen(log filename,'w');
80 if out fid<0
81 error(strcat('Failure to create log file: ',message))
82 end
83

84 if skip dialog>0
85 fids=[out fid];
86 else
87 fids=[1 out fid];
88 end
89

90 % load the intensity ratio data
91 load(data filename,'−mat');
92
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93 % A B must be global and available
94 % This determines the angular and size resolution available for the
95 % calcualtion.
96

97 % load the structure sz data, which contains all previously made intensity
98 % ratio vs. size calcualtions. It is the user's responsibilty to pick a
99 % file which contains correct data for the given situation. (i.e correct

100 % index of refraction, wavelength etc.
101 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','lock');
102 load(int vs size filename);
103 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','unlock');
104

105 % Find starting x point, start 'norm' distributions 3 sigma above zero.
106 switch dist type
107 case 'logn'
108 ind Bmin=1;
109 case 'norm'
110 B min=(3/2)*sigma;
111 [c ind Bmin]=min(abs(B.x−B min));
112 otherwise
113 error('Unrecognized distribution')
114 end
115

116 % how course the database spacing will be in x
117 d mean skip=4;
118 d mean=B.x(ind Bmin:d mean skip:end);
119 % d mean seach index; one less than the total size of d mean, makes search
120 % function simple
121 d si=1:(size(d mean,2)−1);
122

123 % Courseness in phi of the database (radians)
124 phi inc=1*pi()/180;
125

126 tolp=phi inc/2;
127 n phis=round((pi()/2)/phi inc);
128 phi=zeros(1,2*n phis+1,1);
129 phi(n phis+1)=0;
130 phi(1:n phis)=phi inc*(n phis+1−(1:n phis));
131 phi(n phis+2:2*n phis+1)=phi inc*(1:n phis);
132

133 % for each value in i ratio, there first must be an entry in the local
134 % intensity vs size database
135

136 ny=size(act msk y,2);
137 nz=size(act msk z,2);
138 n angs=size(i ratio,3);
139

140 r dist=zeros(nz,ny);
141 d dist=zeros(nz,ny);
142 r ang=zeros(nz,ny);
143 d ang=zeros(nz,ny);
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144

145 % makes i ratio c a 3−D array, even if data in i ratio was only 2−D
146 i ratio c=zeros(nz,ny,n angs);
147 if size(i ratio,3)==1
148 i ratio c(:,:,1)=i ratio;
149 else
150 i ratio c=i ratio;
151 end
152

153 % empty local data struc, will be populated from sz data file database as
154 % records are needed
155 l sz data = struct('theta',0,'phi',0,'half angle', 0, 'gamma ref','0',...
156 'xi', '0', 'method','0', 'sigma', 0,...
157 'd mean', 0, 'intensity', 0,'dist type','logn');
158 l sz data = repmat(l sz data,1,1);
159 l sz ind=0;
160

161 for kk=1:n angs
162 for jj=1:nz
163 for ii=1:ny
164 point=[0, act msk y(ii) act msk z(jj)];
165

166 mfprintf(fids,'Working on Angle %i, point [%f %f %f]\n',...
167 kk,point);
168

169 % Reference and data distances
170 r dist(jj,ii)=sqrt(sum((ref camera position−point).ˆ2));
171 d dist(jj,ii)=sqrt(sum((camera position(kk,:)−point).ˆ2));
172

173 ry dist=ref camera position(2)−point(2);
174 dy dist=camera position(kk,2)−point(2);
175

176 rz dist=ref camera position(3)−point(3);
177 dz dist=camera position(kk,3)−point(3);
178

179 rx dist=ref camera position(1)−point(1);
180 dx dist=camera position(kk,1)−point(1);
181

182 % angle is in the r−y plane that lies the data point
183 % (scattering plane)
184 % need to establish direction so angle is right!
185 r ang(jj,ii)=acos(ry dist/r dist(jj,ii));
186 d ang(jj,ii)=acos(dy dist/d dist(jj,ii));
187

188 r phi=atan(rz dist/rx dist);
189 d phi=atan(dz dist/dx dist);
190

191 % use B to find closest discrete angle in the data file
192 [c r ind]=min(abs(B.theta−r ang(jj,ii)));
193 r d ang=B.theta(r ind);
194 [c d ind]=min(abs(B.theta−d ang(jj,ii)));
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195 d d ang=B.theta(d ind);
196

197 [c r phi ind]=min(abs(phi−r phi));
198 r d phi=phi(r phi ind);
199 [c d phi ind]=min(abs(phi−d phi));
200 d d phi=phi(d phi ind);
201

202 mfprintf(fids,['...theta: %f, phi: %f, solid ang: %f,'...
203 'sigma: %f, dist: %s\n'],r d ang,r d phi,half angle,...
204 sigma,dist type);
205

206 % corrected intensity ratio for distance
207 i ratio c(jj,ii,kk);
208 i ratio c(jj,ii,kk)=(d dist(jj,ii)ˆ2/...
209 r dist(jj,ii)ˆ2)*i ratio c(jj,ii,kk);
210

211 % Look in the local−to−this−run database. If data is there
212 % then a useable data record for this position is returned
213

214 % Ref Angle
215 [sz data record ref ind]=chk4data3(r d ang,r d phi,...
216 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method,sigma,dist type,l sz data);
217

218 if isstruct(sz data record ref)==0
219 % if no useable data returned locally then the database
220 % from the file is checked
221

222 mfprintf(fids,'...No local data for: %f %f %f %f %s\n',...
223 r d ang,r d phi,half angle,sigma,dist type);
224

225 [sz data record ref ind]=chk4data3(r d ang,r d phi,...
226 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method,sigma,dist type,sz3 data);
227

228 if isstruct(sz data record ref)==0
229 % if data is not in the file, calculate a new record
230

231 mfprintf(fids,['...No file data for:'...
232 ' %f %f %f %f %s\n'],r d ang,r d phi,half angle,...
233 sigma,dist type);
234

235 sz3 data=add data3(r d ang,r d phi, sigma,dist type,...
236 ini filename,sz3 data,d mean);
237

238 % This will DEFINITELY return a record now
239 [sz data record ref ind]=chk4data3(r d ang,r d phi,...
240 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method,sigma,...
241 dist type,sz3 data);
242

243 % update the disk copy of sz3 data
244 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','lock');
245 save(int vs size filename,'sz3 data');
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246 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','unlock');
247

248 end
249

250 % Add the "new" record to the local database
251 l sz ind=l sz ind+1;
252 l sz data(l sz ind)=sz data record ref;
253 end
254

255 % Data Angle
256 [sz data record dat ind]=chk4data3(d d ang,d d phi,...
257 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method,sigma,dist type,l sz data);
258

259 if isstruct(sz data record dat)==0
260 % if no useable data returned locally then the database
261 % from the file is checked
262

263 mfprintf(fids,'...No local data for: %f %f %f %f %s\n',...
264 d d ang,d d phi,half angle,sigma,dist type);
265

266 [sz data record dat ind]=chk4data3(d d ang,d d phi,...
267 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method,sigma,dist type,sz3 data);
268

269 if isstruct(sz data record dat)==0
270 % if data is not in the file, calculate a new record
271

272 mfprintf(fids,['...No file data for:'...
273 ' %f %f %f %f %s\n'],d d ang,d d phi,half angle,...
274 sigma,dist type);
275

276 sz3 data=add data3(d d ang,d d phi,sigma,dist type,...
277 ini filename,sz3 data,d mean);
278 % This will definitely return a record now
279 [sz data record dat ind]=chk4data3(d d ang,d d phi,...
280 half angle,gamma ref,xi,method, sigma,dist type,...
281 sz3 data);
282

283 % update the disk copy of sz3 data
284 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','lock');
285 save(int vs size filename,'sz3 data');
286 use lockfile('sz data lock file.txt','unlock');
287 end
288 % Add the "new" record to the local database
289 l sz ind=l sz ind+1;
290 l sz data(l sz ind)=sz data record dat;
291 end
292

293 % No matter the initital state of the local database or file
294 % database, sz data record now contains the required record.
295

296 % Find index (or indexes) which are closest to given itensity
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297 % ratio, rat (and who doesn't like RAT as a variable)
298 rat=i ratio c(jj,ii,kk);
299

300 data rec i ratio=sz data record dat.intensity./...
301 sz data record ref.intensity;
302 int inds=find((data rec i ratio(d si)<rat & ...
303 data rec i ratio(d si+1)>rat | ...
304 data rec i ratio(d si)>rat & ...
305 data rec i ratio(d si+1)<rat));
306

307 if size(int inds,2)==0
308 mean size{jj,ii,kk}(1)=0;
309 else
310 for ll=1:size(int inds,2)
311 % cell array at each y−z location of the possible mean
312 % diameters
313 % linear interplation between nearest data points
314

315 mean size{jj,ii,kk}(ll)=interp1...
316 (data rec i ratio(int inds(ll):int inds(ll)+1),...
317 sz data record dat.d mean(int inds(ll):...
318 int inds(ll)+1),rat);
319 end
320 end
321 end
322 end
323 end
324

325 fclose(out fid);
326

327 % save output
328 %save(output filename, 'act msk y', 'act msk z', 'mean size','yo',...
329 % 'zo','sigma','half angle','dist type');
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Reverse Look-up Database Query

File: chk4data3.m

Purpose: checks the reverse lookup database structure and either

returns the requested record or returns 0, indicating that a new

record should be calculated.

1 function [result ind]=chk4data3(theta in,phi in,half angle,gamma ref,...
2 xi,calc meth,sigma,dist type,sz3 data)
3 %
4 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
5 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
6

7 tol=1e−6;
8

9 if isstruct(sz3 data)==1
10

11 ind=find(theta in−tol < [sz3 data.theta] & ...
12 theta in+tol > [sz3 data.theta] &...
13 phi in−tol < [sz3 data.phi] & phi in+tol > [sz3 data.phi] &...
14 half angle−tol < [sz3 data.half angle] &...
15 half angle+tol > [sz3 data.half angle] &...
16 sigma−tol < [sz3 data.sigma] & sigma+tol > [sz3 data.sigma] & ...
17 1==strcmp(dist type,{sz3 data.dist type}) & ...
18 1==strcmp(gamma ref,{sz3 data.gamma ref}) & ...
19 1==strcmp(xi,{sz3 data.xi}) & ...
20 1==strcmp(calc meth,{sz3 data.method}) );
21

22 if size(ind,2)==0
23 result=0;
24 elseif size(ind,2)>1
25 error([' Multiple matches found in sz3 data. Severe error;',...
26 ' This should not be possible.']);
27 else
28 result=sz3 data(ind);
29 end
30

31 else
32 result=0;
33 ind='NaN';
34 end
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Reverse Look-up Database Write/Add

File: add_data3.m

Purpose: adds a new record to the lookup database structure, or

overwrites a record if the requested record already contains data.

1 function result=add data3(theta in,phi in,sigma,dist type,ini filename,...
2 sz3 data, d mean)
3 % If called to create a "virgin" size database look−up−table, input the
4 % below conditions for the 1st entry in the database.
5 % theta in: scattering angle, radians
6 % phi in: angle between scattering plane and reference plane, radians
7 % sigma: should be in terms of the size parameter, x, as so:
8 % sigma=2*pi*(sigma dimensional)*1e3/wavelength
9 % where wavelength is in nanometers

10 % dist type: 'logn' or 'norm'
11 % ini filname: the filename of the sizing initialization file containing
12 % the relavant optical setup parameters
13 % sz3 data: set to zero (0) if virgin, else this is the database structure
14 % d mean: vector of size parameters, definies size resolution of the
15 % database entry; size parameters will be interpolated between
16 % adjacent database values.
17 %
18 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
19 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
20

21 % where A and B are from the cross section database need to be global
22 global A B
23

24 [keys,sections,subsections] = inifile(ini filename,'readall');
25

26 key assignment string=strcat(keys(:,2),' ',keys(:,3),'=',keys(:,4),';');
27

28 % Assign values to the initalization file variables
29 for ii=1:size(key assignment string,1)
30 eval(char(key assignment string(ii)))
31 end
32

33 % path to the Irr int.m function is required
34 addpath ../../mie m code
35

36 fids=1; % 1 for output to screen, add additional fids as desired
37

38 [c ind]=min(abs(B.theta−theta in));
39

40 % create an initial structure if sz3 data=0, i.e. if starting from scratch
41 if isstruct(sz3 data)==0
42 clear sz3 data
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43 mfprintf(fids,'Creating an empty record in a new structure.\n');
44 intensity=zeros(size(d mean));
45 V1 = struct('theta', B.theta(ind), 'phi', phi in, 'half angle', ...
46 input half angle, 'gamma ref', num2str(input gamma ref), 'xi',...
47 num2str(input xi), 'method',input scatter calc meth, 'sigma', ...
48 sigma, 'd mean', d mean, 'intensity', intensity, ...
49 'dist type',dist type);
50 sz3 data = repmat(V1,1,1);
51 end
52

53 % See if data record exists.
54 [chk data rec ind]=chk4data3(B.theta(ind),phi in,...
55 input half angle,num2str(input gamma ref),num2str(input xi),...
56 input scatter calc meth, sigma,dist type,sz3 data);
57

58 if isstruct(chk data)==0
59 %add a new data record
60 mfprintf(fids,'Adding new data record.\n');
61 st ind=1+size(sz3 data,2);
62 else
63 %overwrite the existing data record
64 mfprintf(fids,'Over−writing data record.\n');
65 st ind=rec ind;
66 end
67

68 % Calculate the size vs. intensity data
69 mfprintf(fids,'Working on: %5.1f, %5.1f, Completion %%:\n0.0',...
70 180*theta in/pi(),180*phi in/pi());
71

72 cnt=0;
73 for kk=1:size(d mean,2)
74 cnt=cnt+1;
75 if cnt>(size(d mean,2)/10)
76 mfprintf(fids,'...%2.0f',100*kk/size(d mean,2));
77 cnt=0;
78 end
79

80 % Must convert to micrometers as Irr int.m uses that as input. Might
81 % adjust this in the future to accept x. Database is in x anyway.
82 %rl x=2*input wavelength*d mean/(2*pi*1e3);
83 [II Isr2 dist Qsr2 dist Usr2 dist Vsr2 dist matches]=...
84 Irr int(d mean(kk), sigma, dist type, B.theta(ind),...
85 phi in, input half angle, input gamma ref,input xi,...
86 input scatter calc meth);
87 R II(kk)=II;
88

89 end
90 mfprintf(fids,'...Done!\n');
91

92 % assign values actually used in calc, not the requested angles
93 sz3 data(st ind).theta=B.theta(ind);
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94 sz3 data(st ind).phi=phi in;
95 sz3 data(st ind).half angle=input half angle;
96 sz3 data(st ind).gamma ref=num2str(input gamma ref);
97 sz3 data(st ind).xi=num2str(input xi);
98 sz3 data(st ind).method=input scatter calc meth;
99 sz3 data(st ind).dist type=dist type;

100 sz3 data(st ind).sigma=sigma;
101 sz3 data(st ind).d mean=d mean;
102 sz3 data(st ind).intensity=R II;
103

104

105 % return the sturcture with the new data added/written
106 result=sz3 data;
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Grouping Subroutine

File: make_groups_f.m

Purpose: A custum cluster analysis program.

Finds groups of nearby data points and sorts them into groups

1 function [groups angles group mean size group std dev]=...
2 make groups f(mean size,seed index)
3 % A custum cluster analysis program.
4 % Finds groups of nearby data points and sorts them into groups
5 % Input is a cell−array, each entry is an array of possible droplet
6 % diameters, and which set to use as a starting "seed"
7 % Output is a cell array of the groups, a cell array which keeps track of
8 % which angle each data point originated from, the mean diameter of each
9 % group, and standard deviation of each group

10 %
11 % This "sort" is essentially a specialized bucket sort with:
12 % 1) assumptions that no angular data set has any points that should be
13 % in the same group
14 % 2) buckets are added as needed when a data set is larger than the
15 % comparison data set
16 % 3) buckets are added if the difference between the comparison set and the
17 % data set is larger than the difference between elements in the data.
18 %
19 % Code is written for specific data processing, not general use. Example
20 % data is given below. Documentation on method is found throughout the
21 % code
22 %
23 %
24 %
25 % Copyright (C) 2012, Stephen D. LePera. GNU General Public License, v3.
26 % Terms available in GPL v3 license.txt, or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
27

28 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−code begins−−−−−−−−−−−−
29 angs=size(mean size,2);
30

31 % Use the seed index data set as a starting comparison. Thus there will be
32 % at least as many groups as there are entries in the seed set. More
33 % groups are added as needed automatically
34 % The running mean of each group is used as the comparison against new data
35 % sets
36 group mean size=mean size{seed index};
37 ngroups=0; % will be incremented as groups are added
38

39 kk index order=1:angs;
40 kk index order(1)=seed index;
41 kk index order(seed index)=1;
42
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43 %for kk=1:angs
44 for kk=kk index order
45 n el1=size(group mean size,2);
46 n el2=size(mean size{kk},2);
47

48 match set1=group mean size;
49 match set2=mean size{kk};
50 adj diff=[match set2(1) abs(diff(match set2)) match set2(end)];
51

52 % Finds the differece between every element in the data set compared to
53 % the comparison set
54 cnt=0;
55 for ll=1:n el2
56 for mm=1:n el1
57 cnt=cnt+1;
58 ind(cnt,:)=[ll mm];
59 a diff(cnt)=match set2(ll)−match set1(mm);
60 end
61 end
62 % The differences are sorted in acending order
63 [Y I]=sort(abs(a diff));
64

65 cnt=0;
66

67 % Each time a data point is added to a group, it's indexes are stored
68 % so that it cannot be added to any other groups
69 used ind=zeros(size(ind));
70 for ll=1:size(a diff,2)
71 % Every index is checked in acending order. If it is unused it
72 % will be added to the closest group
73 if (ismember(ind(I(ll),1), used ind(:,1))==0 && ...
74 ismember(ind(I(ll),2), used ind(:,2))==0)
75 if exist('groups')>0
76 if ind(I(ll),2)<=size(groups,2)
77 grp sz=size(groups{ind(I(ll),2)},2);
78 else
79 grp sz=0;
80 end
81 else
82 grp sz=0;
83 end
84

85 % Prevent jumping group membership over adjacent data
86 % instead just create new group
87 match diff=abs(match set2(ind(I(ll),1))−...
88 match set1(ind(I(ll),2)));
89 if (match diff<adj diff(ind(I(ll),1)) && ...
90 match diff<adj diff(ind(I(ll),1)+1) )
91 % Prevent adding values to a group that are way off
92 % scales arbitrarily from 100% at small diameters down to
93 % 25% at larger diameters.
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94 s fact=(−0.7/1000)*match set2(ind(I(ll),1))+1;
95 if s fact<0.20
96 s fact=0.20;
97 end
98 %s fact=0.15;
99 if match diff<s fact*match set2(ind(I(ll),1))

100 groups{ind(I(ll),2)}(grp sz+1)=match set2(ind(I(ll),1));
101 angles{ind(I(ll),2)}(grp sz+1)=kk;
102 used ind(I(ll),:)=ind(I(ll),:);
103 cnt=cnt+1;
104 ngroups=size(groups,2);
105 end
106 end
107 end
108

109 end
110

111 % If there are unused indexes (for case when data jumped as above or
112 % cases where the current data set is larger than the comparison set)
113 % then new groups are added here in acending order
114 if cnt<n el2
115 grp sz=0;
116 for ll=1:size(I,2)
117 if (ismember(ind(I(ll),1), used ind(:,1))==0)
118 unused ind(I(ll),:)=ind(I(ll),:);
119 end
120 end
121

122 add ind=unique(unused ind(:,1));
123 for ll=1:size(add ind,1)
124 if add ind(ll)˜=0
125 ngroups=ngroups+1;
126 groups{ngroups}(grp sz+1)=match set2(add ind(ll));
127 angles{ngroups}(grp sz+1)=kk;
128 end
129 end
130 end
131

132 % find mean of each group. This carries forward and is used to compare
133 % against each new data set.
134 for ll=1:ngroups
135 if size(groups{ll},2)>0 % protects against empty groups
136 group mean size(ll)=mean(groups{ll});
137 else
138 group mean size(ll)=0;
139 end
140 end
141

142 % Sort averages and re−arrange groups in acending order. Order of the
143 % data within each group is left as−is.
144 [Z J]=sort(group mean size);
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145 tempgroups=groups;
146 tempangles=angles;
147 group mean size=Z;
148

149 for ll=1:ngroups
150 groups{ll}=tempgroups{J(ll)};
151 angles{ll}=tempangles{J(ll)};
152 end
153

154 % Must clear certain variables each loop
155 clear a diff Y I ind unused ind add ind
156

157 end
158

159 % Calculate the standard deviation of each group.
160 for ll=1:size(groups,2)
161 group std dev(ll)=std(groups{ll});
162 end
163

164 % move outliers from group to group
165 grp num=1;
166 num passes=0;
167 while grp num<=size(groups,2)
168 mvd element=0;
169 num passes=num passes+1;
170 ll=1;
171 while ll<=size(groups{grp num},2);
172 diff m=abs(group mean size(grp num)−groups{grp num}(ll));
173

174 if size(groups,2)==1
175 diff h=1e6;
176 diff l=1e6;
177 elseif grp num==1
178 diff h=abs(group mean size(grp num+1)−groups{grp num}(ll));
179 diff l=1e6;
180 elseif grp num==size(groups,2)
181 diff h=1e6;
182 diff l=abs(group mean size(grp num−1)−groups{grp num}(ll));
183 else
184 diff h=abs(group mean size(grp num+1)−groups{grp num}(ll));
185 diff l=abs(group mean size(grp num−1)−groups{grp num}(ll));
186 end
187

188 % move element one group higher
189 %if (diff l>diff h && diff h<diff m && ...
190 % diff h<3*group std dev(grp num+1)) % old method crit
191 if (diff l>diff h && diff h<diff m)
192 mvd element=1;
193 groups{grp num+1}(size(groups{grp num+1},2)+1)=...
194 groups{grp num}(ll);
195 angles{grp num+1}(size(angles{grp num+1},2)+1)=...
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196 angles{grp num}(ll);
197 groups{grp num}(ll)=[];
198 angles{grp num}(ll)=[];
199 % move element one group lower
200 %elseif (diff h>diff l && diff l<diff m && ...
201 % diff l<3*group std dev(grp num−1)) % old method crit
202 elseif (diff h>diff l && diff l<diff m)
203 mvd element=1;
204 groups{grp num−1}(size(groups{grp num−1},2)+1)=...
205 groups{grp num}(ll);
206 angles{grp num−1}(size(angles{grp num−1},2)+1)=...
207 angles{grp num}(ll);
208 groups{grp num}(ll)=[];
209 angles{grp num}(ll)=[];
210 else
211 ll=ll+1;
212 end
213 end
214

215 if (mvd element==0 | | num passes>20)
216 grp num=grp num+1;
217 num passes=0;
218 end
219

220 % refind mean of each group.
221 for mm=1:size(groups,2)
222 if size(groups{mm},2)>0
223 group mean size(mm)=mean(groups{mm});
224 else
225 group mean size(mm)=0;
226 end
227 end
228 end
229

230 % delete outliers, one−pass
231 for mm=1:size(groups,2)
232 ll=1;
233 while ll<=size(groups{mm},2)
234 cnt=0;
235 clear elements
236 elements(1)=1;
237 for nn=1:size(groups{mm},2)
238 if nn˜=ll
239 cnt=cnt+1;
240 elements(cnt)=nn;
241 end
242 end
243 std dev g=std(groups{mm}(elements));
244 diff dev=abs(groups{mm}(ll)−group mean size(mm));
245 if (diff dev>3*std dev g && std dev g>0)
246 groups{mm}(ll)=[];
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247 angles{mm}(ll)=[];
248 else
249 ll=ll+1;
250 end
251 end
252 end
253

254 % re−find mean of each group.
255 for mm=1:size(groups,2)
256 if size(groups{mm},2)>0
257 group mean size(mm)=mean(groups{mm});
258 else
259 group mean size(mm)=0;
260 end
261 end
262

263 % re−calculate the standard deviation of each group.
264 for ll=1:size(groups,2)
265 group std dev(ll)=std(groups{ll});
266 end
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Appendix B

Example - Optical Method for Planar
Measurement of Spray Characteristics

The following sections present a step-by-step, Matlab-command-specific example of the en-
tire multi-angle Mie scatting sizing method. It will be assumed that Matlab is installed
an working. In addition, the example is executed using the linux version of Matlab; a
few unix-specific commands are necessary within the sizing routines however it should be
straightforward for a Windows user to make appropriate changes in these few cases. In-
terested Windows users should contact the author; addition of a Windows-specific tree or
improved coding allowing unrestricted use on both platforms would be welcomed.

B.1 Get the Code

B.1.1 Downloading the Dissertation Code

The Matlab routines necessary to implement the “Multi-Angle-Mie-Sizing” method are
hosted at:

https://github.com/leperas/Multi-Angle-Mie-Droplet-Sizing

The version directly referenced within the current work is denoted as Version 1, or v1 and
is found in the download section.

Additionally, the actual github repository is where the latest updates, capabilities, and
new versions will be found. The README within that repository should contain the most
updated information about the project.
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B.1.2 Installing the Code

Installation instructions are part of the code download, contained in the file README.install.
The most up-to-date install and configuration information will be maintained within that
file.

B.1.3 Contributing to the Code

Currently documentation consists of this dissertation and the comments within the code.
Users interested in contributing new or improved code or documentation should start by
installing git and then getting the latest software from https://github.com/leperas/Multi-
Angle-Mie-Droplet-Sizing. Contact the author in order to coordinate efforts.

B.2 Creation of the Scattering Cross Section Database

Before anything may be done, a scattering cross section database must exist or be created.
Two files are included with the complete code download:

./multi_angle_mie_sizing/mie_m_code/database_files/

scattering_coefficients_database2.mat

and

./multi_angle_mie_sizing/mie_m_code/database_files/

scattering_coefficients_database_all_angs.mat

Both files are for water, with index of refraction 1.33+ 0i. The first is the data set that was
used for the current work. This set only contains scattering coefficients at angles important
to the sizing method, but has a high angular resolution and wide size parameter range. The
second file was used to make a number of plots in the current work and contains data from
angles 0-180°, but the data is only at limited resolution, and is not suitable for most sizing
calculations.

For other substances, a new scattering coefficient database must be generated. This takes a
long time; the following example will include commands suitable for sending the database
creation into the background where it may run uninterrupted for days.

Change to the directory containing create Sx database.m, and open the routine in the
editor.
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>> cd ./multi_angle_mie_sizing/mie_m_code

>> edit create_Sx_database.m

For this example we will create a small (but useless) database. Set the database name (it
will be created in the current directory), edit the maximum diameter, max d, to be 50µm,
and the size increment d inc to be 5µm. Edit theta = (pi/180) ∗ [0 : 5 : 180], and set the
index of refraction to m = 1.448 + 0i. Now run:

>> create_Sx_database.m

In a few seconds, there should be a new database in your current directory. If you were
making a real database, it might take days, and you would want to run the process out-of-
the-way in the background, like this:

>> system_string=strcat(...

[’nice -n 8 /opt/matlab/bin/matlab -r "cd ’’’,pwd,...

’’’;create_Sx_database ;exit" &’]);

>> system(system_string)

A status file is periodically updated while this is running - at any time just:

>> load status_scat_calc

>> [jj calc_time(jj)]

ans =

37.0000 4.3135

The returned information is the current iteration number, jj, and the amount of total time
taken up to this point, calc time.

If the database was created correctly, you should be able to run this and see the same output:

>> load scattering_coeff_database.mat

>> A

A =

1x37 struct array with fields:
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S1

S2

>> B

B =

m: 1.4480

x: [1x10 double]

theta: [1x37 double]

B.3 Make an Image Data Set

B.3.1 Test the Intensity Function

Before jumping in and making images, it is a good idea to test the intensity function,
Irr int.m

Change to the directory containing Irr int.m. Make the scattering coefficient database
variables global, and load the water database that came with the downloaded code package
as shown:

>> cd ./multi_angle_mie_sizing/mie_m_code

>> global A B

>> load ./database_files/scattering_coefficients_database2.mat

Define the input variables (note calculation of size factor, x):

>> diameter=25.02;

>> sigma=10;

>> wavelength=514.5;

>> x=2*pi*(diameter/2)*1e3/wavelength;

>> sigx=2*pi*(sigma)*1e3/wavelength;

>> PDF_type=’single’;

>> theta=139.03*pi()/180;

>> phi=0*pi()/180;

>> half_cone_ang=0.2*pi()/180;

>> gamma_ref=pi()/2;

>> xi=pi()/2;

>> method=’full’;
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Run the routine:

>> [intensity I Q U V matches]=Irr_int(x,sigx,PDF_type,...

theta, phi, half_cone_ang, gamma_ref, xi, method)

intensity =

0.3261

I =

1.0e+03 *

0 0 9.0955 0 0

0 9.8185 9.8185 9.8185 0

9.9671 9.9672 9.9673 9.9672 9.9671

0 9.5866 9.5866 9.5866 0

0 0 8.8292 0 0

Q =

1.0e+03 *

0 0 -9.0955 0 0

0 -9.8184 -9.8185 -9.8184 0

-9.9670 -9.9672 -9.9673 -9.9672 -9.9670

0 -9.5866 -9.5866 -9.5866 0

0 0 -8.8292 0 0

U =

0 0 0.0000 0 0

0 -25.8268 0.0000 25.8268 0

-52.5150 -26.2580 0.0000 26.2580 52.5150

0 -25.2935 0.0000 25.2935 0

0 0 0.0000 0 0

V =
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0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

matches =

2.4260 152.6527

Your output should match the above.

B.3.2 Make Simulated Data Images

Change to the directory containing make data images.m and and open the routine in the
editor.

>> cd ./multi_angle_mie_sizing/image_creation/

>> edit make_data_images.m

The options for this routine are well documented earlier in Section 2.4.1 and also documented
in the code. Take a few minutes to read the configuration parameters available. Using the
configuration without any changes will make a data set based on setup Method #2 (MTD2),
that consists of one reference image at 40°and six data images between 138-150°. Droplets
will cover a range between 1-50µm with a log-normal distribution and σ = 10. The default
configuration uses a linearly vertically polarized laser as the incident light source, and a
linearly oriented polarizing filter at the detector camera. When everything is configured as
desired, run the routine as follows:

>> make_data_images

The GUI asks where to save the images; for the purposes of this example create a directory
called test images and let the routine create the images there. In practice this directory
may be at any desired location.

Eight figures should open. The first seven figures are the images described above, the eight
image is a contour plot showing the simulated sizes. The data images are saved in the
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chosen directory as JPEG, the contour plot is not saved. If you want to keep it then save
it manually; however all data required to recreate the contour plot is saved in the chosen
directory as .mat files. For each image there is a ‘‘dg’’ file and a ‘‘In’’ file, containing
respectively the diameter information and intensity information. There is also one ‘‘info’’
file which contains all the configuration parameters used by make data images.m to produce
the simulated data set. In addition, a template image processing initialization file is created
in that directory. The images created should look similar to those in Figure 2.19.

B.4 Image Processing the Data Set

A data processing initialization file, test-image processing.ini, was created as part of
the simulated data set in the previous section, and is located in the directory with those
images. The contents and use of this file is well documented in Section 2.4.2. The contents
may be left alone, or edited by hand. For the example, open the file and scroll down to
the {Output} section. Change the parameter output eps figures = ’Yes’ so that some
images will be generated during processing. Save changes to the file.

Change to the directory containing the function processor2 v82 f.m and run the following:

>> processor2_v82_f(0)

The processor function will open a GUI; select the data processing initialization file, test
-image processing.ini. Eleven figures will open, and a prompt to process the next angle
will appear; select “No” and the function will close, but the figures will remain.

The following output is on the screen, and this same information has been saved into the log
file, ./test images/processed output sim data/sim data processing log.txt:

Figure origin [0 y-offset z-offset] [ 0 0.000000 0.000000 ]

**** Reference Image ****

Percentage saturated pixels: 45.137840

!!! WARNING !!! Percentage saturated pixelsabove limit of 1.000000

Actual data block limits, Left, Right, Top, Bottom:

[-0.024747 0.024861 0.250196 -0.199869]

Block height: 0.450065 width: 0.049608

Actual super pixel square side length: 1.222222e-02 inches.

Single pixel area: 5.168952e-07 square inches.

Number of actual pixels averaged in a superpixel: 289

Total super pixel area: 1.493827e-04 square inches.

The processor has just worked on the reference image, and found lots of saturated pixels. This
is normal for the simulated data, because the red reference dots and the white background
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that frames the image are both considered “saturated”. If this waring happens with actual
experimental images, check to be sure the saturation is not in the data part of the image.

In the processing initialization file, a sub-block of data was requested. The exact size of the
block is returned; due to the discrete number of pixels in the image this is unlikely to be
exactly what was requested. The same is true for the requested super-pixel dimensions.

Eleven Figures are opened. Figure 1 is a histogram of the reference image; the high number
of “saturation” pixels is evident. Again, if this were seen in a real experimental, check that
the saturated pixels are outside the data region.

Figure 2 illustrates the image registration information. Check that what is shown are the
dimensions of the data region.

Figure 3 is original image, Figure 4 is the perspective corrected “flat” image, and Figure 5 is
only data from the color channel containing data, in the example that is the green channel.

Figure 6 shows the image area, with the image values converted to the 0-1 range as the
“brightness matrix” and Figure 7 is the same information, but just showing the sub-block
of data requested in the initialization file.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 are the “sister” images of Figures 6 and 7, showing the application of
the exposure time. Because the exposure time of the reference image in this case was close
to one (0.988), very little difference is observed.

Figure 10 shows the location of the super-pixels as a “+” overlaying the super-pixel contour
values. Last, Figure 11 shows the same super-pixel values, but uses the actual shape of the
super-pixel. The fill-color of the super-pixels represents the value of the averaged super-pixel.

Open the data processing initialization file, test-image processing.ini again and change
the output eps figures value back to ’No’, then run the processor again, but with no
pauses by setting the input parameter to “2“, like this:

>> processor2_v82_f(2)

The routine, now that no images are required, will very quickly re-process the reference
and the other 6 data images. The on-screen output is the same in the example; in a real
data set it is good to look at each image and be sure each image has processed correctly.
The intensity ratio data file has been created, sim data ratio.mat in the directory with
all the other processing output, ./test images/processed output sim data/. The sizing
processing initialization file is also saved there. The data set is ready for size processing.

The data processing in this example goes very fast, but large images and large data sets may
take longer. If many data sets need to be processed, the GUI interface tool start image

processing.m is very useful. Simply create a text file with the full path to every data image
processing initialization file that needs to be processed, as many as needed, as below:
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/full_path_to/test_images/test-image_processing.ini

/full_path_to/other_test_images/other_test-image_processing.ini

/full_path_to/more_test_images/more_test-image_processing.ini

Edit the top of start image processing.m to reflect the number of processors available,
and run the routine. After selecting the above file with the list of filenames, the routine will
start as many processing jobs as there are processors. When each job finished, the routine
will start another process until all the files have been processed.

B.5 Size Processing the Data Set

The last step is to run the size processing routine. The sizing processing initialization file was
created and stored in the same directory with the other image processing results. Options
within the sizing initialization file are covered within Section 2.4.3, however the file created
in this example may be used as-is.

Change to the directory with the size processing function analyze sizes f.m, and run the
analyze sizes f.m function.

>> cd ./multi_angle_mie_sizing/sizing_functions/sub_functions

>> [best_mean best_std best_sigma best_dist match_fraction conf_num]=...

analyze_sizes_f(0)

Use the GUI to select the sizing initialization file created by the data processing rou-
tine, sim data sizing ini.ini. After 30 seconds or so, the output file .../test images/

processed output sim data/sizing/output.mat will be created, and the following re-
turned to the screen:

best_mean =

305.3284

268.2088

231.9101

192.7971

157.0158

115.8034

81.7921

305.3064

0
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best_std =

0.0408

0.9991

0.4693

0.8588

3.3571

0.9926

2.0215

0.0088

0

best_sigma =

10.0000

6.5000

10.0000

20.0000

6.5000

10.0000

6.5000

10.0000

4.8000

best_dist =

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’logn’

’norm’

match_fraction =
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1.0000

1.0000

0.8333

0.6667

1.0000

0.8333

0.8333

0.5000

0.1667

conf_num =

1.0000

1.0000

0.6554

0.5837

1.0000

0.8565

0.6555

0.2249

0.0574

The best mean is the final size output at each location in the region requested by the sizing
initialization file, in this case the middle “column” of the image. The output is summarized
as below (after converting the size parameter back to diameter).

Mean, µm 0.0 50.0 13.4 19.0 25.7 31.6 38.0 43.9 50.0
std dev 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.33 1.10 0.28 0.15 0.33 0.01

σ 4.8 10.0 6.5 10.0 6.5 20.0 10.0 6.5 10.0
Distribution norm logn logn logn logn logn logn logn logn

CN 0.06 0.22 0.66 0.86 1.00 0.58 0.66 1.00 1.00
Error % 100.00 601.76 3.04 0.18 1.10 1.33 0.05 0.17 0.01
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